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ABSTRACT 

  

 Despite the fact that hakkō ichiu ideology was the key device deployed by fascists 

to mobilize the Japanese for total war, Japanese studies have not reexamined the 

meaning of wartime hakkō ichiu ideology and its historical continuity during the 

postwar era.   

 This study traces and analyzes the meaning and intent of wartime hakkō ichiu 

ideology and how it has evolved in official events spanning nearly 60 years from the 

1940 ceremony of the 2600th Anniversary of the Accession of Emperor Jinmu 

through Expo ‘70 and the 1998 Nagano Winter Games.  The first part of the study 

analyzes how Meiji nationalists between 1868 to 1905 used a Western model of 

gender to create a maternal image of Amaterasu as the empress.  This image became 

the primary Japanese icon of female gender.  The second part of the study traces the 

development of hakkō ichiu ideology in three official events over a half-century.  By 

examining the representation of Nippon News No. 23, Part1, (the film version of the 

Opening Ceremony of the 2600th Anniversary of the Accession of Emperor Jinmu), I 

argue against the traditional meaning of hakkō ichiu—as mere colonialism—and 

redefine its meaning in terms of dominance and unity.  I also discuss the 

interrelationships among gender, national matsuri, and hakkō ichiu ideology.  Finally, 

I examine how, by deploying national matsuri in the opening ceremonies of official 

postwar events, neo-nationalists were able to revive hakkō ichiu ideology and 

promote neo-emperor worship.  In doing so, they used hakkō ichiu ideology as an 
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effective instrument to avoid the constraints of the Peace Constitution that grew out 

of the peace treaty ratified after the end of World War II.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Hakkō ichiu was the key ideology underpinning Japan’s early colonialism, and 

was used to mobilize the Japanese for total war.  Fascists reinvented this ideology during 

the planning stages for the 1940 ceremony of the 2600th Anniversary of the Accession of 

Emperor Jinmu.1  But because no scholars have closely examined the 2600th Anniversary 

ceremony and its film, Nippon News No. 23, Part 1, a gap remains in our understanding 

of the current meanings of hakkō ichiu ideology and its historical development in the 

postwar era.   

I became acutely aware of the current revival of wartime ideology hakkō ichiu 

when I watched the Opening Ceremony of the 1998 Nagano Olympic Winter Games on 

television.  When thousands of men wearing matsuri-style happi coats marched into the 

stadium, I wondered if this national ceremony with a performance of a Shintō matsuri 

went against the Peace Constitution, which mandates the separation of religion and state.  

Then when the yokozuna (sumō grand champion) Akebono faced the royal box and 

                                                 
1 As Gordon, Maruyama and other Japanese scholars point out, European fascist states and Japanese 
fascism, an “ultra-nationalism,” share a common ideology: all are anti-democracy, and involve the 
mobilization of people into a total-war system on the basis of superior race.  Therefore, I define Japanese 
fascists as those who promoted fascism: military leaders, bureaucrats, business people and right-wing 
populists.  For this, see Andrew Gordon, A Modern History of Japan (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2003), pp. 202-203; Maruyama Masao, Gendai no shiso to kodo [Thoughts and Behavior in Modern 
Japanese Politics] (Tokyo: Miraisha, 1985), and Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney, Kamikaze, Cherry Blossoms, and 
Nationalism: The Militarization of Aesthetics in Japanese History (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 2002), pp. 8, 341.  See also Abe Hirozumi.  Nihon fashizumu kenkyū josetsu [An Introduction to 
Study on Facsism] (Tokyo: Miraisha, 1995), especially Chapters 1 and 2, and Suzaki Shin’ichi, Nihon 
fashizumu to so no jidai [Japan's Facism and Its Era] (Tokyo: Otsuki Shoten, 1999), pp. 335-70.  But some 
American scholars oppose applying the tem “fascism” to Japan because of aspects politics institutions.  For 
this, see Peter Duus and Daniel I. Okimoto, “Fascism and the History of Pre-War Japan: The Failure of a 
Concept,” Journal of East Asian Studies XXXIX, no. 1 (1979): 65-76, and Stanley G. Payne, History of 
Fascism, 1914-1945 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1995), v. 
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welcomed the emperor, I felt uneasy.  As I saw children at the Opening Ceremony 

singing “Children Rule the World,” I felt disturbed and wondered: Why do children sing 

this song in a public national ceremony?  Children—who at first had worn rice straw 

coats, a sign that they are the emperor’s children—sang that they will rule the world, 

implying that Japan will rule the world.  It may be appropriate, according to the norms of 

postwar Japan, for children to swear to work on behalf of the emperor at a private 

religious workshop, but it is completely inappropriate at a public national ceremony.  

They are no longer his subjects who, during wartime, were expected to work for him.  

Instead, according to the Peace Constitution, they can pursue their individual potential 

and live for themselves.  This scene made me reflect on my childhood.  Further, I 

observed that the ceremony employed an image of Amaterasu (the sun goddess) as a 

feminine ideal, based on the image fascists created during the 1930s.  It reminded me of 

the days when I participated in the Ūman ribu (Japanese Women’s Liberation Movement) 

of the 1970s.  This movement was shaped in response to nationalists who, with the 

reform of the Eugenic Protection Act, attempted to ban abortion.  Afterwards, I asked 

myself what was going on in Japan and why the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano 

Olympic Winter Games was so upsetting to me.  It came to me that, in answer these 

questions, I had to examine my life experience in Japan.  

When I was four years old, my younger brother, Seiichi, died.  My parents were 

so preoccupied with caring for him that they neglected me for the 18 months of his illness.  

Even though my brother was the second oldest, my father named him “ichi,” meaning the 

first-born son, and my father expected him to follow in his footsteps.  Even at that age, I 
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understood that I was neglected because Seiichi was a boy and I was a girl.  Looking 

back on it, I can see that this was the start of my disillusionment with father rule.  I had 

become a proto-feminist at four years old.   

After my brother’s death, I became very self-sufficient and independent.  During 

this time I walked an hour each way to the day care center.  On my way home, I would 

stop by the department store next to my father’s store and talk to the female employees, 

some of whom became my friends.  Once, when I was eight, I “borrowed” money from 

my mother’s purse after my father scolded me, and took the train to my grandmother’s 

house.  In both of these cases, my friendship with adult women helped me gain 

independence from my father.   

 The death of my younger brother made my father an ardent believer in Seicho no 

Ie, an ultra-nationalist religion that strove to revive the wartime emperor system.  After 

World War II, my father ran a hardware store in Iizuka, in Kyūshū, southern Japan—

where I grew up and where my parents still live.  At that time, he went to several 

churches searching for direction and finally converted to Seicho no Ie.  War and Japan’s 

defeat crushed his dream of going to college to be a lawyer.  For six years, between 1936 

and 1942, he worked as a colonial policeman in northern Korea—which Japan had 

annexed.  While there and later in Tōkyō, he studied hard to be a lawyer, but when he 

was conscripted in the army, his dream of a law career ended.  My father applied Seicho 

no Ie’s beliefs to his home.  He put a hanging scroll with Amaterasu’s name written in 

calligraphy in our drawing room and her amulet on the stove, and prayed to them every 

day.  He taught his daughters (myself and my two younger sisters) and his employees that 
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when Japan was defeated by America, the emperor saved us and, therefore, we should be 

filially loyal to him.  He attempted to create a big familial community with his daughters 

and employees: under the emperor we were equal, and yet he was the emperor of this 

household.     

In seventh grade when I brought home my friend Reiko, whose father ran a shoe 

store, a common occupation of the low-caste burakumin, my father forbade me to have 

her as a friend.  When I challenged him about this, he hit me.2  My hometown had many 

minorities who worked in the coal mining industry, named Chikuhō tanden, including 

Koreans, and Japanese Koreans.3  Minorities and non-minorities seldom interacted with 

each other, and my father’s attitudes reflected this.  In the middle of July, everyone 

including minorities went to a local shrine and enjoyed matsuri (an annual harvest ritual).  

For example, men and boys from all communities carried the mikoshi (portable shrines) 

together.         

One day, when I was talking to my father about my teachers, he became very 

angry and said: “Although your teachers are diligent, they are communists, so you should 

not follow them.”  A history teacher had taught us that the emperor was responsible for 

the war, and many people died for nothing.  My homeroom teacher gave the emperor the 

nickname Ten chan (Heaven chan); chan is a diminutive term referring to children, 

women and close friends, but not a term to address the emperor.  Given the two 

contradictory perspectives of my father and my teachers on the emperor system, I 

                                                 
2 Reiko is not her real name.  Burakumin are Japanese minorities and often discriminated against in the job 
market and marriage decisions.  They often worked in what are traditionally considered dirty occupations, 
such as butchers and the manufacture of leather products. 
3 During wartime, Koreans were brought there to work in the coal mining industry. 
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wondered which was correct.  But I liked my teachers; in particular I respected my 

homeroom teacher because he treated his students equally, and gave special attention to 

minority students.  Also, when we challenged his opinions, he listened and encouraged 

discussion.  On the other hand, my father hated burakumin, Koreans, and Japanese 

Koreans.  Because of this, I became critical of my father’s beliefs.   

When I was in the eighth grade, my father sent me to a three-day summer 

workshop for children of his church, Seicho no Ie.  Several hundred boys and girls 

participated in the workshop held at a big hotel in Takeo onsen (a hot spring resort) in 

Kyushu.  After dinner on the last day of the workshop, the boys and girls formed circles 

around two bonfires.  As the bonfires brightened the darkness and shone on our faces, a 

male student guided us in a chant: “we are divine children of Japan; we are thankful for 

the emperor and will work for him; we are thankful for our parents and will be loyal to 

them; the God of Seicho no Ie, please protect us.”  We chanted in unison, and our 

chanting echoed against the black sky.  Afterwards, priests ordered us to find a place to 

chant the above phrases and to reflect on the relationship among us, our parents, and the 

emperor.  As we dispersed from the bonfires, I heard the children chanting ardently and 

some of them were crying.  This was my third workshop, but I felt ridiculous and 

wondered why I was there.  

The late 1960s, when I went to colleges in Nagasaki and then Tōkyō, was a time 

of awakening political consciousness in Japan: the anti-Vietnam War movement, student 

movements, and the Women’s Liberation Movement.  My friends and I formed a social 

study group, demonstrated against the Vietnam War, and discussed the pains that we 
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experienced as young women.  Through our discussion, we recognized the problems of a 

family structure in which fathers had power over their families, particularly their 

daughters.   

In my case, after my brother died, my father expected me to take on the boy’s role 

in my household and to fulfill my father’s hope—to go to law school.  He did not allow  

me do housework and instead urged me to study hard.  I became his favored daughter and 

he wanted me to identify with him.  But when I reached puberty, my parents, in particular 

my mother, started to treat me as a girl.  Taking on girl’s roles led to my confusion about 

gender, and later I felt how limiting female roles were under patriarchy.4  I had to learn 

how to repress my spontaneity.   

The shared pain we college students felt as young women pushed us to search for 

a way to oppose the bonds of patriarchal society by visioning it in a larger historical 

context.  We studied Japanese women’s history—which had been hidden from us—and 

learned that under the emperor system, women were subjugated to the family patriarchy.       

I realized that my conflict with my father was related to the emperor system and 

that minority issues were at the core of the Japanese socio-economic structure.  In order 

to complete his holy power, the emperor requires his subjects to conform to their class 

and excludes minorities from the benefits of society by labeling them as dirty and 

dangerous.  During wartime, the emperor played the role of “head papa,” the head of all 

branch families.  He nurtured his subjects, and, in turn, they were expected to show 
                                                 
4 As Joan Scott defines, by gender, I mean the “knowledge that established meanings” based on bodily 
differences.  This gender is used as a means of constructing power relationship “of domination and 
subordination.”  For this, see Joan Scott, Gender and Politics of History, (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1988), pp. 2-4. 
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absolute loyalty to him.  And this form of relationship was promised in each of the 

branch families.  Likewise, my father acted as if he was an emperor at home and 

discriminated against minorities and dominated his family members.  I gained insight into 

how nationalism, inequality, and gender were interconnected.  This enabled me to 

understand how social structure affected my father’s viewpoint, and I came to sympathize 

with his suffering.  Still I could not agree with the inequality in his religion.   

Since I had no plans to become a lawyer, as the eldest child, my parents expected 

me to take over my father’s business.  But I refused.  After college, I became a public 

school teacher, which enabled me to become financially independent.  During my years 

as a public school teacher in my hometown, I taught anti-bias education about burakumin 

and Korean Japanese.  I also discussed the effects of the atomic bombing of Japan and the 

enactment of the Peace Constitution with my students.  This created a conflict with the 

conservative parents of my students.  For example, on August 6 when several teachers  

taught war and peace, I showed the film, Hadashi no Gen (Gen with Naked Feet).  

Afterwards, the mother of one of my students—who was a PTA delegate of my school 

and a member of the Japanese Democratic Party—phoned me politely stating: “My 

daughter had to watch the Hiroshima movie, and this upset her and she could not sleep.”  

She also argued that teaching the history of burakumin and Korean Japanese were not a 

legitimate part of the public school curriculum.  This made me realize even more than 

when I was in college that minority issues and war were connected.   

At that time, the teacher’s union of my hometown was strong and supported the 

emphasis progressive teachers like myself gave to those educational issues, so we were 
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able to create an alternative curriculum.  But gradually the union lost power, and by the 

late 1980s the principal began to dictate curriculum to us.  This was partly in response to 

the growing neo-nationalist movement in Japan.  In particular, neo-nationalists opposed 

teaching about minority issues and war crimes.  Because teachers wanted to avoid 

conflict with grassroots nationalists, the majority of teachers preferred using national 

textbooks approved by the Education Ministry.  These textbooks excluded any mention 

of the war crimes committed by Japanese troops during the colonization of China and 

World War II.  They also excluded mention of the Japanese socio-economic structure and 

the relation between the emperor and minorities.  Instead, these textbooks denied any 

accounting for Japan’s militaristic past.    

  After I reflected on my life experiences, I was obsessed by the devices I had seen 

employed by neo-nationalists in the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympic Winter 

Games.  When I decided to deal with this question in my dissertation and told this to my 

chair, she sent me to Nagano to do field work for a couple of weeks in the local 

communities that had participated in the Nagano Olympics.  I learned through an 

interview with one of the participants of the Nagano Olympics, Hirota Kiichi, on June 1, 

2000, that the executive producer of the Nagano Olympic Winter Games, Asari Keita, 

had drawn directly from Expo ‘70.  Asari had visited the Japanese culture section of 

National Ethnology Museum in Ōsaka, which was built to commemorate the world 

ethnology displayed in Expo ‘70.  When I visited this museum, I found that the curators 

appeared to view Japan’s national culture as a rice culture, and they organized this 

section of the museum around that perspective.  I was reminded of the Kojiki (712) and 
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Nihonshoki (720) mythologies which consider the emperor as a ruler of rice because 

Amaterasu gives the ancestor of the emperor, Ninigino, seeds of rice with which to 

govern Japan.    

 Further, when I watched the official film Expo ‘70 at the Commemorative 

Association of Expo ‘70, I found images of male bonding similar to that in the Kōgun 

(Imperial Army and Navy of the emperor) I had seen earlier in war movies.  The 

connection between the emperor system and male bonding led me to do research on 

wartime ceremonies and films, and I discovered that Expo planners had reprised the 

hakkō ichiu ideology depicted in the film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 in the Opening 

Ceremony of Expo ‘70 and Taniguchi Senkichi, the director of the film Expo ‘70, 

reinforced it by skillfully editing in his film Expo’70.  Then Asari followed in the 

footsteps of Expo planners in his planning of the Opening Ceremony of the 1998 Nagano 

Olympic Winter Games.  This led me to view the Opening Ceremony as a neo-nationalist 

project.  By employing traditional Japanese culture such as matsuri and sumo, neo-

nationalists attempted to promote neo-emperor worship as a way to unify the Japanese 

people.  It is my contention that official post-war events have recurrently revived the 

wartime colonialist ideology of hakkō ichiu and even attempted to alter the framework of 

the Peace Constitution to promote neo-emperor worship.        

This dissertation will examine how Japan’s colonial ideology of hakkō ichiu 

(unifying the world under the emperor) was reinvented and developed in the opening 

ceremonies of three official events: the 1940 wartime ceremony, Expo ‘70, and the 1998 

Nagano Olympic Winter Games.  First, by looking at symbolic and representational 
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systems of the film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1—the 1940 ceremony marking the 2600th 

Anniversary of the Accession of Emperor Jinmu—I will attempt to determine what hakkō 

ichiu meant in wartime and then trace how it has been reprised in the presentation of 

postwar official ceremonies.  I will show how the opening ceremonies of these events  

employed hakkō ichiu ideology in the form of a matsuri, and how they attempted to 

construct an idealized concept of the nation, using gender and Japanese identity to 

promote emperor worship.       

Until recently, Japanese studies, including those of Inoue Kiyoshi, Maruyama 

Masao, and Tōyama Shigeki, have treated the wartime and postwar eras as separate and 

unrelated.5  They believe that pathological characteristics of fascists caused their 

domination of Japan between 1931 and 1945, but that those factors were eliminated by 

the official policy imposed by Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers and the 

constitutional downgrading of the emperor from a living deity to a “symbol of the State.”  

They argue that Japan has been democratized in education, civil and women’s rights, and 

other spheres.  Thus, no continuity exists between the two eras.  In contrast to this 

traditional approach, recent scholarship by John Dower, Kan San-jun, Victor Koschmann, 

Ueno Chizuko, and Tamanoi Mariko demonstrate that there were similarities between  

wartime and postwar eras in social, political, economic and gender structures. 6  

                                                 
5 Inoue Kiyoshi, Nohon no rekishi [The Japanese History] (Tōkyō: Iwanami shoten, 1986), Rekishigaku 
kenkyūkai, ed. Taiheiyō sensōshi, Vol. 5. (Tōkyō: Keizai shuppōsha, 1953-54), and Tōyama Shigeki, et al.,   
Shōwa-shi(Tōkyō: Iwanami shoten, 1955). 
6 Victor J. Koschman “Introduction to the English Edition,” in Total War and Modernization, ed. Victor J. 
Koschman, et al. (Ithaca: East Asian Program Cornell University, 1998), pp. xi-xvi.  For this, also see John 
W. Dower, Embracing Defeat (New York: W. W. Norton & Company Inc., 1999), Ueno Chizuko, 
Nashonarizumu to jendā [Nationalism and Gender]  (Tōkyō: Seitosha, 1998), and Mariko A. Tamanoi 
Under the Shadow of Nationalism (Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 1998).   
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Especially now, confronted as they are with the emergence of the new Japanese 

nationalist movement, feminists and a number of Japanese scholars have felt an urgent 

need to focus their attention on these relationships.   

 In 1996, nationalists in the Text Reform Movement organized by Jiyū shugi shikan 

kenkyūkai (Liberal View of History Study Group) demanded that accounts of Japanese 

war crimes in China and during World War II be deleted from textbooks.  In view of this 

textbook reform and other similar nationalist projects, Japanese scholars have recognized 

that a continuity between wartime and postwar existed; therefore wartime ideology, 

especially concerning nationality and gender, has been revived in accordance with the 

goals of neo-nationalists.   

           Hakko ichiu ideology needs to be reexamined in terms of its continuity between 

the wartime and postwar eras.  Scholars have, thus far, paid little attention to the 

historical evolution of this ideology since the 1940.  Walter Edwards, however, has 

pioneered the examination of hakkō ichiu discourse and discovered that the wartime 

Hakkō Ichiu Tower in Miyazaki was restored in the 1960s.  Despite his excellent 

scholarship, Edwards has neither analyzed the hakkō ichiu ideology presented in the 1940 

ceremony of the 2600th Anniversary, nor how the depiction of this ideology has been 

revived in the opening ceremonies of such postwar events as Expo ‘70 and the 1998 

Nagano Olympic Winter Games.    

                                                                                                                                                 
. 
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Japan’s colonial ideology of hakkō ichiu was not merely about colonialism and 

militarism, but also about wartime domestic and transnational social relationships.  The 

emperor placed both the Japanese people and other countries in subordinate roles.7  

Hakkō ichiu ideology epitomized two contradictory elements: unity and dominance.  It 

rested on the divinity of the emperor.  Because during wartime, the emperor was a living 

god, his Kōgun was a divine army.  This idea permitted the Kōgun unlimited arts of 

aggression, including wars against other nations and massacres of foreign populations.  

The establishment of the divinity of the emperor required the presence of Amaterasu and 

a form of matsuri at official events.  On the one hand, Amaterasu legitimized the divinity 

of the emperor; on the other hand, a national matsuri required the divinity of the emperor 

as the head priest of the state.  And because a national matsuri creates “communitas,” it is 

able to draw people’s loyalty.  Therefore, fascists and nationalists constructed gender and 

national identity according to this platform when they held a national matsuri.  I will 

show how gender, nationalism, national matsuri, and the hakkō ichiu ideology are 

interrelated and interdependent.   

To create a Western type of gender system, Meiji nationalists transformed the 

powerful pre-Meiji images of Amaterasu into a relatively weak ideal mother figure 

represented by Empress Shoken (wife of Emperor Meiji).  So, in Chapter 1, I will trace 

how Meiji nationalists took steps to weaken Amaterasu through representations in 

currency, paintings, and song from 1868 through 1905.  My analysis will establish the 
                                                 
7 Kunaichō, Kigen 2600-nen shukuten kiroku [The Record of the 2600th Anniversary of the Imperial 
Reign] (hereafter Kigen 2600-nen SK) (Tōkyō: Yumani Shobō, 1999), 1: 35-60.  Also Spaulding gives 
information on the wartime propaganda of hakko ichiu ideology.  For this, see Spaulding Robert M. 
Spaulding, “Hakkō ichiu,” in Kōdansha Encyclopedia of Japan, ed. Edwin O. Reischauer (Tōkyō: 
Kōdansha, 1983), 3: 85. 
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connection between Amaterasu and the empress and show weakened images of 

Amaterasu symbolically reflected in the image of the empress, a national icon  

embodying the synthesis of Eastern and Western cultures.  In later chapters, I will show 

how fascists in the key wartime ceremony and neo-nationalists in postwar ceremonies 

created female gender roles and identity based on this special image of Amaterasu.   

The core of this dissertation is concerned with tracing the development of Japan’s 

colonialist ideology of hakkō ichiu through the opening ceremonies of three official 

events occurring over more than a half-century.  In analyzing these ceremonies, I have  

combined semiotic analysis with background information on the film producers and event 

planners of the ceremonies, as well as my interviews with local leaders who participated 

in the Nagano Olympics.   

In Chapter 2, by examining Nippon News No. 23, Part 1—the 1940 ceremony of 

the 2600th Anniversary of the Accession of Emperor Jinmu—I will show that hakkō 

ichiu ideology was not merely a naked ideology of dominance and colonialism, but was 

expressed in terms of unity and dominance.  Fascists clothed colonialism in the language 

of unity and harmony in order to mobilize the populace for a total war.  This ceremony 

was part of the cultural apparatus that constructed a new national identity for the 

Japanese, to inspire them to fight in a holy colonial war and die for the emperor.  I see the 

film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 as a honka (original form) of hakkō ichiu ideology.  

There are three major reasons for this conclusion: it is the first film with sound made of 

one of Japan’s official events; it is the first film in which hakkō ichiu ideology appeared; 

and it is the first film that supported mobilization for total war.   
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In Chapters 3 and 4, I will analyze the opening ceremonies of the official film 

Expo’ 70 and the television depiction of the 1998 Nagano Winter Games as a honka dori 

(allusive variation or elaborate adaptation of an original form) of the wartime film 

Nippon News No.23, Part 1.  By examining postwar ceremonies in this way, I will show 

what neo-nationalists have tried to accomplish in these official events.  Honka dori is a 

Japanese literary technique in waka (traditional Japanese poetry), which means to re-

sound previous poems.  To establish their careers, it is important for writers to master 

previous poems—not only by borrowing phrasing, but also by drawing upon the 

environment, feelings, images, and ideology of earlier works.8  Thus, “allusive variation” 

is a Japanese collective representation.  All mainstream or traditional Japanese poets use 

“allusive variation” as part of their creative process.  Producers of Japanese films are not 

isolated from this tradition, but often draw upon its forms.   

Likewise, neo-nationalists deployed a narrative pattern in the film Expo‘70, and 

the television representation of the 1998 Nagano Winter Games that was similar to the 

one that used in the film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1.  But since the Peace Constitution 

prohibited neo-nationalists from directly expressing militarism and colonialism when 

holding a national matsuri, they could not use the same narrative pattern and form as  

wartime hakkō ichiu ideology.  So neo-nationalists took a step to reprise wartime hakkō 

                                                 
8 Ōoka, Makoto, The Color of Poetry: Essays on Classic Japanese Verse, trans Takako U. Lento and 
Thomas V. Lento with Preface by Donald Keene (Michigan: Katydid Books, 1991), especially Chapter 1. 
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ichiu ideology first in Opening Ceremony of the Expo ‘70 and further developed it in the 

Opening Ceremony of the 1998 Nagano Olympic Winter Games.   

In Chapter 3, by first examining the symbolic geography of the Tower of the Sun, 

I will show how neo-nationalists, for the first time since World War II, brought back the 

concept of an unbroken imperial line.  Then I will show, through examination of the film 

Expo’70, that by deploying children in the ceremony, neo-nationalists succeeded in 

reprising the wartime meaning of matsuri, in which Japanese children as well as foreign  

hostesses of the participating countries swore to be loyal to the emperor.  To hide the fact 

that they were using a national matsuri, they assigned the crown prince (future emperor) 

the role of head priest of the Expo matsuri.  Later, they transferred the role of crown 

prince to the emperor, thus establishing him as the head priest of Expo matsuri.   

In support of the event planners’ objectives, the film director Taniguchi skillfully 

structured the Opening Ceremony in the film Expo‘70 around the climax of the Expo 

matsuri.  For example, through a careful editing of the matsuri performance, he depicted   

the emperor as presiding in the role of world leader, where the emperor and all 

participants were united in a familial global community.    

In the Opening Ceremony of the 1998 Nagano Winter Games, the Executive 

Producer, Asari Keita, further developed the themes of the Expo’ 70 and more fully 

revived the wartime colonialist ideology of hakko ichiu as it had appeared in Nippon 

News No. 23, Part 1.  In the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Winter Games, national 

matsuri, such as the Olympic matsuri and sumo matsuri, were performed by adults, not  

children as in the Expo’ 70, demonstrating how they were tied as one group around the 
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emperor.  Asari expanded this domestic unity to transnational unity by having the 

Japanese conductor, Ozawa Seiji, unite all the audiences and the grand chorus on five 

continents in the singing of “Ode to Joy.”  Asari was able to skillfully transform this 

celebration of  universal brotherhood in this German song into a symbolism of 

international unity under the emperor.  With this, Asari produced to a scene in which 

people throughout the world were united to celebrate the emperor’s supreme sovereignty.      

 My analysis—these of three case studies of hakkō ichiu ideology in the 

representation of the opening ceremonies of national events over more than a half-century 

–will trace the origins of the hakkō ichiu ideology, how its interpretation has evolved, and 

the interconnection among nationalism, matsuri, and gender as they are represented in 

Japan.  In doing so, I demonstrate the way that nationalists have used hakkō ichiu 

ideology to unify the Japanese for emperor worship.  This study contributes to our 

understanding of the origins of the current nationalist situation, and suggests ways in 

which this pattern might be altered.  Thus, my project provides a basis for future studies 

to build upon, regarding the relationship among hakkō ichiu ideology and matsuri, gender, 

and nationalism in Japan. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

SEXUALIZING AMATERASU “UNDER WESTERN EYES”: REPRESENTATION IN 

MEIJI NATIONALISM 

 

Introduction    

  

 Amaterasu, the sun goddess and the founder of Japan in the classical mythological 

texts Kojiki and Nihonshoki, has been an important figure in modern Japanese history.  

For example, when Meiji nationalists created the modern emperor system, they claimed 

in the oath of 1868 that the emperor was a descendant of Amaterasu, thus establishing the 

emperor’s divinity.  As Kōno Nobuko notes, during the Fifteen Year War (1941-1945), 

when several women became insane, they claimed to be Amaterasu: thus, many 

Amaterasus existed all over Japan.9  In the postwar era, neo-nationalists deployed the 

image of the goddess in official ceremonies such as Expo ‘70 and the 1998 Nagano 

Winter Games.  But because to date no scholars have traced the recurrent links between 

Amaterasu and modern empresses, we fail to recognize how the image of the empress 

affects gender construction.  For example, art historian Wakakuwa Midori contends that 

when the Meiji government made Amaterasu part of the Shintō pantheon, she 

disappeared from society.  Meiji nationalists were able to incorporate women into the 

                                                 
9 Kōno Nobuko, “Onna no ronri to tennōsei [Women's Perspectives and the Emperor System],” in Onna to 
Tennōsei [Women and the Emperor System], ed. Kanō Mikiyo (Tōkyō: Shisō no kagakusha, 1979), p. 114. 
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structure of the nation-state by combining icons of the Virgin Mary and the mythical 

Empress Jingū, to represent Empress Shōken (the wife of the Meiji emperor).10  Despite 

her path-breaking analysis, Wakakuwa has not analyzed the relationship between 

Amaterasu and Empress Shōken in symbolic terms.  

But why can’t we see Amaterasu as a vital figure in the construction of Empress 

Shōken?  Before the Meiji era, not only did Amaterasu serve as a role model for  

Japanese women, but both men and women revered her as a powerful goddess who 

ensured a good harvest, and they often took pilgrimages to the Ise Shrine, where 

Amaterasu was honored.11  In the 1860s when the shōgun governed Japan, peasants 

revolted against the Tokugawa system and used images of Amaterasu as a symbol of 

social revolt.12  During the initial phase of the Meiji era (1868-1880s), Japan underwent 

drastic changes in its political, economic, social, cultural, and gender structures in 

response to threats of domestic disorder and colonization by the West.13  Meiji 

nationalists shrewdly used the popular religious image of Amaterasu to fix domestic and 

international problems by transforming the pre-Meiji concept of a powerful Amaterasu 

into an ideal mother who sacrifices herself to support her nation.  In this paper, I want to 

trace the way that Meiji nationalists reconfigured the pre-Meiji concepts of Amaterasu 

from a strong goddess to a weak, idealized mother figure, represented by Empress 

                                                 
10 Wakakuwa Midori, Kōgo no shōzō [The Portrait of the Empress] (Tōkyō: Chikuma shobō, 2001), pp. 
412-22.  Also see the relationship between Empress Shōken and Empress Jingū, Katano Masako, Kōgo no 
kindai [Empresses in Modern Japan] (Tōkyō: Kōdansha, 2003).                  
11 Helen Hardacre, Shintō and the State, 1868-1988 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1989), pp. 
15-16. 
12 Abe Yasunari, “Namazue no ue no Amaterasu [Amaterasu in Folklore Paintings],” Shisō 6 (2000): 36-45. 
13 Gordon, p. 62; Nishikawa Nagao, “Nihongata kokumin kokka no hensei [The Formation of Japan's 
Nation-State and Japanese Cultural Transformations in the End of Tokugawa Era and Meiji Era], ed. 
Nishikawa Nagao and Matsumiya Hideharu (Tōkyō: Shinyōsha, 1995), p. 36. 
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Shōken.  I will use Wakakuwa’s materials about Jingū and my own materials about 

Amaterasu in this analysis.  

 Barre Toelken claims, “As long as they [heroes and heroines] in folklore continue 

to exist in their natural habitats, they are in continual and dynamic variation through 

space and time.”  Likewise, variations of the figure of Amaterasu have existed in 

Japanese society.14  The figure of Amaterasu dates back as far back as the classical 

mythological texts Kojiki (712) and Nihonshoki (720) and over the years nationalists have 

used her as a symbol of Japan’s uniqueness, and thus legitimized the sovereignty of the 

emperor.  Both mythological texts are said to be collections of mythologies from different 

regions in Japan.  In the eighth century, Emperor Tenmu, in his effort to establish the 

Yamato emperor system, compiled these mythologies as national historical texts to create 

a Japanese identity independent from Chinese influence.15  In these mythologies, 

Amaterasu was the key symbol of Japan’s uniqueness.   

 Because China and Japan were agrarian countries and the sun was the life source 

of farming—mirrored by its seasonal cycles—the sun goddess was believed to bring good 

harvests.  According to the Nihonshoki, Amaterasu shines upon the world and controls 

the world; she is also an androgynous figure who embodies yin and yang, the ideal of 

Chinese philosophy.16  Thus, ancient nationalists named Amaterasu Japan’s founder, 

                                                 
14 Barre Toelken, The Dynamics of Folklore: Revised and Expanded Edition (Logan, UT: Utah State 
University Press, 1996), P. 33. 
15 Hardacre, Shinto and the State, 1868-1988, pp. 9-15. 
16 Helen Hardacre, “The Shaman and Her Transformations: The Construction of Gender in Motifs of 
Religious Action,” in Gender and Japanese History, ed. Anne Bouchy, et al, (Ōsaka: Ōsaka University 
Press, 1999), 1: 96. 
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implying that Japan, as her chief locus, surpasses China.17  Then ancient nationalists 

transferred her power to emperors and, thereby, the emperor became the deity of food, in 

particular, rice.  Thus, they formed an ancient patriarchy.  

 Afterwards, ancient nationalists called the state Nihon (Japan), “the Sun State”—

meaning that the sun goddess was the founder of Japan, and Japan was located east of 

China and Korea, thus closer to the sunrise.  The concept of the Sun State allowed 

Japanese leaders to call their sovereign Tennōtaitei (the Great Emperor), the supreme 

sovereign among gods in heaven and superior to the Chinese emperor.  Thus, by creating 

Amaterasu as the founder of the Yamato state, Yamato leaders showed their national 

pride and superiority over China.18  Also, writers of these mythologies created an earthly 

variation of Amaterasu in the image of Empress Jingū by associating two events: the time 

when Amaterasu helped Japan by giving the seed of rice her grandson, and the time when 

Jingū helped Japan by invading and conquering Korea.  

 But with the demise of the imperial system (during the 13th century), Buddhism 

eliminated Amaterasu’s connections with national power and transformed her into an 

image similar to those of Kannon and Dainichi in the Buddhist tradition.  The Kannon 

and Dainichi are not primary figures, but both are worshipped for their generous 

virtues.19  In 1274 and in 1281, the threat of Mongolian invasions further sparked Japan’s 

national consciousness. During each of these attempted invasions by Mongol troops, the 

                                                 
17 Nihongi, trans. W. G. Aston, 11 ed. Rutland, (VT: Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1972), p. 18. 
18 Inoue Kiyoshi, Tennō.Tennōsei no rekishi [The Emperor: History of the Emperor System of Japan] 
(Tōkyō: Akashi shoten 1986), pp. 17-19.  
19 Okano Haruko, “Amatersu no imēji, ōken, josei [The Image of Amaterasu, Regal Power, and Women,”  
in Onna to otoko no run [The War Between Women and Men], ed. Okano Haruko (Tōkyō: Fujiwara shoten 
1966), pp. 157-63. 
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kamikaze (divine wind) arose, and destroyed the Mongolian ships.  People believed that it 

was the sun goddess who sent the divine wind to defeat the Mongol troops.  These 

incidents allowed Japanese leaders to proclaim Japan a divine country, linking the power 

of Amaterasu with militarism.20   

 But there was an important change in the image of Amaterasu in the late phase of 

the Tokugawa era (1603-1868).  She became a key figure to rejuvenate society and bring 

social order.  Because during the later Tokugawa era, most people were farmers, they 

associated Amaterasu with food and they viewed her as a force to revive their lives, 

ensure a good harvest, and bring harmony and peace to society.21  To worship her, they 

went to the Ise Shrine, where she was revered, and the Ise pilgrimage became popular.  

At the same time, images of Amaterasu appeared in namazue (folk art) woodblock prints, 

created by artists to portray the disastrous 1865 Tōkyō earthquake.  In these prints, 

Amaterasu was portrayed as a powerful savior able to restore order.  For example, one 

artist superimposed her against the sun as though she were coming out of it.  Amaterasu 

is seen riding a muscular white horse in the sky, and ordering several male gods on Earth 

to shear the white horse’s hair and give it to the masses suffering from the earthquake.  

The artist explained that, in this print, the Earth is Japan and Amaterasu is its sun goddess.  

He also explained that a white horse was considered divine, and by associating 

Amaterasu with a white horse, a divine symbol, implying that the hair color of the horse 

symbolized her power.  By portraying male gods as they scatter the hair of the white 

horse, the painter suggests that they are giving Amaterasu’s power to the masses.  In this 
                                                 
20 Delmer M. Brown, Nationalism in Japan (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1955), pp. 25-26. 
21 Hardacre, Shintō and the State, 1868-1988, pp. 15-16. 
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way, the artist portrayed Amaterasu as the sun goddess and Japan as the divine country, 

thus implying that Amaterasu controls the world.  

 At the end of the Tokugawa era (the 1860s), when farmers nationwide revolted 

against the government, they carried flags painted with the image of Amaterasu.  By 

portraying Amaterasu as a powerful spiritual figure, the protesting farmers were 

expressing their dissatisfaction with the government.22  Here was a “symbolic inversion” 

of sex roles.23  “Symbolic inversions,” as Barbara Babcock has observed, function as a 

means of social protest and as a call for social change when sex inequality exists in a 

society.  During the Tokugawa era, men subjugated women politically, depriving them of 

public decision-making power.  As a result, if we adopt Nathalie Zenon Davis’s analysis 

of early modern gender, we can see that Amaterasu became an ideological symbol in 

social revolts, not only to effect social change, but also to undermine the entire Tokugawa 

system.24  Thus, the Ise pilgrimages, the folklore paintings, and social revolts created a 

powerful image of Amaterasu throughout a society.   

 The Meiji nationalists shrewdly manipulated this popular religious image of 

Amaterasu in two ways.  First, they transferred Amaterasu’s power to Emperor Meiji, 

declaring him a savior who could restore order and bring prosperity, harmony, and 

peace.25  Second, they weakened the influence of Amaterasu to create a Western-style  

gender system with strong men and subordinate women.  Meiji nationalists saw the image 

of Amaterasu as the main source of female power.  They began developing their 
                                                 
22 Abe, pp. 40-45. 
23 Barbara A. Babcock, “Introduction,” in The Reversible World, ed. Barbara A. Babcock (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 1978), pp. 26-27, 30.  
24 Natalie Z. Davis, “Women on the Top,” in Babcock, The Reversible World, p. 154. 
25 Hardacre, Shintō and the State, 1868-1988, p. 32.  
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revisionist system in direct response to the emergence of the Minken feminists in the 

Minken (Popular Rights) movement of the late 1870s, which used powerful images of 

Amaterasu that Meiji nationalists strongly opposed. 

 Why did the Meiji nationalists feel compelled to weaken the hold of Amaterasu 

on Japanese society?  Principally because they feared that Western domination was tied 

to the feminization and subsequent weakening of the country.  To recover male pride and 

forge a new national identity, it was crucial for the Meiji nationalists to culturally 

subordinate women.  Therefore, as a strong nationalistic spirit was revived, they took 

steps to weaken the influence of Amaterasu by altering her popular image.26  For 

instance, they replaced her image on currency and paintings, and eliminated references to 

her in an important national song.  In particular, they focused on replacing her image on 

currency because it had a special meaning in the Meiji era.27  In European countries 

emperors and empresses appeared on bills, but at that time Meiji leaders considered bills 

dirty because everybody touched bills.  So Meiji elites did not allow the image of 

Emperor Meiji on bills.  Meiji leaders thought that if Emperor Meiji were on bills, for 

fear that if his image were on bills and people touched them, it would deprive him of his 

divinity.28  So by placing the image of Amaterasu on currency, Meiji nationalists desired 

to weaken the divinity of Amaterasu.  In doing so, Meiji nationalists first had the Italian 

artist Edward Chiossone and the American philosopher Ernest Fenollosa—both of whom 

the Meiji government hired to facilitate modernization—weaken the hold of Amaterasu 
                                                 
26 Karatani Kōjin, Origins of Modern Japanese Literature, trans. Brett de Bary (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 1993).  
27 Taki Kōji, Tennō no shōzō [The Portrait of the Emperor], 12 ed. (Tōkyō: Iwanami shoten, 1997), pp. 
179-81. 
28 Wakakuwa, Kōgo no shōzō, pp. 382-83.  
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in the popular imagination.  By depicting the image of Amaterasu as a Western mother 

with a Westernized body and mind, Chiossone and Fenollosa diminished her political and 

spiritual influence.  Then Japanese painters such as Kanō Hōgai and Harada Naojirō and 

a Shintō priest, Senda Takatomi. further weakened the hold of Amaterasu through visual 

and literary representations.29  Their representations were a “mimicry” version of 

Orientalism that Ueno Chizuko has called “reverse Orientalism.”  Meiji nationalists 

internalized Orientalism (Western values and their own inferiority) and through these 

representations, they created an image of Amaterasu that deprived her of her power and 

reduced her to merely a Western mother—a woman whose role was raising her children 

and serving her husband.  Then they applied this image to Empress Shōken.  At that time, 

80 percent of the population were farmers and female farmers’ roles were not limited to 

raising their children and serving their husbands.  Instead, they were important in the 

labor force.  The following section begins with the surge of Japanese nationalism, a form 

of “reverse Orientalism,” shedding light on the way that Meiji nationalists manipulated 

images of Amaterasu. 

 

Gendered Tradition in the Meiji Era (1868-1912)   

 

Japanese Nationalism  

                                                 
29 I borrowed this phrase from Bryson Norman, “Westernizing Bodies: Women, Art, and Power in Meji 
Yōga,” in Gender and Power: In the Japanese Visual Art, eds. Norman Bryson, Maribeth Graybil, and 
Joshua S. Mostow (Honolulu, University of Hawaii Press, 2003), pp. 89-118. 
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Before analyzing the creation of the modern Japanese gender system, I will 

discuss the characteristics of Japanese nationalism.  Japanese nationalism can be 

explained by “reverse Orientalism.”30  “Reverse Orientalism” was sparked after Japan 

won the Sino-Japanese (1894-1895) and Russo-Japanese wars (1904-1905).31  Edward 

Said defines Orientalism as “the Western style for dominating, restricting, and having 

authority over the Orient.”32  This discourse is based on the Western dualistic 

phenomenology of Self/Other.  It denotes the non-West as "others" who are viewed as 

inferior.  Two results of this binarism are, (1) the creation of a counter-identity, “reverse 

Orientalism,” and (2) an interdependent relationship with the West for non-Western 

nations.   

Said argues that Europeans continuously feminize the Orient.  Women are to men 

as the Orient is to the Occident.33  And so, like women, the non-West (the Orient) is 

inferior.  In “reverse Orientalism,” the non-West mimics the West’s style by naming 

others as Orient.  In Japan’s case, these others were women, Okinawans, Ainus, and other 

Asians.34  The Japanese indulged in the practice of “reverse Orientalism” to regain their 

masculine self-respect, harking back to a past image that was not shaped by Western 

cultural concepts.  Thus, “reverse Orientalism” is a gendered colonial discourse. 

                                                 
30 I borrowed this phrase from Ueno Chizuko, in the “Feminine Guise: A Trap of Reverse Orientalism,” 
U.S.-Japan Women’s Journal, English Supplement No. 13(1997).  See also Bennedict, Imagined 
Communities, Chapter 6.   
31 Ann Christ Carl, “The Sole Guardians of the Inheritance of Asia: Japan and China at the 1904’s St. Louis 
World Fair,” positions 8, no. 3 (2000): 682; Ian Nishi, “Nationalism in Japan,” in Asian Nationalism, ed. 
Michael Leifer (London: Routledge, 2000), p. 211.  
32 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1994), p. 3.    
33 Ueno, “In the Feminine Guise,” p. 3.  
34 Gordon, p. 75. 
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Both Western and Japanese feminists such as Nira Yuval-Davis, Floya Anthias, 

Anne McClintock, Ueno Chizuko, and Wakakuwa Midori have all claimed that there is a 

long-standing and crucial relationship between nationalist movements and official 

attitudes toward gender roles.  I will draw on their studies as I examine the interaction 

between nationalism and gender in various representational systems, and the symbolic 

meanings which result.  These scholars claim that “all nationalisms are gendered,” that 

nationalists have attempted to make women’s bodies the symbolic site of “reproduction” 

for cultural, social, and biological purposes, and to use women as signifiers for 

differences and boundaries of national culture.35  Tom Nairin’s definition of nationalism 

as the “modern Janus” is also useful to explain the representation of gender.  According 

to Nairn, men are represented as direct forces and as the embodiment of a national 

modernity that ties the present to the future.  Women are represented as indirect forces 

and being “backward-looking,” connecting the present to the eternal past. 36  I will also 

use Joan Scott’s claims that binary images of men and women construct gender—with 

masculinity as mastery and femininity as subjugation—and maintain the power 

relationship between men and women.37   Her theory helps us to understand why official 

ceremonies use binary images of gender.   

                                                 
35 The quotation stems from Anne McClintock, “No Longer in a Future Heaven”: Gender, Race, and 
Nationalism,  in Dangerous Liaisons ed. Anne McClintock et al. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1997), pp. 6-11;Ueno Chizuko, Nashonarisumu to jendā [Nationalism and Gender]. 3rd. (Tōkyō: 
Seitosha, 1998). 
36 Tom Nairn, Faces of Nationalism: Janus Revised (London.: Verso, 1997). 
37 Joan  Scott, Gender and Politics of History (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988), pp. 42-50. 
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Transferring Amaterasu’s Power to Emperor Meiji  

 Meiji nationalists manipulated the figure of Amaterasu as a key means of laying 

the foundation of modern patriarchy.  Before the Meiji era, commoners believed that 

Amaterasu was the founder of Japan and, in the late Tokugawa era, people also regarded  

her as a symbol of social protest and revolt.  In March 1868, when Meiji nationalists 

declared Meiji restoration of the Charter Oath, they needed to give Emperor Meiji a deity 

from whom he could claim descent.  And so, they claimed that he was a descendant of 

the founder of Japan, the goddess Amaterasu.  To further reinforce the connection 

between Amaterasu and Emperor Meiji, in November of the same year, the government 

ordered the populace to celebrate as Emperor Meiji performed the Niinamesai (Rice 

Harvest Rite), in which he was symbolically united with Amaterasu—thereby 

legitimizing the emperor’s divinity and religious authority.38  By associating Emperor 

Meiji with Amaterasu, Meiji nationalists were empowering him as a savior who could 

restore order and bring prosperity, harmony, and peace.39  

Further, to reinforce the legitimacy of the imperial sovereign, Meiji nationalists  

invented rites for State Shintō, the official national religion, on the basis of the Kojiki and 

the Nihonshoki.  These included the rites of: (1) Genshisai on January 3, which celebrated 

the origin of the imperial reign, stemming from the episode of tenson kōrin (the descent 

of the sun goddess’s grandson to earth); (2) Kōmei Tennōsai on January 30, which 

                                                 
38 Hardacre, Shintō and the State, 1868-1988, p. 32; Shigeyoshi Murakami, Tennō no saishi [The Rite of 
the Emperor] (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten , 1977), pp. 68-71. 
39 Wakakuwa, Kōgo no shōzō, pp. 405-11. 
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honored the father of Emperor Meiji; and (3) Kannamesai on October 17, in which the 

emperor presents the first produce of the harvest to Amaterasu.   

Afterwards, to create an unbroken imperial patriarchal line, Meiji nationalists 

attempted to identify Emperor Meiji with Emperor Jinmu, the founding emperor, who 

was a warrior and the head priest.  Jinmu was said to administer the country based on 

saisei itchi (the unity of rites and governance), which means that polices were 

administered based on the emperor’s prayers.  Thus, the mythology of the emperor Meiji 

nationalists developed in the Meiji Restoration was that Amaterasu transferred her 

powers to the first emperor, Jinmu, and the divinity of Jinmu formed an unbroken 

imperial line down to Emperor Meiji.  

The Kōki (imperial era calendar) was one way in which Meiji nationalists  

connected the subsequent emperors to Jinmu.  In November 1872, they proclaimed the 

use of the Kōki when they introduced the solar calendar.  When the government traded 

with Western countries, they used the solar calendar, whereas with the invention of the 

imperial calendar, they legitimized Japan’s mythology and enhanced its national prestige 

among its people.   

In 1872, to commemorate the founding of the Yamato government by Emperor 

Jinmu, Meiji nationalists designated February 11 as the Kigensetsu (National Founding 

Day) and April 3 as the Jinmu Tennosai (Festival of Emperor Jinmu) for the anniversary 

of Emperor Jinmu’s death.  Then in 1874, they transformed the Buddhist rites, Spring 

Equinox and Autumn Equinox—in which the populace worshiped their ancestors—into 

imperial rites of the Shunki kōreisai (Imperial Spring Equinox) and Shūki kōreisai 
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(Imperial Autumn Equinox).  This integration allowed the nationalists to connect the 

populace to the imperial family, and this also allowed them to lay the foundation of a 

family-state in which the imperial family was the head family and commoners were its 

branch families.40  

Moreover, Meiji nationalists designated imperial rites as national matsuri, and 

then those national matsuri became national holidays.  Local shrines were compelled to   

perform national matsuri based on common liturgies.  In this way, Meiji nationalists 

transferred Amaterasu’s power and divinity to Jinmu and then on to Emperor Meiji.  

Once Amaterasu’s power had been appropriated, they were able to create an unbroken 

imperial patriarchal line, in which they kept princesses from becoming emperors, and 

women were banned from the Shintō priesthood and ceremonies.41  

Yet, because Meiji nationalists had made Amaterasu the head of the unbroken 

imperial line, they had to represent her in all ceremonies that legitimized the unbroken 

imperial line of emperors.  So they gave Amaterasu a symbolic status as head of a 

national pantheon.  In 1871, Meiji nationalists designated the Ise Shrine as the head 

shrine of the state pantheon, with authority over all local shrines.42  In 1873, they 

distributed paper amulets issued from the Ise Shrine to each local shrine and to each 

home in Japan.43  At the same time, the Meiji government unofficially designated the 

Hinomaru flag—on which the sun is portrayed on a white background—as the ensign of 

                                                 
40 Hardacre, Shintō and the State, 1868-1988, pp. 100-2.  
41 Fujitani Takashi, Splendid Monarchy: Power and Pageantry in Modern Japan (Berkeley and Los 
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42 Wakakuwa, Kōgo no shōzō, p. 404.  
43 Yasumaru Yoshio, Kindai tennōzō no keisei [The Formation of the Modern Emperor's Images] (Tōkyō: 
Iwanami shoten, 1992), pp. 179-82 
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the state.  The populace viewed the Hinomaru on the flag, which symbolized Amaterasu, 

as the sun goddess.44  Thus, in matsuri Amaterasu always existed.  

 

Creating a Western-Style Gender System   

 

The Creation of the Goshin’ei (Portraits of the Emperor and Empress)   

After Meiji nationalists empowered Emperor Meiji through the transfer of 

Amaterasu’s power to him and identified him with Jinmu, they created goshin’ei 

(portraits) of the emperor and empress to establish their divinity.  Because in a Buddhist 

context, goshin’ei means making an ideal of someone, they created portraits of the 

emperor and empress as a substitute for the gods and ordered the populace to pray to  

them.45  They also had a diplomatic purpose, as they exchanged official portraits with  

Western heads of state at international conferences.  In 1872, when Meiji nationalists  

started to negotiate an unequal treaty with America, they commissioned the professional 

photographer, Uchida Kyūichi, to take photographs of the emperor and empress, which 

he did that year and again in 1873.46  

In the photographs of 1872, both Emperor and Empress Meiji wore traditional 

kimonos.  In the context of the Japanese culture, prestigious people sat, whereas humble 

ones stood.  Uchida followed this common custom when he took the imperial 

                                                 
44 Murakami, pp. 127-31.  
45 Satō Hideo. Zoku jendāi kyōiku shiryō: Goshinei to kyōiku chokugo [The Modern Materials, Second 
Series: The Portrait of the Emperor the Imperial Rescript on Education] (Tōkyō: Misuzu shobō, 1994), 8: 6. 
46 Taki, p. 115; Sasaki Suguru, “Meiji Tennō no imēji keisei to minshū [The Formation of Emperor Meiji’s 
Image and the Masses],” in Nishikawa and Matsumiya, Bakumatsu, Meijiki no kokumin kokka keisei to 
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photographs.  Emperor Mustachio, who sat in the chair, had a traditional hairstyle.  He 

wore slight make-up, a traditional cloth hat, and a kimono in which he had performed 

imperial rites; on a table, beside him was a sword.47  On the other hand, Empress Haruko, 

who stood, wore the hair and ceremonial attire of a Japanese court lady, with a traditional 

crown; she held a fan with both hands.    

 In 1872, the Meiji government designated Western military clothing as the official 

clothing for the emperor in order to transform an image of Emperor Meiji from that of an 

elegant, kimono-clad aristocrat into that of a virile modern marshal.48  In 1873, they 

enacted the Conscription Ordinance, which brought about the need for a new official 

photograph.  In this photograph, the empress wore the same dress and had the same 

posture, as in 1872, but the emperor—who again sat in a chair—had short hair, a 

mustache, and wore a military uniform with decorations.  He held a sword, and on the 

table beside him was a Western military hat.  Thus, Meiji nationalists re-created the 

masculine image of the emperor as a marshal of the Kōgun (Imperial Army and Navy of 

the emperor).  

 In 1873, when the prefectural governor of Nara asked the imperial household to 

grant him a photograph of the emperor, he originated the rite for making obeisance to the 

portrait of the emperor.  On national holidays such as New Year’s Day and Emperor 

Meiji’s birthday, the governor hung the portrait of the emperor in his office and ordered 

the civilians of his prefecture to bow to it.   

                                                 
47 Takeda Sachiko, Ifuku de yominaosu nihonshi: Dansō to ōken [Rereading the Japanese History through 
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 The next year, the government decided to grant the portrait of Emperor Meiji to 

any prefect who asked for it.  Prefects vied with one another to be granted a portrait of 

the emperor, and this competition encouraged the passionate worship of the emperor.  

From this point on, the government gradually extended the places to which they granted 

portraits of the emperor to administrative offices, military offices, schools, and colleges.49  

Thus, without issuing an edict, the government succeeded in broadening the worship of 

the emperor throughout the society.    

 

Transforming Amaterasu into Empress Jingū   

As a second step in creating a Western-style gender system through 

representations, Meiji nationalists wanted to create a female image modeled after 

Empress Jingū, the warrior type of wife and mother in the Kojiki and the Nihonshoki.  

The 1870’s were a  time when the Meiji government suffered from the signing of unequal 

treaties with the West and a financial shortfall because of a lack of tax revenue.  There 

was also the turmoil of farmer uprisings, samurai rebellions, the emergence of new 

religions, and the Minken (People’s Rights) Movement—a political force that opposed 

the new government.  Meiji leaders changed the old structures and taxed the population 

heavily in the name of building a modern state.  To resolve financial problems, they also 

printed new currency.50  

By the middle of 1870s, printing currency was not only a vital means of 

stabilizing the state economy, but, perhaps even more importantly, currency was a 
                                                 
49 Taki, pp. 123.  
50 Gordon, pp. 85-88.  
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medium for constructing an image of the state.51  But at that time Japan had not yet 

developed a technique of printing bills, so in 1875 the Currency Division employed an 

Italian artist, Edoardo Chiossone, to adopt European techniques of printing bills and he 

etched the original plates for Japanese currency.52  In 1875, when Chiossone came to 

Japan, he was forty-two years old.  He had gone to art school in Geneva, where he 

mastered the art of designing bills and bonds, in particular incorporating the use of 

portraits.  In Europe, when artists made portraits of kings, queens, and other aristocrats, 

they modified the features of their subjects and their arrangement in space in order to 

make them more idealized than they were in real life.  Chiossone followed this pattern.  

In 1877, Tokunō Ryōsuke, head of the Currency Division at the Finance Ministry, 

proposed that the government put a portrait of Empress Jingū on the currency. Why did 

he choose Empress Jingū and not Amaterasu?  There are two reasons for this.  One 

reason is that in the past Jingū was a symbol of colonialism in popular mythology 

because she conquered Korea and brought gold and silver to Japan.53  Because Meiji 

nationalists wanted to colonize Korea, Jingū was the best person to promote that desire.  

Another reason rested on the emergence of feminists from the Minken movement, 

who were trying to reform their status and conditions.  The Minken movement demanded 

an open Diet (legislative body) with members chosen by election, suffrage for both sexes, 
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reform of the bureaucracy, and the administration of politics based on popular opinion.  

In 1872, Kusunose Kita, a forty-five-year-old woman, demanded political rights equal to 

men.  After her husband’s death, she had become the head of her household.  But because 

of her gender, the government denied her the right to vote for a local assembly 

representative and the right to own property.  Later she became an important role model 

for young feminists, who by 1878, had become important members in the Minken 

movement.54  Most Minken feminists were daughters and wives of the Minken activists 

from the middle class.  One well-known Minken feminist was Kishida Toshiko.  Before 

joining the movement, she had tutored Empress Shōken for two years.  In 1882, at age 

twenty, she made a powerful public speech at a Minken movement meeting.  In her 

speech, she denounced the government because it allowed men to have concubines 

legally.  She demanded the inclusion of women in nation building, the opening of 

opportunities for women in education and employment, and equal rights for women in all 

areas of life.  When she and other Minken feminists made public speeches throughout 

Japan from 1882 to 1884, they inspired thousands of women to organize study groups for 

reforming the conditions for women.55  

Minken feminists reminded Meiji nationalists of the reemergence of Amaterasu as 

a symbol for Tokugawa social protesters.  Those nationalists thought that as long as 

Amaterasu was perceived as the founder of Japan, women would transgress their 

feminine roles and disrupt traditional gender relations, and as a result, the Meiji elites’ 
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power would decline.  But before Meiji elites could weaken the hold of Amaterasu, they 

faced a dilemma about her image.  Amaterasu had both positive and negative 

implications in relation to the Meiji nationalists’ goals.  On one hand, she was the 

founder of Japan and a figure that established the divinity of the emperor.  On the other 

hand, Meiji nationalists recognized that because a goddess founder did not exist in the 

West, Amaterasu was proving to be too strong a model for Meiji women, as the leaders 

were seeking to create a Western-style of gender system.  They realized they had to take 

measures to quell the protests of the Minken feminists, but knew they could not eliminate 

the collective memory of Amaterasu all at once.  Instead, they had to take gradual steps to 

weaken her.   

First, they transformed Amaterasu into Empress Jingū, a mother by drawing on 

her images in the Kojiki and the Nihonshoki.  According to these mythologies, Jingū, like 

Amaterasu, is a shaman who receives the gods’ oracles and is described as an 

androgynous figure.56  She receives an oracle from a god indicating that her husband, 

Emperor Chūai, should go to the west (to Korea) to extend his power.  But because he 

refuses to follow the oracle, he dies, and, as a result, Japan is in chaos.  Next, Jingū  

receives an oracle that she should go to the west to govern it.  Under the guidance of 

Amaterasu, Jingū goes to Korea and subjugates it.  After she returns to Japan, she gives 

birth to Emperor Ōjin, who is the father of the first living deity, Emperor Nintoku.57  

Jingū is said to govern the country as a regent as long as she lives.   
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From this mythological episode, Jingū had become a symbol of Japan’s 

colonialism.  The difference between Amaterasu and Jingū is that Empress Jingū is a wife, 

and more importantly, a mother, who educated Emperor Ōjin to be a good emperor.58  On 

the other hand, the Kojiki and the Nihonshoki reveal that Amaterasu neither raises her 

children nor has a husband.  

Meiji leaders preferred not to have any strong female roles, but Japanese 

mythology did not allow for this.  Therefore, they chose Empress Jingū rather than 

Amaterasu to appear on currency because the image of Empress Jingū enabled Meiji 

leaders to satisfy their paradoxical desires: her episode of colonizing Korea satisfied their 

national pride, yet she was a subordinate figure—a wife and mother dependent on her son.   

Actually before the Meiji era, Empress Jingū had been worshiped as a goddess 

who helped new mothers have an easy delivery.59  Using that image of Jingū, Meiji 

leaders sought to construct a female role model based on a Western type sexual division 

of labor which fit the budding nuclearization of the family under capitalism: men as 

breadwinners and women as mothers.   

Before the Meiji Restoration, 80 percent of the Japanese population were peasants.  

Both men and women engaged in farming, and women had power as an important part of 

labor both at home and in their community.  Raising a child was not merely a woman’s 
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role: both men and women in farming raised a child.60  By having Chiossone portray 

Empress Jingū as a Western woman on currency, Meiji nationalists attempted to show a 

role for a new womanhood in which women served men as mothers and wives.  

In 1879, Chiossone designed currency on which he portrayed two distinct images 

of Empress Jingū: (1) the 500-yen industrial bond portrayed Empress Jingū as a Western 

type of mother; and (2) the one-yen currency portrayed her as a Westernized female 

subject of the emperor.  According to Uemura Shun, before Chiossone created his 

currency image of Empress Jingū, he read the Kojiki and the Nihonshoki.  Wakakuwa 

claims that Chiossone created an image of Jingū after he saw an 1860 nihonga (Japanese 

style painting) of the empress by Kikuchi Yūsai, so before examining Chiossone’s Jingū 

in detail, I briefly examine Kikuchi’s Jingū.61  Kikuchi portrayed a Jingū who returned to 

Japan after conquering Korea.  On the right side, she is armed with a sword and bow and 

arrows, while she stands over her seated male subject, Takenouchi no Sukune, who holds 

Jingū’s child.  Kikuchi’s Jingū wears a white long-sleeved shirt, trousers, necklaces, and 

an ancient male hairstyle.  By depicting the relationship between Jingū and her subject, 

Kikuchi was able to show the empress as a powerful ruler and warrior in this way.  

Associating her with her child also enabled him to glorify her androgynous quality, as she 

straddled male and female identities. 

Now I turn to the depiction of Chiossone’s Jingū on currency.  In portraying her, 

Chiossone combined Japanese traditional icons and Western icons.  In Western culture, a 
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woman’s body is used as means of representing abstract ideas.  For example, by the end 

of the French Revolution, a woman stands for both liberty and the Republic.62  Western 

nation-states created new symbols of womanhood and, with these symbols, ruling elites 

were able to absorb women into national goals.63  But before the Meiji era, such tradition 

did not exist in Japan.  

In 1878, the government commissioned Chiossone to portray Jingū on the 500-

yen industrial bond, and he responded by depicting her as a complicated figure, which 

embodied a desire of Meiji leaders to defeat the West and to reject a Western mother 

image.  On the upper center of the bond, there is a crest of 16 chrysanthemum petals, a 

symbol of the imperial family.  Below the crest, Chiossone attaches the grand cordon of 

Emperor Meiji, a symbol of the emperor, encircled with oak leaves, a symbol of 

steadiness, and leaves of the katsura tree, a symbol of honor.  With the crest and grand 

cordon, Chiossone suggested that Emperor Meiji was a manifestation of the imperial line, 

ignoring his relationship with Amaterasu.64  With the symbols of leaves, the artist defined 

Japan as an honored and stable country.  

On the lower right, Empress Jingū sits in a chair; below her feet is a globe. 

Showing her as if she is stepping on a globe, the artist implies that Japan is governing the 

world.  Further below her, a farmer works his land as a train passes by.  Behind him are a 

black steamship and smaller boats.  Using these symbols, Chiossone represents Japan’s 

national slogan, “Rich Nation, Strong Army.”  The farmer symbolizes prosperous 
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farming; a hammer, metal hand lamp, train hammer, and a steamship symbolize modern 

industry and civilization.  With these symbols, the artist represents the slogan “Rich 

Nation.”  In addition, the black ship symbolizes militarism, representing the slogan 

“Strong Army.”  By associating her with a globe and national slogan symbols, Chiossone  

evoked a strong image of Jingū, but he tempered this image by portraying her below the 

emperor, suggesting her subordination to Emperor Meiji.  

Also, notable are Jingū’s clothing and hairstyle.  Like Kikuchi’s Jingū, 

Chiossone’s Jingū wears the crest of her hair in an ancient male style reminiscent of 

mythology, but the sides of her hair hang down in a Western style.  Unlike Kikuchi’s 

Jingū, Choissone’s Jingū has a glamorous Western body, and she wears a long black 

Western gown.  By emphasizing Jingū’s glamorous body and feminine hairstyle, 

Chiossone portrays Jingū as a Western woman.65  He also shows Jingū stretching out her 

right hand over the land, bestowing her fruitfulness upon the nation. With this posture, he 

implies that Jingū was not a warrior but a mother who supported her nation in a motherly 

way.  In contrast to Kikuchi’s Jingū, Chiossone’s Jingū has lost her association with 

weapons and masculinity, and she has been assimilated into the Western ideal of beauty 

and motherhood.  Thus, Chiossone portrays Empress Jingū as a powerful, but Western 

mother, a  construction important in revising the image of Amaterasu.  If Jingū was a 

Western mother, so was Amaterasu.  In this way, Chiossone connects Empress Jingū with 

Amaterasu, and transformed the goddess into the empress, symbolizing a Western type of 

Japanese motherhood.  
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 Three years later, in 1881, Chiossone depicted Empress Jingū on the one-yen 

currency as a Westernized female subject of the emperor, further helping to weaken 

Amaterasu.  During this period, the Minken movement was at its peak, and Minken 

feminists were making public speeches all over Japan.  In response to a demand by the 

Minken movement, the government promised to open the Diet in 1890.  

At the upper center of the one-year currency, Chiossone again depicts the nation of Japan 

with the crest of 16 chrysanthemum petals.  Below the crest, he attaches the grand cordon 

of Emperor Meiji, and, on the left, below the name of the bill, he placed the grand cordon 

of the chrysanthemum.  On the lower right, he inscribes the name of the Finance Ministry, 

while on the left, he depicted only the upper half of Empress Jingū’s body.  Her face is 

round, with prominent eyes and a high nose.  This bill was named “the Empress Jingū 

Bill,” so that everybody knew who the woman on the yen currency was.  Yet, there were 

two distinctive cultural meanings of Chiossone’s Jingū.  First, Chiossone separated the 

empress from Japanese mythology by depicting her with Western features.  There were 

few Japanese women with Western features like Chiossone’s Jingū.  According to 

Japanese beauty standards of the time, a woman with a long face and long slanted eyes 

was considered beautiful; thus, Chiossone’s Jingū was a new physical model for Japanese 

women.  Her Western appearance drew viewers’ attention to her face, not to her 

achievements or her place in mythology.   

 Further, her Western-style hair highlights her feminine features, helping to 

establish the hierarchal relationship between Emperor Meiji and Empress Jingū.  And by   

placing an icon of the emperor above Jingū’s Western face, Chiossone attempts to affix 
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the power relationship between the emperor and Amaterasu.  Painters always put a 

powerful person above a less powerful person.  This arrangement shows that Amaterasu 

is no longer a powerful ruler but a servant of the emperor.  Thus, Chiossone deprived 

Amaterasu of her political power and made her merely one of the subjects who serve the 

emperor.  

On the 500-yen industrial bond, Chiossone portrayed Empress Jingū as a 

complicated woman with both power and Western femininity, and then reduced her to 

merely a Western woman on the one-yen bill.  He did not make the Japanese woman 

appear exotic, but his creation of Empress Jingū was an example of reverse Orientalism 

described by Ueno Chizuko.66  Chiossone deprived the Japanese woman of her traditional 

womanhood, while creating an image of Jingū based on his Western idea of womanhood.  

His view of womanhood enables the West to claim its concept of femininity as 

“universal,” while it deems Japanese womanhood as inferior and in need of reform and 

education by the West.  Thus, by using Chiossone’s Jingū currency, Meiji leaders 

transferred Amaterasu to Jingū, subordinated Amatersu’s power to that of the emperor, 

and reinforced Western patriarchy. 

 

The Recreation of the Goshin’ei (Portraits of the Emperor and Empress)   

Just before Meiji leaders promulgated the Meiji Constitution and the Imperial 

Law, they remade the portraits of the emperor and empress to help legitimize these laws.  
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In 1888, when Emperor Meiji visited the Yayoi shrine, Meiji officials had Chiossone 

observe him behind a curtain, sketch him, and create a formal portrait on the basis of 

these sketches.  Meiji leaders commissioned Chiossone to create an image of Emperor 

Meiji as an ideal Western monarch who was dignified, virile, and militarized.  As they 

had wished, Chiossone removed the Japaneseness from Emperor Meiji’s body.  In the 

portrait, the emperor—who sat on a chair—wore short hair, a mustache, and a military 

uniform with medals.  He held a sword in his left hand and clenched his right fist on the 

table beside him as if he were ready to scold his subjects.   

The next year, Meiji leaders ordered a Japanese photographer, Maruki Toshiaki, 

to photograph Chiossone’s painting and from this picture they made a photographic 

portrait of Emperor Meiji.  As Taki Koji claims, this double duplication deprived the 

emperor of his personal body and made him a god.67  As a result, the portrait enabled 

Meiji leaders to create an image of Emperor Meiji—like Chiossone’s figure of Emperor 

Meiji a decade before—as a divine Western monarch.68 

As they had done with the emperor, in June 1889, Meiji leaders had the 

photographer Suzuki Shinichi photograph a painting of Empress Shōken, and from this 

picture they made her photographic portrait.  Her face was Asian, of course, but was 

wearing a crown, necklace, and bracelets on her both her wrists, holding a fan in her right 

hand with her arms crossed in front of her.  Beside her on the table were a rose and books 

with the titles Fujyo kagami (The Paragon of a Woman) and Meiji kōsetsu roku (The 

Meiji Record of Filial Piety), two books she had edited.  The first book was on morality 
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for women, the other on filial piety.  A rose in this context symbolized beauty, love, and 

femininity.69  By associating her with a rose, Meiji leaders created an image of her as a 

complementary wife to the virile Emperor Meiji.  Moreover, by associating her with 

books on female and filial morality, they created an image of her as a Confucian woman 

who embodied the Meiji patriarchal respectability.  Consistent with her role as the 

handmaiden of Japanese patriarchy, Empress Shōken was said to be devoted to her 

mother-in-law.   

The Meiji government ordered officials to hang the portrait of the emperor on the 

right side of the wall and one of the empress on the left.  In Japan, the left side was 

traditionally more valued than the right.  But the Meiji government followed Western 

tradition, which associated the right side with justice, power, and authority.70  Thus, in 

the representation of goshin’ei, Meiji leaders showed the ideal couple who embodied 

polarized gender differences.  Emperor Meiji was the virile European husband, while 

Empress Shōken was the chaste Asian wife devoted to her husband and her parents-in-

law. 

 

The Creation of the Constitution 

In 1889, when the Meiji government promulgated the Meiji Constitution, it 

established the modern Imperial system, which was marked by a nationalism “identified 
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with the position and ideology of Emperor.”71  Meiji elites combined a European-style 

monarch with a modernized version of the ancient emperor system.72  

The Meiji Constitution had complicated and contradictory elements.  On the one 

hand, it declared that the emperor eternally sovereign.  On the other hand, it defined the 

nation state as the embodiment of a dual governmental system: the kokutai (an imperial 

national system) and the seitai (a constitutional system of government).73  This 

Constitution limited the emperor’s power by requiring that, before he gave an order, he 

had to consult cabinet ministers who had to cosign his order.  In this way, Meiji leaders 

adopted a Western-style constitutional monarchy, while at the same time attempting to 

hold onto the idea of the “imperial national system” which was at the core of the Meiji 

restoration.   

During the same year, the government also enacted the Imperial Household Law, 

which enshrined a patriarchal succession.  The new law denied the possibility of 

matriarchal succession—which Japan’s imperial system had practiced in the past—and 

prohibited a princess from being enthroned.  As a result, the new rules of succession 

allowed for the emperor to practice traditional polygamy, which the samurai and 

aristocrats had practiced.74  During the same year, Meiji leaders allowed rich men to 
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participate in the Diet.  But they denied women the vote and prohibited women from 

participating in any political activity.75  

The next year (1890), the Meiji government issued the Imperial Rescript on 

Education, via which they hoped to influence civil morality through public education.  

Civil morality was expressed in terms of loyalty and patriotism (chukun aikoku). 76  

Although the Meiji restoration abolished the samurai class, the rescript borrowed its 

concept of loyalty from samurai moral values, which were derived from neo-

Confucianism.  Each samurai had his lord and the relationship between a ruler and a 

vassal was explained in terms of obligation (on) and loyalty (chu): a ruler was obliged to 

take care of his vassals, and in turn his vassals were obliged to be loyal to him.  

According to the Imperial Rescript on Education, there was no class hierarchy, and all 

citizens were now equally the emperor’s subjects.  The emperor was obliged to take care 

of his subjects and in turn all his subjects were obliged to respect and be loyal to him.  In 

this way, the Imperial Rescript on Education taught the Japanese the ethic of patriotism 

and loyalty to their emperor, and Meiji leaders were able to establish their modern 

political, educational, and social systems, laying the foundation for their nation-state.77  

When the ceremony of the Constitution’s promulgation was held on February 11, 

1889, Emperor Meiji performed a rite in the Palace Sanctuary.  He was dressed in a 

ceremonial kimono as the shaman of the state.  But when the government held the public 
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ceremony of the Constitution’s promulgation in the Throne Room of the Imperial Palace, 

and invited foreign ambassadors were present, Emperor Meiji appeared as a monarch in a 

black military uniform with medals.78  In contrast, Empress Shōken appeared as a chaste 

modern wife, wearing a Western dress. By appearing as a Western-type royal couple, the 

emperor and empress showed that Japan was well Westernized, on a par with any 

Western nation.79   

 

Sexualizing Amaterasu through Visual Representations  

After establishing the empress as the symbol of the goddess, Meiji painters went a 

step further and degraded the image of the actual goddess.  As The Female Body in 

Western Culture shows, by portraying a woman as a nude, Western male painters reduced 

her to merely a sexual object.80  Likewise, by sexualizing Amaterasu, Meiji painters were 

depriving her of her divinity and reducing her to a mere mortal.   

Perspectives of Meiji painters were influenced by Western perspectives on 

sexuality.  Ernest Fenollosa, a New Englander and a Harvard graduate, started the 

movement to revive native Japanese art.  In 1878, Edward Sylvester Morse—a zoologist,  

Harvard graduate, and collector of Japanese ceramics—arranged for Fenollosa to teach 

philosophy and political economy at Tōkyō Imperial University.81  After he came to 

Japan, Fenollosa became fascinated with Japanese art; he studied it and gained the 

“license of a connoisseur” from the Kanō school.  The Kanō school represented the 
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mainstream of Japanese painting during the Tokugawa era.  But, at this time, the 

introduction of Western civilization and enlightenment caused the old native painting 

style, in particular the Kanō school style, to be virtually abandoned. Instead, Western-

style paintings and sculpture became dominant.82  By 1882, Fenollosa had collected 

Japanese paintings to sell to the Boston Museum.83  Fenollosa was introduced to Dr. 

William Sturgis Bigelow, a friend of Morse, who also  collected an enormous amount of 

Japanese art that he eventually donated to the Boston Museum.  By the 1870s, the “Japan 

craze,” brought on by European markets which commodified Japanism in art, emerged in 

cosmopolitan cities, including New York and Boston.  American art collectors knew the 

worth of Japanese art, therefore, in the 1870s and 1880s, “commercialist Orientalism” 

emerged in the United States.84  Morse, Fenollosa, and Bigelow later contributed to the 

introduction of Japanese art and culture to America and helped create “American 

Orientalism.”85  Thus, the “Reverse Orientalism” of Japan was developed in Boston.  

 In 1882, Fenollosa lectured on the Bijutsu shinsetsu (An Explanation of Truth in 

Art) before the Ryūchikai, the art club in Ueno. The Ryūchikai included members of the 

Ministry of Education and the Finance Ministry, who were responsible for judging art in 
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domestic and international expositions.86  At that time, such expositions became the most 

important means of teaching the masses about civilization.87  In his lecture, Fenollosa 

attacked Western paintings because he thought they had been corrupted by materialism. 

Instead, he advocated Japanese native paintings because they embodied Eastern 

spirituality and aesthetics.88  He proposed to revive native painting by synthesizing 

Eastern and Western sensibilities, and called the new native painting the nihonga 

(Japanese-style painting).89  He also proposed that to create a national style of painting, 

the state should support artists by holding art exhibitions and establishing a fine arts 

academy.90  

 Kitazawa Nariaki, an art critic, argues that Fenollosa’s ideas about the nihonga 

were characteristic of an Orientalist point of view.  On the one hand, Fenollosa taught the 

Japanese to be “Japanese” by abandoning bunjinga, which was a school of Tokugawa 

traditional painting grounded in the Chinese school of amateur artists (wenren).91  On the 

other hand, he taught the Japanese to became Westernized.92  In this way, Fenollosa re-

conceptualized native painting in the manner of the West.  As a result, native paintings 
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lost their endemic meaning, and their values were subjugated to Western concepts.  Later, 

traditional Japanese artists used the term nihonga to “redefine the nature of their art and 

its role in society, along with their own sense of cultural distinction and national 

identity.”93 

 With Bigelow’s funding, in 1884 Fenollosa established the Kangakai (Painting 

Appreciation Society).  In the beginning, the Kangakai exhibited old paintings, held 

exhibitions and lectures on traditional culture, and sold the works of its members.  The 

main figures in this association were Fenollosa’s Japanese student, Okakura Kakuzō, and 

the painters Kanō Hōgai and Hashimoto Gahō, who belonged to the Kanō school.94  In 

Kangakai meetings, Fenollosa explained his ideas, Okamoto translated them, and Hōgai 

showed how to incorporate these ideas into paintings.95  On the one hand, painters were 

encouraged to express Eastern spirituality by taking subjects from famous Japanese 

landscapes, Buddhism, and Japanese icons, including the Kojiki and the Nihonshoki 

mythology.  Fenollosa argued that these icons stimulated popular interest in Japanese art.  

On the other hand, painters were encouraged to incorporate Western techniques and 

values into their paintings.96  

 Fenollosa’s idea of the nihonga attracted Japanese officials for two reasons.  First, 

in 1872 when they went to the Vienna Exposition, they recognized the demand for 

Japanese art in the international market.  To participate in the international market, Meiji 
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officials decided to commodify Japanese art.  By the 1890s, selling Japanese art became 

an important source of revenue for the project of nation building.97  Second, the adoption 

of Western civilization and culture was causing the Japanese to lose their national pride 

and identity, so officials used Japanese art to recover those losses.  Inspired by 

Fenollosa’s perspectives about the nihonga, Japanese officials determined to make 

Japanese art unique.98  For these both of reasons, Meiji officials supported Fenollosa’s 

concept of the nihonga and in 1899 established the Tōkyō School of Fine Arts—seven 

years after Fenollosa proposed his concept of the nihonga.  Fenollosa’s student, Okakura 

Kakuzō, became the school’s first director, and Fenollosa, Okakura, and painters of the 

“Painting Appreciation Society” endeavored to institutionalize the nihonga at this 

school.99    

 Following Fenollosa’s concept of the nihonga, two painters portrayed two 

different manifestations of Amaterasu: Amaterasu as the Hibo (Compassionate) kannon  

and Amaterasu as the Kiryū (Dragon) kannon.  The first manifestation was executed by 

Kanō Hōgai in the nihonga style.  The second manifestation was executed by Harada 

Naojirō, who, in his thirties, had gone to Germany to study Western painting.  After he 

returned home, he participated in the Ryūchikai and later in the Meiji Bijutsukai (The 

Meiji Art Association), in which Chiossone was also involved.100  The Meiji Art 

Association was formed to oppose Fenollosa’s Painting Appreciation Society.   
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 Even though Hōgai and Harada belonged to the rival associations, oddly they 

shared a lot of thematic and technical aspects.  First, both of them portrayed Amaterasu 

by using Japanese Buddhist icons of kannon (bodhisattvas).  Second, they portrayed her 

based on the style of traditional paintings.  Third, they incorporated Japanese icon of 

kannon into an icon of the Virgin Mary.  More importantly, with this incorporation, they 

sexualized Amaterasu by depicting her with a Western-type of female body.  

 Before analyzing their paintings, I will briefly discuss the difference between the 

Japanese notion of the female body and the Western notion of the female body during  

the Meiji era—the Japanese notion of kannon and the notion of the Virgin Mary.  

Originally the Indian Buddhist kannon was male, and a female form of kannon was 

controversial.  But in China and Japan, kannon is androgynous and takes either a male or 

female form according to the situation of the worshiper.  Kannon literally means “the one 

who hears their cries,” and embodies endless compassion to help people with their 

difficulties.  Japanese kannon (goddess of mercy) in a female form was worshiped by 

pregnant women and by women desiring to bear children.  In the medieval era, this 

kannon was a symbolic example of Amaterasu. 101 But artists did not associate kannon 

with a child in their art.  In 1612, the Tokugawa government issued anti-Christian edicts, 

and after that Japanese hidden Christians worshiped Maria Kannon, in which they 

merged kannon and the Virgin Mary.102 

 The Virgin Mary is a mother whose image is dependent on her son, Jesus, without 

whose connection, she ceases to be important.  Traditionally, painters have portrayed a 
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haloed Virgin Mary with her son.  The Cult of the Virgin Mary encapsulates motherhood 

in Western patriarchal ideology.103  Anne E. Kaplan claims Western patriarchy tends to 

split motherhood into binary forms; the “virgin” mother and the “whore” mother.  This 

split of motherhood stems from men’s paradoxical love for and abjection of their 

mothers, and divides women into two categories in accordance with men’s needs and 

desires.  The “virgin” mother functions to produce male “aspiration” and “fantasy.”  This 

idealized image invites a woman to accept that she suffers and sacrifices her own 

interests to those of a man.104  On the other hand, the “whore” mother allows men to 

exploit women’s sexuality for their own interests and pleasure.  It allows them to harass 

and abuse women.  Thus, the ideology of motherhood alienates women from their 

sexuality and commodifies their bodies to patriarchal needs.  Further, motherhood 

separates women from their sisters.  The “virgin” mother and “whore” mother are forced 

to hate each other.  Thus, the ideology of motherhood strips women of their sexuality and 

identity and subjugates them under a system of patriarchy.   

Miyashita Kikurō argues that in the Meiji era, idealized icons of the Japanese 

female body and those of the Western female body were completely different.  As 

Ukiyoe paintings show, an idealized icon of the Japanese female body had a round, waist-

less body, a big head, sloping shoulders, thin breasts, short legs, a long trunk, and small 

hands and feet.  Her body was fragile and weak.  On the other hand, as Western paintings 
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show, an idealized icon of the Western female body has a body that is eight times longer 

than the head.  It has a thin waist, a big chest, big hips, a straight backbone, long legs, and 

a strong build.105  

 Within this context, I now turn to analyze Hōgai’s and Harada’s paintings.  The 

first example is Hōgai’s The Compassionate kannon, which he painted in 1888 under the 

supervision of Fenollosa, and which ultimately became the dominant representation in 

Meiji painting.106  Before Hōgai began painting, Fenollosa showed him a copy of a 

painting of the Virgin Mary and had him depict kannon as a “virgin” mother who 

sacrifices her own interests to those of her child with mercy and devotion.  At the same 

time, he showed Hōgai a female nude in a Western painting and told him to sketch her.107  

 Hōgai advocated his motif of The Compassionate kannon to his follower, Okakura 

Shūsui, stating that a woman was like kannon because she could help reform a bad man 

and could raise children.  Further, Hōgai said, “Although kannon has a male body, I will 

depict him with a female body.”108  Then he painted The Compassionate kannon based on 

The Gyoran kannon as portrayed by the Chinese painter, Wu Daozai.109  The Gyoran 

kannon is a kannon statue carrying a fish basket; he/she protects people from a dragon or 

devil.  

 Before examining Hōgai’s The Compassionate kannon in detail, I will briefly 

examine Wo’s The Gyoran kannon.  Wo portrays The Gyoran kannon on a dark 
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background, carrying a fish in a basket in his right hand; he makes the Buddhist sign for 

enlightenment with his left fingers.  He has a big masculine body; long, slanted eyes; 

long, thin eyebrows; and a rough face with a thick mustache.  He wears necklaces, 

Buddhist clothing, a jeweled bracelet, and a diadem.  The necklaces hide his breast.  

Wo’s kannon floats on clouds in the sky.  Below him there is a landscape on which a boy 

stands carrying a fish basket, while a male adult is seated putting a lotus flower in a vase.  

Wo’s kannon looks down on two people as if he has nurtured them.  Thus, Wo’s kannon 

is a strong male savior, but he is distant from the people.  

 In contrast, Hōgai drew on the medieval kannon, a symbolic example of 

Amaterasu, and portrayed The Compassionate kannon as a female figure, a mother.  He 

drew her on golden silk with Western colors, which Fenollosa had bought in France.  

Against this setting, Hōgai was able to portray Amaterasu as if she were shining.  Hōgai’s 

kannon wears similar clothing and ornaments to Chew’s kannon and has a face with a 

thin mustache.  But she has softer features, including long, slit feminine eyes, and long, 

thin eyebrows.  Her skin is so white it reflects the golden silk, and her red lips are as if 

she wore lip rouge.  Hōgai’s kannon has a glamorous body, and her white chest is mostly 

exposed.  She also has a halo.  Therefore she has Japanese features, but a Western body.  

Replacing a male body with a female body, Hōgai forced viewers to look at her exposed 

chest and white skin, sexualizing Amaterasu as the kannon.  

 Moreover, Hōgai portrayed the kannon as the “virgin” mother by connecting her 

with a child.  On the upper center of the painting, the kannon stands on the clouds and 

makes the Buddhist sign for enlightenment with her left fingers.  She dribbles drops of 
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“compassion” from a water container.  Below her feet, there is an innocent male fetus 

inside a transparent fetal membrane, and below the boy there is a landscape.  He looks at 

her and opens his mouth as if he is waiting to drink the drops of “compassion.”110  This 

intimate connection between Hōgai’s kannon and the fetal boy evokes the image of the 

“virgin” mother who nurtures her son with a drop of “compassion.”  A bright background 

enables Hōgai to romanticize an ideal relationship between a mother and her son.  This 

romanticization of motherhood symbolizes Japan’s idealized motherhood, a mother who   

devotes even to her unborn children, thus corresponding to a new female role as good 

wife and wise mother.  By transforming the kannon into a compassionate kannon, Hōgai 

made Amaterasu a Western mother.   

 The second nihonga manifestation of Amaterasu was the Kiryū (Dragon) kannon  

by Harada, exhibited in the second domestic exhibition in 1891—two years after Hōgai 

had portrayed The Compassionate kannon.  The Dragon kannon is portrayed based on 

The Myōken (Protecting) kannon, which Miwa Hideo claims is able to eliminate 

misfortune, expel the dragon, and protect the nation.  The Protecting kannon, an Edo era 

painting, was portrayed in the Butsuzō zuzō (Buddhist Icons).111  The protecting kannon 

takes a female form; she sits on the dragon; and she is not sexualized.  

 In contrast, Harada’s The Dragon kannon has paradoxical aspects of both power 

and sexuality.  On the one hand, Harada portrays the dragon kannon as a powerful figure.  

She has a Buddhist face, and faces the raging sea, while standing on a dragon’s head.  
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The dragon opens his mouth to show his sharp tusks; his body spreads fire.  This setting 

enables Harada to portray the dragon kannon as a powerful, aggressive figure, linked to 

images of Amaterasu—who crushed Mongol troops by sending kami kaze (her divine 

winds)—and of Empress Jingū, a symbol of Japan’s desire for colonialism.   

 By associating the dragon kannon with Amaterasu and Empress Jingū, Harada 

made them “great mothers of the nation,” protecting the Japanese not only as they battled  

the nation’s enemies but also conquered them.  In The Dragon kannon, Harada connected 

images of Amaterasu, Empress Jingū, and Empress Shōken, enabling him to associate an 

image of a powerful Amaterasu with Empress Shōken and to portray empress as a symbol 

of Japan’s “great mother” who protected the Japanese and fought against their enemies.  

Wakakuwa also claims that the face of The Dragon Kannon was modeled after Empress 

Shōken.112   

 On the other hand, Harada sexualized the dragon kannon by giving her elements 

of a “whore mother.”  She has a small head, and a glamorous Western body. She wears 

transparent Buddhist clothing that is tightly fitted, so we can make out the contour of her 

body.  This enables Harada to diminish her image as Japan’s great mother and emphasize 

her “whore” mother image.  This element is reinforced by the exposure of her chest and 

even her bosom.  This reduces the dragon kannon to merely an interesting female body, 

while it facilitates a voyeuristic male gaze.  This gaze on The Dragon kannon challenged 

a religious notion of the kannon and caused a sensation in society.  Tōyama Shōichi, a 

Professor at Tōkyō Imperial University, accused Harada of sexualizing the kannon and of 
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confusing the religious theme in the painting.113  Western painters portray nude women in 

their pictures and display them in public.  But unlike Western painters, before the Meiji 

era, Japanese painters did not display images of nude women in public.114  Tōyama 

argued that if a person has no religious belief, he should not depict the kannon in a 

painting.  In response, Mori Ōgai, a prestigious novelist and literary critic—who met 

Harada in Germany and became his best friend—supported Harada, stating that Harada’s 

painting stemmed from his belief in art and opened a path to portray the dragon kannon in 

the Western style.  

 In portraying Amaterasu as the dragon kannon, Harada intended to deprive her of 

her divinity and to project her as a “whore” mother.  If Amaterasu embodies a “whore” 

mother element, the Japanese do not need to respect her as a “great mother of the nation.”  

Instead, they are able to appropriate her production and reproduction.  They would do so 

for Empress Jingū, Empress Shōken, and for all Japanese women.  

 As the above discussion shows, Japanese painters attempted to subjugate 

Amaterasu to this binary manifestation of the kannon by connecting her with Western 

images of female sexuality split between a “virgin” mother and a “whore” mother.  

Indeed, their paintings were a reaction to Orientalism’s feminization of Japanese culture.  

Like Western Orientalists such as Chiossone and Fenollosa, Japanese painters 

reconceptualized Japanese women’s sexuality according to Western gender standards.  

Thus, by sexualizing Amaterasu, Hōgai and Harada were reinforcing a Western-style of 
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gender system.  

 

Literary Representation of Weakening Amaterasu   

Along with the two paintings, the song “Shihōhai” (New Year’s Day) also 

contributed toward weakening Amaterasu.  Senge Takatomi, the chief priest of the 

national Izumo Shrine, took the fifth step in the weakening process by composing a song 

for Shihōhai in 1891, when Meiji leaders implemented common school ceremonies on 

national holidays.  This song affected the development of emperor worship among men, 

and it solidified men under the banner of the emperor.  Shihōhai is an imperial rite where 

at the first sunrise of the year the emperor makes obeisance to Amaterasu and the gods of 

heaven and earth.  Then he purifies the evil spirits of the previous year, celebrates the 

long reign of the imperial family, and prays for the harvest and the peace and security of 

the Japanese.  Before the Meiji restoration, commoners in cities stayed at home on New 

Year’s Day and did votive abstinence to welcome the folklore Year God, who brought 

the New Year and the harvest.  The Year God was sometimes referred to as an ancestral 

spirit who revived people’s lives.  Commoners decorated their gates with pine branches 

and bamboo because these were the trees from which the Year God descends.115  Farmers 

in villages did the same, but they welcomed the folklore Year God on January 15th.116  In 

this way, the imperial family did not celebrate Shihōhai in the same manner as 

                                                 
115 Ishii Kenji, Toshi no nenjū gyōji-Henyōsuru nihonjin no shinsei [The Annual Events of Cities--the 
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commoners in cities and farmers in villages.  But this began to change with the 

implementation of school ceremonies on national days of celebration.  

On New Year’s Day, all school students were ordered into classrooms to 

participate in the ceremony.  There they made obeisance to the portraits of the emperor 

and empress, listened to a recitation of the Imperial Rescript of Education, and sang the 

songs “January the First” and the “Kimigayo,” which celebrated the long reign of the 

imperial family.117  Moreover, in 1893, the Ministry of Education designated so-called 

Songs for School Children, which students sang repeatedly in class and in school 

ceremonies until they memorized them.  These songs included the “Kimigayo,” 

“Emperor Jinmu,” “The Rice Harvest Rite,” “National Foundation Day,” and “Festival 

for Emperor Meiji.”  “January the First” was a particularly significant song.118  Takagi 

Hiroshi, a Japanese historian, points out that this song connected New Year’s Day with 

the modern imperial system, and it helped to develop emperor worship among school 

children.  The lyrics of this song were composed by Senge Takatomi:  

 Following a precedent on New Year’s Day 

 We celebrate the endless reign of the emperor  

 We decorate the gate with pine branches and bamboo  

 How happy is [the emperor’s] endless reign  

 

 The sunlight shines in the sky  

                                                 
117 Takagi, pp. 438, 442. 
118 Nishijima Hiroshi, “Gakkō kyōiku ha ikani shite ‘kokumin’ o tsukuttaka [How did School Music Create 
Japanese Nationhood?] in Kindai Nihon no bunkashi [The Cultural History of Modern Japan] (Tōkyō: 
Iwanami shoten, 2002), ed. Komori Yōichi, et al. , 4: 240.  
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 In which the emperor peacefully reigns over Japan.  

 We should worship the sunshine  

 As it is the emperor.  

Traditionally the people decorated the front of their houses with pine branches and 

bamboo to welcome the Year God.  But in the first stanza, Senge proposes decorating 

with pine branches and bamboo to also celebrate the imperial reign.  By combining the 

commoners’ custom and the imperial custom of New Year’s Day, Senge identifies the 

emperor with the folklore Year God, who was an ancestral spirit who brought the New 

Year and a good harvest.  This identification enables Senge to connect the emperor and 

the people’s ancestral spirits, and to give the populace the idea that Japan is a family-state 

with the imperial family at the head.119  It also establishes the emperor as a god who 

brought the New Year and the harvest.  

 In the second stanza, Senge drew on the song “Emperor Jinmu,” written by an 

anonymous author in the 1880s.  This author established the divinity of the emperor by 

using a Shintō concept in which the sun goddess, Amaterasu, is the founder of the 

imperial family and through the emperor’s symbolic unification with her, he becomes her 

son.120  In this way, the author transferred Amaterasu’s power to Emperor Jinmu, thereby  

metaphorically establishing Emperor Jinmu as a symbol of the sun.  Then Jinmu, not 

Amaterasu, was venerated by the public.  Though Amaterasu still remained importa nt as 

the mother of the line of emperors, her centrality was displaced by her “sons,” the 

emperors.  In this way, Japanese patriarchy was enhanced.     

                                                 
119 Takagi, pp. 438, 442. 
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 In this stanza, Senge compares Emperor Meiji to the sun, following the precedent 

of comparing Jinmu to the sun in Emperor Jinmu.  This enables Senge to connect 

Emperor Meiji to Emperor Jinmu, establishing Japan’s patriarchal lineage in an  

unbroken imperial line.  This changes the image of Japan from the country the sun 

goddess founded to a country her son governed.  In this way, this song helped to move 

toward a Western-style of gender system: it transformed the emperor into a powerful 

agent who wielded political, economic, and social power, while it transformed Amaterasu 

into the emperor’s supporter who legitimizes his authority to govern Japan.      

This song also helped to change the Shintō priesthood.  Before the Meiji era, a female 

priesthood existed, but the Meiji Era’s patriarchal unbroken line of the emperors led to its 

abolishment, because the emperor became the head priest once Amaterasu was displaced.  

This reduced a female priest, a representative of Amaterasu, to merely a miko (an 

emissary for gods) who prayed for gods, made an oracle, and performed at religious 

services for the emperor.  On the other hand, a male priest presided over rites and 

dominated ritual authority.  Thus, “January the First” helped to establish an exclusively 

male priesthood, thereby reinforcing a Western-style of gender system.      

In the song “January the First,” Senge converted the commoners’ custom of New Year’s 

Day into an imperial rite, and made Shihōhai a day that both the imperial family and the 

populace would share.  He also associated the emperor with the folklore Year God—an 

ancestral spirit—and the sun.  With this connection, he reinforced an image of the 

emperor as a benevolent father of the family-state who brought the harvest and peacefully 

governed Japan.  By singing “January the First,” school children developed emperor 
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worship.  Further, the singing of this song helped boys to develop a sense of superiority 

over girls, while it helped girls to develop a sense of subjugation to boys.  Thus, the song 

“January the First” functioned to reinforce Japanese patriarchy which commissioned 

painters had developed.  

 

The Creation of the Family Law  

In 1895, after Japan defeated China at war, “reverse Orientalism” developed, and 

in 1899 the Meiji government issued the Meiji Family Law.121  This law, which defined 

characteristics of a modern Japanese “family” system, was reflected by visual and literal 

representations in which painters and priests weakened the hold of Amaterasu.  Although 

this family system was believed to be traditional, actually it was a modern invented 

tradition, a dual system that can be characterized as wakon yosai—which means 

“Japanese spirit, Western knowledge.”122  On one hand, a new family system drew on 

Western family models.  Before the Meiji era, the highest level at which commoners were 

organized was a local community and an extended kinship network.123  But Meiji leaders 

organized the populace into Japan’s nation-state through the family law.  This law 

reformed the koseki (family registration) of 1872, which brought the populace into ko 

(residential household units).  Therefore, the modern Japanese family was independent 

from the community, a change from the pre-Meiji pattern.  The family law obliged the 

                                                 
121 Nishi, “Nationalism in Japan,” p. 84. 
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male head of a family to provide the government with addresses of his family members.  

Therefore, through the enactment of this law, government elites could directly control the 

population, which enabled the government to practice new policies “in areas such as 

conscription, taxation, sanitation, and education.”124  Thus, this family system laid the 

foundation for the  modernization bureaucratic control of the population.  

On the other hand, the modern family system also adopted the Neo-Confucian 

moral values of the Edo era (1603-1868) that the samurai practiced.  The family law 

abolished the matrilineal succession that was practiced among wealthy villagers and 

merchants, and enforced the patrilineal succession that the samurai practiced.125  The new 

Japanese family was not a nuclear one, but a group that was related by blood ties and 

governed by a male household head.126  This family system replicated the nation-state 

itself, in which the emperor represented the ideological center, his “children” paid 

homage to him, and he in turn provided them protection.  The male head functioned as 

the emperor in his family, and embodied the source of its morality; he also served as the 

head of the family ancestral line.127  He was authorized to exert control over his family 

members and was responsible for securing the livelihood of his family.128  In this family 

system, a strict hierarchy based on gender and age existed among family members.  This 

patriarchal system dramatically lowered the status of women.  Women were put below 
                                                 
124 Muta Kazue, Senryaku to shite no kazoku [The Family as a Strategy] (Tōkyō: Shin’yōsha, 1996), p. 35; 
Nishikawa Yūko, Kindai kokka to kazoku moderu [The Nation-State and Its Family Model] (Tōkyō: 
Yoshikawa kōbunkan, 2000), p. 11.  
125 Ueno, “The Position of Japanese Women Reconsidered,” p. 78.  
126 Regarding the process of the creation of the family system, see Nishikawa, “The Modern Family and 
Changing Forms of Dwellings in Japan” in Wakita, Gender and Japanese History: Religion and Customs/ 
the Body and Sexuality, 2: 478.  
127 Fujita Shōji, Tennōsei kokka no shihai genri [Ruling Principles of the Imperial State] (Tōkyō: Misuzu 
shobō, 1989), pp. 8-9. 
128 Toshitani, pp. 67-68. 
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men, and wives were put below their mother-in-laws.129  In the name of civil law, the 

head male was granted the right of control over women‘s labor, sexuality, status, and 

property including marriage and divorce.  In a financial crisis, he was even allowed to 

sell his daughters to brothels.130  

At the same time, the government created the Meiji gender policy of “good wife 

and wise mother.” They did this to grant women roles as members of the state: managing 

housework and educating their children to be good citizens.  The Meiji gender policy  

modernized Neo-Confucian ideals about gender practiced by the samurai, whose women 

were required to conform to such Neo-Confucian feminine virtues as chastity, modesty, 

and loyalty.  A female historian, Koyama Shizuko, contends that this ideal did not exist 

before the Meiji era.  Before this time, roles and virtues of women depended on their 

class backgrounds.  Farming women and merchant women had a certain place and power 

in their homes.131  But Meiji leaders applied the “good wife, wise mother” ethic to all 

women, socializing them to serve the state.   

After the state applied the “good wife, wise mother” policy to the school 

curriculum in 1899, all girls were taught to be “good wives and wise mothers” in 

accordance with the neo-Confucian feminine virtues.132  Girls were expected to conform 

to samurai virtues.  This gender policy was complicated in that the “good wife, wise 
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mother” policy sometimes obliged a wife to play the role of a mother when a concubine 

bore her husband a son.  This was exemplified by Empress Shōken, who did not bear any 

children, but raised the son of a concubine of Emperor Meiji.  The government and media 

created a discourse about how Empress Shōken was glad when the concubine of her 

husband bore his son; how she devoted herself to educate him; how she got along with 

his concubine very well.133  Through the family system and the “good wife, wise mother” 

policy, the government organized all women as members of the nation-state. 

 

Conclusion 

 The victory over Russia in 1905 marked a transition in Japanese history.  Japan 

had defeated one of the Western powers.  Being equal with the West had long been 

Japan’s dream, and eventually it bore fruit. This victory gave Meiji leaders the 

confidence to attempt colonialism as the West had done.134  After Japan defeated Russia 

in 1905, Nakamura Fusetsu portrayed a naked Amaterasu in his painting The Founding of 

the Nation, and won first prize in the 1907 industrial exposition sponsored by the Tōkyō 

Metropolitan Prefecture.135  Nakamura took his theme from the “heavenly cave” (ama no 

iwaya) in the Kojiki, in which Amaterasu’s younger brother Susanō goes up to heaven to 

meet her.  In Nakamura’s painting, four armed men stand naked, all with brawny arms 

and legs.  Three of them look down to check if Susanō has gone up to heaven.  On the 

right, a naked Amaterasu sits on a rock and in front of her sits a naked boy.  She has 
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traditional Japanese hair and synthesized elements of Western and Japanese female 

bodies: sloping shoulders and a small, round body, along with a narrow waist, well-

portioned breasts, and long legs and arms.  She looks down but does not look into the 

boy’s eyes, while he, in turn, looks up at her face.  

 This was the final step of weakening the female power that Amaterasu had 

signified.  Nakamura draw on the steps that Chiossone, Hōgai, Harada, and Senge had 

taken before him.  His Amaterasu has a threefold symbolic meaning: a “whore” mother, a 

“virgin” mother, and a synthesis of Western and Japanese femininity.  First, by portraying 

Amaterasu as a nude, Nakamura depicts her as a “whore” mother of whom men take 

advantage for their pleasure.  Second, by associating her with a boy and having men 

protecting her, he shows her as a “virgin” mother whom men idealize for their spiritual 

gratification.  By portraying her with a synthesized body—as both Japanese and the 

Westerner—Nakamura makes Amaterasu a mediator for Japanese (spirituality) and 

Western (modernity) cultures.  

 This synthesized culture became the self-image of Japan, which claimed itself as 

“the land where East and West meet in perfect accord, where the modern culture of the 

Occident harmonizes with Oriental civilization.”136  On the one hand, with this “exotic” 

image, Japan attempted to attract Western powers in international expositions.  On the 

other hand, Japan used this image to demonstrate its colonial power to Asian countries.  

This synthesized culture, a product of “reverse Orientalism,” came into being as Japanese 
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elites internalized during the process of modernization.  After Japan established a 

political system and stabilized its economy in the 1900s, Japanese women were 

compelled to take on Western values and to renounce the power Amaterasu had once 

signified.  Given the goal of synthesizing Japanese and Western bodies, epitomized by 

the Nakamura painting of Amaterasu, Japanese women have been caught in a double 

bind.  They have been modernized, while they have been enclosed within a Japanese 

culture that “reverse Orientalism” had shaped.  Thus, Japanese women have been 

exploited by both Japanese and Western men in the name of culture.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

THE REINVENTION OF HAKKŌ ICHIU IN NIPPON NEWS NO. 23, PART 1 

 

Introduction  

 

Recent studies of fascism have argued that one of its consistent features is an 

extreme imperialism that involves a mobilization for total war.137  Like fascists in 

Germany and Italy, Japanese fascists created a system to mobilize for total war, but to do 

so they had to change existing cultural meanings and establish new ones that appeared to 

be both eternal and unique.  Just as Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph of the Will played an 

important role in mobilizing the Germans for total war, the news films Nippon News No. 

23, Parts 1 and 2 were important in mobilizing the Japanese on the eve of World War 

II.138  Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 celebrated the 2600th Anniversary Rite of the Imperial 

Reign.  Nippon News No. 23, Part 2 celebrated the 2600th Anniversary Celebration of the 

Imperial Reign, a celebration with a feast.  These films helped reinvent the meaning of 

Japan’s colonial hakkō ichiu ideology, as “unifying the world under the emperor,” in 

accordance with the dai tōa kyōei ken (the Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere).  

They were not just documentary films about the 2600th Anniversary events, but were 
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also propaganda tools for implementing Emperor Jinmu’s originating spirit, hakkō ichiu.  

But because no one has closely examined either the 2600th Anniversary Rite or the 

Celebration of the Imperial Reign, or the news films Nippon News No. 23, Parts 1 and 2, 

it remains to be determined what the wartime hakkō ichiu ideology means.    

To understand the film’s effects on Japanese identity, I consider it in light of 

Roland Barthes’ theory of myths and Victor Turner’s theory of liminality.  Barthes’ 

theory of myths provides a model for clarifying the ideology of the film in terms of 

Japan’s imperialism, hakkō ichiu (unifying the world under the emperor).  In his essay 

“Myth Today,” Barthes argues that bourgeois representations in the 1950s editions of 

Paris Match helped produce myths of France and Frenchness.  On a denotative level, 

representation appears innocent, natural, and eternal, while on a connotative level it is an  

ideology that hails people into the roles of bourgeois society.  In his semiotic analysis of 

myth, Barthes focuses on its political and historical contexts because they reconstitute the 

denotative meaning in terms of what Stuart Hall calls “a chain of causes and effects,” and 

this reconstitution produces myths.139  

 Barthes analyzes a few pictures in a magazine, but I analyze a film, which 

consists of many segments.  So I take the three following semiotic steps: first, I look at 

selected images from each segment of the film, translate them into Japanese concepts, 

connect them, and find a denotative meaning; second, I put the denotative meaning in its 

particular context and find a connotation in each segment of the film; finally, I weave 
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together the connotations in each segment and make one narrative.  In using Barthes’s 

theory, I draw on the work of previous scholars in cultural studies, such as Graeme 

Turner and John Fiske.140  This is not simply a semiotic analysis, but rather a broader 

discursive analysis that intermingles an examination of the meanings behind the event 

planning and the film production process with a semiotic analysis with a consideration of 

the political and social situation of the time, a meaning.  I believe that it is impossible to 

analyze adequately the official film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 without an examination 

of the social and cultural circumstances in which this film was produced.  This more 

complex analysis uncovers connotations and the hidden meanings of the film Nippon 

News No. 23, Part 1.  

Victor Turner’s theory of liminality provides clues for understanding the way that 

a national matsuri creates “communitas” among audiences and ties them to the nation’s  

identity.  The key 1940 matsuri—the 2600th Anniversary of the Accession of the 

Emperor Jinmu—bound together the emperor, the audience, and film viewers, enabling 

them to accept a radical revision of hakkō ichiu.   

Turner expands on Arnold van Gennep’s classic analysis of rites of passage to 

argue that they are the “collective response to hazards such as war, . . . volcanic eruption, 

and other natural or man-made disasters.”  He claims that, like an individual rite of 

passage, a rite of group passage involves three stages: (1) the departure from the secular 

world; (2) liminality, “a betwixt-and-between” time and space that separates the group 
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from the secular world; and (3) a “reaggregation” to the secular world.141  Turner argues 

that, during a liminal stage, cultural performance involves a dialectic between “plural 

reflexivity” and “communitas.”   

Plural reflexivity inspires the audience of a group rite to speculate about its origin, 

its identity, and its mission, while the phenomenon of “communitas” temporally “breaks 

the cake of custom.”  Once out of the bonds of cultural control, participants see each 

other as equal.  Thus, a liminal phase helps a group reflect on its origins, unite its 

members, and establish a new order.  As a result, this phase transforms the group itself.  

When a liminal phase ends, the hierarchy is restored, and the new unification increases an 

audience’s loyalty to the group. 142     

Likewise national matsuri was held to eliminate “hazards” in society and to 

“regenerate social order.” 143  The word matsuri (worship) originates from matsuri-goto 

(the activity of worship), which literally means “governing political activity.”  A national 

matsuri involves three stages which parallel Turner’s analysis of a group rite of passage: 
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(1) a stage in which a deity descends to earth (kami oroshi); (2) a liminal stage, “a 

betwixt-and-between” place where the deity and humans interact through arts such as 

dance and song (kami asobi); and (3) a stage in which the deity goes back to the heavens 

(kami okuri).  Drawing on Turner’s idea about liminality, Sonoda argues that in its 

liminal phase, matsuri creates the phenomenon of “communitas,” which makes the group 

reflect on its origin, thereby creating solidarity among the members.  After a matsuri ends, 

this phenomenon disappears, but the experience reinforces the new ethos of the group.144 

During wartime, fascists changed hakkō ichiu ideology from its Meiji concept of 

domination into two conflicting concepts: dominance and unity.  The domination and 

total war that this ideology justifies was clothed in the language of domestic and world 

unity.  With this ideology, fascists expressed their desired domestic and transnational 

relationships.  As the ruler of the world, the emperor determines the hierarchal roles and 

places of the Japanese and people in the world.  So the emperor dominates the Japanese 

and Japan dominates the countries of the world.  Hakkō ichiu as an ideology was 

disseminated among Japanese society by fascists in 1938, when the government 

announced a national matsuri for the 2600th Anniversary Rite of the Imperial Reign.145   

Presenting the images of hakkō ichiu ideology in terms of dominance and unity, 

the official film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 helped reinforce fascist reinterpretation of 

hakkō ichiu ideology.  The film director expresses unity by first forming an imagined 
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Transgression,” in Matsuri: Festival and Rite in Japanese Life, ed. Inoue Nobutaka (Tōkyō: Kokugakuin 
University Institute for Japanese Culture and Classics, 1988), pp. 33-77: Norman Havens, “Translator's 
Postscript,” pp. 144-57.   
145 Walter, “Forging Tradition for a Holy War: The Hakkō Ichiu Tower in Miyazaki and Japanese Wartime 
Ideology,” Journal of Japanese Studies 29 (2003): 320. 
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domestic community and then an imagined global community around the emperor.  In 

creating an imagined domestic community, he focuses on the Kōgun (the Imperial Army 

and Navy of the emperor), whose role is to die for him.  This enables him to 

communicate that the role of the Japanese is to likewise die for him.  After the Japanese 

guests coming from different directions enter the assembly place in the Imperial Palace—

their head family home—they form an  imagined domestic community.  Afterwards, 

Japanese guests welcome foreign guests.  In creating this image, the film director draws 

on the concept of marebito (visitors) developed by the folklorist, waka (traditional 

Japanese) poet, and scholar of Japanese literature, Orikuchi Shinobu.  According to 

Orikuchi, in ancient Japan people believed that divine visitors brought luck and wealth.  

Expanding this old notion of marebito to foreign visitors, he claims that in ancient days, 

the Japanese welcomed and respected foreign people, and they prospered together 

because they brought new technology and knowledge.146  

 In the prologue of the film, the film director draws on the concept of marebito and 

shows that foreign visitors coming from different directions gather around the assembly 

place, where they and the Japanese form an imagined global community (hakkō ichiu). 

This allows him to imply that marebito would help Japan prosper.  For the Japanese, this 

image creates world unity and harmony.  This illusion is consistent with Japanese 

historian Hashikawa Bunzō’s reminiscences about wartime.  According to Hashikawa, 

who was in middle school during wartime, fascists clothed the image of the Greater East 

                                                 
146 Marebito (Visitors), 2001-2006, in Encyclopedia of Japan: Japan Knowledge, Kōdansha,http:// 
na.jkn21.com.ezproxy. Library. Arizona.edu/cgi-bin/jkcsearch/common.cgi (accessed by April 23, 2006). 
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Asian Co-prosperity Sphere in a mythic mode in which many ships carrying goods came 

to Japan from other Asian countries.  This image helped build popular support for the war.  

This image of unity is also reinforced by the scene in the national matsuri in which both 

the Japanese and foreign audiences chant banzai (three cheers for the emperor) and 

pledge their loyalty to the emperor.  Through these performances they experience 

“communitas” in which they are siblings under the emperor.  This allows the film 

director to imply that the emperor unifies both Japanese and foreign people as one group.  

On the other hand, by employing Japanese tradition, he symbolically establishes Japan’s 

dominance in the world.  He also expresses dominance by the traditional techniques of 

presenting the emperor as a divine warrior.147  Displays of various imperial symbols help 

present Japanese culture as eternal.  Thus, the film director stresses unity rather than 

domination to elevate the Japanese culture and race.  

 Why does the film director stress unity, and what does this mean in the context of 

Japanese culture?  One answer is that he empowers the public by showing that the 

Japanese and foreign guests form an imagined global community around the emperor.  

This image of unity allows the public to believe that the emperor is a divine peaceful 

world leader and that, in its loyalty, the public is closely affiliated with him.  This 

empowerment of the Japanese has another meaning: this is the way that the Japanese 

show their racism.  John Dower explains the difference between Japanese and Western 

racism: “whereas racism in the West was markedly characterized by denigration of others, 

                                                 
147 Cardinal Principles of the National Entity of Japan, trans. and ed. John Owen Gauntlett with an 
Introduction by Robert King Hall (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1949), p. 170. 
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the Japanese were preoccupied far more exclusively with elevating themselves.”148  In 

this way, the film director focuses on this unity to reinforce anti-Western sentiment in 

Japan. This peaceful image of the emperor also parallels the 1940 state film, Nishizumi 

senshachō den (The Legend of Nishizumi Commander), produced by Yoshimura 

Kozo.149 The Imperial Army ordered Yoshimura to produce this film to communicate 

what hakkō ichiu ideology meant by describing how the Kōgun fought the war with 

China.  On the one hand, Yoshimura shows many military vehicles driving to a Chinese 

encampment, and this enables the film to give an impression that the Kōgun was 

powerful enough to crush the Chinese army.  On the other hand, he portrays Commander 

Nishizumi as an emperor of the Kōgun: he takes care of his soldiers and even cares for a 

Chinese woman and her baby, whom her Chinese husband has abandoned.  The 

benevolent image of Commander Nishizumi enables his solders to sacrifice themselves 

for him, even to their death.  Thus, hakkō ichiu ideology in the film tries to modify 

aspects of Japanese culture, to bind the audience and film viewers to national sentiments, 

and to foster loyalty to the emperor.  

On November 10 and 11, 1940, fascists organized the Japanese populace around 

two events.  They held the 2600th Anniversary Rite of the Imperial Reign in Tōkyō on 

November 10, where they invited 55,000 people from various classes—from top officials 

to ordinary folks.150  These included soldiers injured by war, families of soldiers who 

                                                 
148 John W. Dower, War without Mercy: Race and Power in the Pacific War (New York: Pantheon Books, 
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150 In November 1940, Japan News Company documented in Nippon News No. 23 Part II a celebration 
feast (“naorai”) for the 2600th Anniversary Celebration of the Imperial Reign, in which a community 
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died in war, and parents who sent five or more of their sons to war.  This was the first 

time in Japanese history that ordinary folks would have a national matsuri with the 

emperor.  On the same day, prefectural and city officials all over Japan held official rites 

and other events to celebrate the 2600th Anniversary, and fifty million people 

participated in these rites.  Radio also broadcast the 2600th Anniversary Rite of the 

Imperial Reign at home and overseas, and when audiences in the rite performed banzai, 

the audience in the local and overseas rites also performed banzai.151  On November 11, 

one day after the 2600th Anniversary Rite, the government held the 2600th Anniversary 

Celebration of the Imperial Reign.  The government leaders decided to have the public 

admitted to the assembly area for two days after the rite and celebration ended.152  Three 

days after The 2600th Anniversary Rite, the government ordered the broadcast of Nippon 

News No. 23, Parts 1 and 2 at movie theaters in Tōkyō and then at theaters all over 

Japan.153  

 

Background of the Film Nippon News No. 23 Part 1  

 In order to better understand the relationship between hakkō ichiu ideology and 

the film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1, I will discuss the historical development of hakkō 

ichiu from the Meiji to war.  I will also discuss the historical context of the 2600th 

Anniversary Rite.    

                                                                                                                                                 
reasserted its ties to the gods by consuming food that it offered them. Kurabayashi claims that some 
festivals combine a rite and a community feast. See Kuribayashi Shoji, Matsuri no kigen to tenkai [The 
Origin and Development of Festivals] (Tōkyō: Meichō shuppan, 1978), pp. 23-26. 
151 Kunaichō, 6: 391.   
152 Ibid., 6: 199. 
153 Ibid., 6: 391. Regarding the development of Japanese documentary and war films see Nornes and 
Fukushima, The Japan/America Film Wars. 
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Historical Development of Hakkō Ichiu  

In the Meiji era, hakkō ichiu ideology referred to militarism or dominance.  

Tanaka Chigaku, a religious ultra-nationalist, forged the four-character phrase hakkō 

ichiu in 1904 in response to the Western world’s stern discrimination against Japan at that 

time (the late Meiji era).  Because Japan had defeated China in 1895 and went to war 

with Russia in 1904, it was becoming a leading world power.  This led Westerners to call 

the Japanese the Yellow Peril (kojinka).154  In forging the phrase hakkō ichiu, Tanaka 

based his concept on mythology centered around Emperor Jinmu’s enthronement, 

contained in the Nihonshoki of 720, which claimed a legitimate unbroken imperial line 

from the sun goddess Amaterasu to Jinmu and his descendants.  The Nihonshoki claims 

that Emperor Jinmu was enthroned when he built his palace at Kashiwara; he was said to 

have expressed his desire to “unify the six quarters, to establish the capital, and to make 

[one] house by covering the eight corners.”155  In ancient times, hakkō (written as a two-

character phrase) meant “eight corners,” referring to the eight corners of the world, while 

ichiu (also a two-character phrase) meant “roof,” referring to a familial community.156  

Tanaka combined hakko and ichiu, forging hakkō ichiu, and he interpreted this phrase as 

Jinmu’s originating spirit.  
                                                 
154 Tanaka later founded Kokushukai.  He wrote about hakkō ichiu ideology in this article but he did not use 
the phrase hakkō ichiu. Probably he first used this phrase, hakkō ichiu in an article about Jinmu was written 
in 1912-1913. For this, see Tanaka Chigaku, “Jinmu Tennō no kenkoku [The Founding of the Nation by 
Emperor Jinmu],” in Shishiō zenshū  [The Complete Works of the King of the Lions], ed. Tanaka Chigaku 
(Tōkyō: Shishiō bunko, 1938), p. 199. 
155 There are several translations of this part; I quoted this from Cardinal Principles of the National Entity 
of Japan, trans.and ed. John Owen Gauntlett with an Introduction by Robert King Hall (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1949), p. 7; Nipponshoki, ed. Sakamoto Taro (Tōkyō: Iwanami shoten, 1965), 1: 
212-213.   
156 Sakamoto, 1: 212-13.  
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 According to Tanaka, Jinmu, after receiving the aid of the sun goddess, fought 

against warring clans, subdued them, and unified Japan.  Jinmu was a living god who  

fought against warring clans, not to conquer them, but to bring justice to Japan.  Further, 

Tanaka urged Japan to follow Jinmu’s originating spirit, to lead the world and to 

characterize the Japanese people as kinjinshu (golden protected race or golden race).157  

In this way, Tanaka used Jinmu’s founding spirit to justify Japan’s militarism, 

legitimizing hakkō ichiu as an ideology of domination. 

 Important changes in the meaning of hakkō ichiu ideology occurred when the 

government decided to hold a 1940 national matsuri, the 2600th Anniversary Rite of the 

Imperial Reign, to implant the spirit of hakkō ichiu on the war front and the home front. 

As the official record of the 2600th Anniversary Rite of the Imperial Reign shows, 

fascists helped reinvent the meaning of Japan’s colonialist hakkō ichiu ideology as 

“unifying the world under the emperor,” expressing this ideology in terms of dominance 

and unity (wa).158   That is, they cloaked their policy of domination and total war in the 

language of world unity and harmony.  

Why did the government need to stress unity in the hakkō ichiu ideology?  The 

primary reason was that, in order to mobilize Japanese support for total war, they needed 

to give the public a romantic mission.  Hakkō ichiu ideology gained importance as the 

public suffered under the long war effort.  As Yamada Akira reflected on his own 

wartime experience as a college student, Japanese youth were ready to die for this slogan, 

                                                 
 157 “Golden Protection” was Tanaka’s translation of kinjinshu.  For this, see Tanaka Chigaku, “Sekai tōitsu 

no tengyō [The Imperial Mission of Unifying the World],” in Shishiō zenshū [The Complete Works of the 
King of the Lions], ed. Tanaka Chigaku (Tōkyō: Shishiō bunko, 1931), p. 101.     
158 Kunaichō, 1: 73-74. 
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identifying with the Japanese dream dating back to the Meiji era of emancipating the 

Asian people (including the Japanese) from Western domination.  

In reinventing the core ideas of hakkō ichiu ideology, fascists drew on two 

publications distributed by the government: the Kokutai no hongi (The Cardinal 

Principles of the National Entity of Japan), and the Hakkō ichiu no seishin (The Spirit of 

Unifying the World under the Emperor) of 1937.159  Fascists claimed that the Cardinal 

Principles of the National Entity of Japan were derived solely from the myth of ancient 

Japan, but actually they drew on many sources, including beliefs of Shintoism, Buddhism, 

neo-Confucianism, and Western monarchist ideals known as “the imperial way,” or 

kōdō.160 

Fascists explained hakkō ichiu ideology on three levels: (1) Japan’s originating 

spirit; (2) domestic social relationships; and (3) transnational social relationships. First, 

they spoke of this ideology in terms of Japan’s originating spirit.  They claimed that the 

classical mythological texts Kojiki and Nihonshoki showed that the founding emperor 

Jinmu brought all Japanese tribes under “one roof” in accordance with hakkō ichiu 

ideology, creating an imagined global community—Japan. 161   

Second, fascists expressed the social relationship between the emperor and his 

subjects in terms of hakkō ichiu.  According to the fascists, as Jinmu’s accomplishments 

                                                 
159 Actually Cardinal Principles of the National Entity of Japan does not use the phrase hakkō ichiu.  But 
Principle of Forming the Global Family under the Emperor draws on the idea of the spirits of peace and 
the spirits of warriors from Cardinal Principles of the National Entity of Japan.  See Gauntlett, and Hakkō 
ichiu no seishin: Nipponseishin no hatsuyō, Naikaku ed. [The Principles of Unifying the World by Forming 
a Global Family: The Enhancement of the Japanese Spirit] (Tōkyō: Naikaku, 1937), especially pp. 3-14.  
160 Herbert P. Bix, Hirohito and the Making of Modern Japan (New York: Harper Collins Publishers, 
2000), pp. 313-14.  
161 By this time, fascists claimed these mythologies as myth history.  For this, see Murakami, pp. 182-184.  
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show, the essence of this imagined community lies in the concept of harmony.  They 

argued that to bring harmony to the domestic community, the emperor must assign his 

subjects their places and roles in society in accordance with their age, class, and gender.  

The fascists claimed that the relationship between the emperor and his subjects was not 

the reciprocal relationship that Western countries had established in terms of domination 

and subordination; instead, it was “in its righteousness, that of sovereign and subjects and, 

in its sympathies, that of father and children.” 162  Thus, the relationship between the 

emperor and his subjects was a filial relationship in the Confucian sense: the emperor was 

the head of the ancestral line of divine rulers of Japan; each family in Japan was one of 

the branch families of this divine imperial line; therefore, the Japanese were a divine race.  

The fascists insisted that as the father, the emperor nurtures his subjects, while his 

subjects as his children are absolutely loyal to him.  This extended family should act in a 

spirit of unity and cooperate with the emperor wholeheartedly, to the point of sacrificing 

their lives for him.163    

Third, fascists expressed transnational social relationships in terms of hakkō ichiu. 

Claiming that the unifying ideology would help bring peace to the rest of the world, they 

proposed implementing hakkō ichiu ideology first in East Asia, which suffered under 

Western domination and colonialism, and then in the rest of the world.  As a result, the 

emperor would unify the world and assign other nations to their proper places.  Further, 

                                                 
162 Gauntlett, p. 81. 
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fascists argued that because China did not adhere to this Japanese mission, the Japanese 

would have to subdue it to bring peace in East Asia. 164   

The concept of hakkō ichiu is made up of a character representing the spirit of 

peace and one representing the spirit of warriors, expressing the idea that when the two 

work together harmoniously, there is peace.  But when the emperor’s will is not followed, 

the Cardinal Principles popularized by the government justifies the use of military force.  

“It is in the subduing of those who refuse to conform to the august influence of the 

Emperor’s virtues that the mission of our Imperial Military Forces lies.”165  Thus, hakkō 

ichiu involves two seemingly contradictory yet complementary elements: world unity 

through military domination of the other.  

The “other” can be a number of different things.  It can be a colony, the world, an 

internal minority, or Japanese women, depending on the needs of the leaders at any 

particular time.  Thus, fascists transformed colonization through the use of hakkō ichiu 

ideology into a national sentiment of the brotherhood of Asian ethnicity, which Emperor 

Jinmu sought in ancient times.  With this ideology, the government granted the Japanese 

people hope that they would be independent from Western colonization, while it granted 

legitimacy to Japanese domination of Asians abroad. 

However, hakkō ichiu ideology had significant implications for the development 

of modern Japanese psychology.  To explain this, I will draw on the theory developed by 

Japanese political scholar Maruyama Masao.  Maruyama argues that, during wartime, 

only the emperor embodied complete authority over his subjects, so fascists in the 
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government forced all Japanese to abandon themselves to the emperor and to unite with 

him in the process of harmonizing society.  Thus, the Japanese were not allowed to 

develop their own identities, espouse individualism, or even express their own 

opinions.166  Due to these social constraints, the people suppressed their desires and 

confined themselves to their assigned roles.  Maruyama argues that this oppressive 

system led the populace to transfer “its sense of oppression” onto subordinates to 

alleviate their own feelings of oppression.  This hierarchal pattern was implemented in 

local communities, workplaces, patriarchal families, and the Kōgun, shaping society into 

a tightly linked chain.  For example, when a commander hit an older soldier, in turn the 

older solder would hit a younger soldier.   

After the Konoe Cabinet proposed in August 1940 to establish the “Greater East 

Asian Co-prosperity Sphere” as their first step to accomplish hakkō ichiu, this ideology 

gave the Japanese an opportunity to transfer their “sense of oppression” onto other 

colonized Asians.  Because hakkō ichiu ideology legitimized that the Japanese were a 

divine race, this allowed even the lowest-ranking-Japanese to dominate other Asians 

when they went abroad.167  Because of this ideology, the Japanese never questioned their 

roles in war aggression or their dominance over others.  Thus, hakkō ichiu ideology kept 

them from developing their own individual identity, and trapped the Japanese in the 

emperor system.  
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Hakkō ichiu necessitated a form of wartime matsuri, which established the 

emperor’s divinity and made his Kōgun a divine, undefeated army.  Meiji leaders created 

modern matsuri to mobilize the population behind the emperor system.  Through the 

Shinto rituals that it incorporated, matsuri connected religious practice with the emperor, 

the nation, and the public.  In the ritual, the emperor gave praise to the imperial gods and, 

through prayer, he was united with them.  This enabled him to form an unbroken imperial 

line with his ancestors and to manifest his divinity.  At the same time, the emperor’s 

subjects prayed for him, and their prayers helped the emperor use his full ritual power.  

Because matsuri involves a liminal stage, the participants experience “communitas,” 

which reinforces national identity.168  If people participate in matsuri, even though they 

are of different races, they have a common ancestor and thus comprise a family.169  

Participating in matsuri rituals meant that one became the emperor’s subject and was 

expected to be loyal to him.170 

Hakkō ichiu also affected the construction of gender because, during World War 

II, Amaterasu’s image was revised to establish the divinity of the emperor for total war. 
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Meiji leaders degraded Amaterasu and upgraded Jinmu’s importance as the first divine 

emperor, thus emphasizing the male personage in the lineage.  However, placing a 

goddess at the head of the unbroken imperial line that conferred divinity on emperors had 

significant implications for the development of the modern Japanese patriarchy.  Because 

a Shinto deity detests kegare (impurity), and, through menstruation, women were 

considered polluted, they were banned from the Shinto priesthood and ceremonies.  

Women were not allowed to become priests.  Yet Amaterasu had to be represented in all 

ceremonies that ritualized the unbroken imperial line of emperors.  The mobilization for 

World War II required that leaders harness sources of national power, so fascists had to 

include Amaterasu in the key 1940 ceremony that emphasized an unbroken imperial line 

from Amaterasu to Emperor Jinmu and onto Emperor Hirohito.  Emphasizing Amaterasu 

as the first in the unbroken imperial line, the fascists suggested that the emperor could be 

a divine descendant, and this justifies the emperor as a world military leader.  Further, to 

complement the image of emperor, they established an image of the empress as the wife 

of the divine warrior.  

  

Historical Background  

 From 1931 to 1940, when the 2600th Anniversary ceremony was held, fascists 

attempted to grasp every source of institutional power for total war.  In order to resolve 

economic problems in 1931, Army leaders invaded Manchuria, and the next year they 

established a puppet state there.  After Prime Minister Inukai Tsuyoshi was assassinated 

in 1932, military leaders ended elections and banned opposition parties.  After that, 
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fascists insisted that the constitution gives the emperor the rights of a supreme 

commander; the cabinet was already in the fascists’ hands, and they and Emperor 

Hirohito worked hand in hand for colonial expansion.171  Fascists took several steps to 

mobilize the populace for total war.  The most important one was to celebrate the 2600th 

Anniversary of the Accession of Emperor Jinmu, what it claimed was “the oldest regime 

in the world.”  According to Imperial Edict 135, issued on July 1, 1936, the government 

established the Organizing Council for this celebration.  The Organizing Council 

included the vice minister of each ministry, the heads of the Army and Navy, the chief of 

the Shrine Bureau of the Home Affairs Ministry, and the secretary of the Imperial 

Household Ministry.172  In March 1939, when they faced further conflict with China, the 

Organizing Council decided to hold a national matsuri on November 10, 1940, to raise 

the morale of the people on the war front and the home front, and to gain their support for  

hakkō ichiu.173  This day was picked to honor the date Emperor Hirohito was 

enthronaekoed in 1928.174   In one of their first actions, they canceled earlier plans to try 

to hold a 1940 Tōkyō Olympics and an accompanying International Exposition. That was 

because the colonial expansionary project had led foreign countries to oppose these 

events.175   

 From early 1939 through November 10, 1940, the government focused on 

mobilizing its own populace through the ritual of the 2600th Anniversary.  During that 
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time, national and local leaders held many events to reshape Japanese culture, including 

lectures, art exhibitions, and concerts of imperial court music.176 On August 11, 1939, the 

government dissolved the Organizing Council and established a secretariat within the 

cabinet to oversee the anniversary celebration; the new secretariat consisted mainly of 

members of the cabinet and other departments of the government.  This secretariat was 

responsible for planning all aspects of the program, including how the government would 

document the proceedings.177   

 Early on, the secretariat initiated a contest to find a song that would express the 

theme of the celebration.  Since 1937, the state had been offering prizes for songs that 

celebrated Japan’s war effort or that addressed topics such as the true nature of Japan and 

its national spirit.  Each year the government picked a topic and gave a prize to the best 

song on that topic.  In 1939, that prize went to a song that honored the 2600th 

Anniversary Rite of the Imperial Reign.  The winning song described the expansion of 

Japan’s empire building, and it was written with the rhythms of a military march that 

became popular among children and adults alike.178  The secretariat commissioned Shinji 

to compose another song to honor the Anniversary, this one with solemn rhythms.  

Elementary and middle schools students were required to sing this song every day.179  
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Starting in January 1940, the government initiated commemorative events for the 

2600th Anniversary of the Accession of Emperor Jinmu in a National General 

Mobilization Movement leading up to the Anniversary celebrations.180  In a radio 

broadcast on January 1, 1940, in Japan and its colonies, both the prime minister and the 

foreign minister lectured on the meaning of these ceremonies.181  Local officials were 

told to hold rituals at either a shrine, school, or public hall.   All citizens were instructed 

to go to a shrine in the early morning; as a whistle, siren, or bell sounded at precisely 9:00 

a.m., they were instructed to bow in the direction of the imperial palace and perform 

banzai.   

In September and October of 1940, the Secretariat held two meetings to discuss 

the production of films that would document the 2600th Anniversary events.182  These 

films included Nippon News No. 23, Part 1and Part 2 and The Military and Navy Review 

of the 2600th Anniversary of the Imperial Reign.  The secretariat appointed Nakazawa 

Suneo as chief editor.183 In October 1940, the secretariat decided to have the Japan News 

Film Company document the Anniversary Rite and Celebrations under the supervision of 

Konishi Hiroo and Nakazawa Tsuneo, members of the cabinet section that oversaw 
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public information.184  The government did not allow other film companies to document 

The 2600th Anniversary Rite and Celebration.185  

During the late phase of the Fifteen Year War (1931-1945), the Japan News Film 

Company played an important role in mobilizing the people for the war effort.  Drawing 

on techniques of cultural regulation learned from the Nazis, in 1939 the Japanese  

government dissolved five private news organizations and unified them into the Japan 

News Film Company.  Kumagai Kenichi, a member of the information section of the 

Cabinet, was a leading member of this company.186  The government mandated showing 

weekly news films at movie theaters all over Japan.  

As Satō Tadao explains, the government censored news films produced by the 

Japan News Company in numerous ways.  In the first place, the Home Ministry censored  

the content.  Then if a film portrayed the imperial family, the Department of the Imperial 

Household censored it.  If the film portrayed the Kōgun, the press section of the Kōgun  

did a review; finally, the General Staff Office of the Army and the Headquarters of the 

Navy censored the film.  They regulated how each element of a news film was organized, 

where cameras were located, and how subjects were patterned—paying particular 

attention to symbolizing images of the emperor.187  Because Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 

portrayed both the emperor and the Kōgun, the film was most likely censored by the 

                                                 
184 Ibid., 24:331, 302, 383.  The official record did not list the names of a director and screen writer for 
Nippon News No. 23, Part I.   
185 Ibid., 5:383, 6:93, 24:307-311. 
186 “Nippon nyūsu no hassoku  [The Inaguration of the Nippon News],” in Nyūsu kamera no mita gekidō no 
Nippon [Tumultuous Japan from the Eyes of News], ed. Kawaguchi Kazuo, et al. (Tōkyō: Nihonhōsō 
shuppankyōkai, 1980), p. 40. 
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Home Ministry and the Department of the Imperial Household, as well as by the General 

Staff Office of the Army and the Headquarters of the Navy.   

In 1940, the Konoe Cabinet signed the Tripartite Pact with Germany and Italy, 

which committed the three nations to work together against the Soviet Union and the 

United States; in August, the Cabinet announced that all Japanese should strive to achieve 

the policy of hakkō ichiu.188  Before the Ceremony of the 2600th Anniversary of the 

Imperial Reign was held, the state disbanded all religious organizations and eventually 

defined Shintō as a nonreligious institution of the state, forcing the populace to 

participate in its rituals as their “patriotic duty.”189   

 

Analysis of the Film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1  

The Prologue of the Film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1  

 In the prologue of Nippon News No. 23, Part I, the film director presents hakkō 

ichiu ideology about domestic and transnational social relations to mobilize film viewers 

to work for the emperor.  The prologue includes four parts: (1) imperial symbols; (2) 

domestic participants; (3) international participants; and (4) the emperor.   

 The film director begins the prologue with imperial symbols that evoke the origin 

of Japan in the Kojiki and Nihonshoki.  First with the title, “Hats Off,” he asks viewers to 

remove their hats out of respect for the imperial reign.  Then the director shows both the 

                                                 
188 Gordon, p. 20; Monbushō, Kokutai no hongi, pp. 47, 81-98. 
189 Mark R. Mullins, “Religion and the State,” in Religion and Society in Modern Japan: Selected Readings 
ed. Shimazono Susumu, et al. (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1993), p. 77; Dower, War without Mercy, 
p. 7.  
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title The 2600th Anniversary Rite of the Imperial Reign and pictures of two golden 

kites.190  To the sound of imperial court music, he slowly has us leave the mundane world 

as we cross the Nijūbashi (the Double Bridge) over the water to the entrance of the 

Imperial Palace and then along the path to the assembling place for rites.  The path 

displays various imperial symbols, including the imperial emblem of the chrysanthemum, 

the imperial gate, the imperial turrets, and banzai flags hung on poles.  

 In this part of the prologue, the film director uses such imperial symbols to show 

the Japanese imperial regime as if it were timeless and eternal, obscuring its recent 

invention.  By showing two golden kites, a symbol of Amaterasu’s power, he evokes the 

myth in which a golden kite helped Emperor Jinmu unify Japan.  In fact, these symbols 

were modern artifacts invented by the Meiji elite between the 1870s and the 1890s to 

legitimize the Japanese imperial regime and to combat domestic turmoil and the threat of 

Western powers.  Other symbols displayed along the path were also created in the Meiji 

era.  They were all symbols of hierarchy.  

 For instance, in the late 1860s, Meiji government leaders designated the sixteen-

petalled chrysanthemum as the emblem of the imperial household, a symbol that has ever 

since represented Japan.  And the Double Bridge linking the Imperial Palace to the public 

is said to be a hallmark of imperial tradition, but it was built, according to a new design 

next to the centuries-old Edo Castle, linking the new regime to the old one. 

 In 1889, the same year the government promulgated the Meiji Constitution, the 

Imperial Palace Plaza was constructed in the outer garden of the Imperial Palace.  Meiji 
                                                 
190 Sakamoto, 1: 196-97. 
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nationalists had students gather there to perform a banzai (Long live the emperor) cheer 

and sing the “Kimigayo” and the “Kigensetsu,” songs commemorating the founding of 

the Imperial Regime by Emperor Jinmu.  In the national matsuri, government leaders 

used the Imperial Palace Plaza to conduct emperor worship.  The emperor would appear 

in front of his subjects, and at the end of the event, participants performed banzai.  The 

newspapers reported this each year, and this ceremony helped reinforce a shared memory 

of emperor worship.191  

 By panning from the Double Bridge to the entrance of the Imperial Palace, the 

film director brings viewers to their head family’s (the emperor’s) home, and he invites 

them to feel like members of the greater Japanese family.  The director’s use of the 

Imperial Palace Plaza effectively reminds film viewers of the national matsuri.  Thus, by 

combining symbols of the mythology and the imagined community of Japan, the director 

constructs a historical continuity from the origins of Japan to the present day, suggesting 

that Japan is a divine country and that the Japanese are a divine race.  

By showing various domestic and foreign guests at the ceremony in the second 

part of the prologue, the film director reinforces the domestic and transnational social 

relationship implied by hakkō ichiu ideology: the relationship between the emperor and 

the Japanese people, in which the emperor dominates, and the relationship between Japan 

and the other countries of the world, in which Japan is a leading colonial power.  

Although participants entered the assembly area from three different locations—

designated by the government in accordance with the status and class of the 

                                                 
191 Fujitani, pp. 9-13, 49, 68, 109.  
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participants—the director edited the film to appear as if all participants entered the 

assembly area from one gate.192  Taking the same path implies that participants are equal 

and belong to one group.  In this way, the director attempts to unify all guests as 

members of an imagined global community.  To suggest the relative status of subjects of 

the emperor, the film director shows domestic participants in the following order: 

residents of Japan, overseas Japanese workers building Japan’s empire in the colonies, 

and soldiers and sailors in the Kōgun.  

 The male narrator then says, “November 11, 1940, is the day when we eagerly 

await the 2600th Anniversary Rite . . . .  We are honored to have the emperor and 

empress here at this rite . . . . ”  Simultaneously, the film director shows the image of the 

domestic community displaying imperial symbols and two 22-meter tall towers that 

imitate Nazi towers, symbols of German military might.193  From behind, he shows 

crowds of Japanese men in Western clothing walking into the assembly area under the 

gateways.  From far off, film viewers see men carrying a flag printed with the phrase 

kaitaku (reclamation).  Next, the director shows two young Navy sailors carrying the 

Nisshōki (Japanese naval ensign), which portrays the rising sun and its rays on a white 

background.194  Crowds of young Navy sailors, with their rifles against their shoulders, 

begin a virile march.  Then the director slowly introduces a group of Navy officers 

without guns, shifting to a crowd of young Army soldiers carrying guns, and then to their 

officers without guns.  In particular, he focuses on young sailors and soldiers of the 
                                                 
192 Kunaichō, 5: 101. 
193 Bandō, p. 175. 
194 First, this Nisshōki was made for Japan’s naval ensign and then it became an ensign for the Imperial 
Army.  See Sakurai Tadayoshi, Kokubō daijiten [Encyclopedia of National Defense] (1932; Reprint, 
Tōkyō: Kokusho kankōkai, 1978), pp. 629-32, 646.  
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Kōgun, who walk in perfect military order.  We see the faces of sailors and soldiers from 

the front and sometimes diagonally as they march.  We sometimes see the faces of their 

officers.  The scene goes on and on as if the march of soldiers were endless.  Last, the 

director zooms in on the Nisshōki.  

 Here the film director draws on the ideology of the Dai tōa kyōei ken (Greater 

East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere) and the ideology and representation of the Kōgun. The 

kaitaku (reclamation) flag represents a community of Japanese colonizers in Manchuria; 

this concept was a symbol of the Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere ideology 

proposed by the Konoe cabinet in August 1940 as the first step to accomplish hakkō ichiu.  

According to the cabinet, the Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere policy aimed to 

build an economic and political bloc under Japanese control, in which Japan, Manchukuo, 

and China would cooperate with each other.195  The cabinet developed this East Asian 

Greater Sphere policy based on the previous achievement of fascists in the Imperial 

Army after they took over Manchuria in 1931; afterward, together with fascists in the 

Kōgun and with Japanese capitalists, the cabinet stated its policy to resolve the economic 

and social problems.  These problems were caused by the depression, overpopulation, 

famine, labor protests, and Britain’s economic blockade, which excluded Japan from 

Asian markets.  Taking over Manchuria gave Japan a market for its products, while it 

gave people jobs.  It also enabled the cabinet to implement its program of rural migration 

to Manchuria.196  In particular, migration to Manchuria became a dream for Japanese 

agricultural workers.  The cabinet urged farmers who were suffering from heavy tenant 
                                                 
195 Duus, pp. xix-xx.  
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fees and famine to go to Manchuria, promising that they would acquire huge tracts of 

land at almost no cost.  

 Actually, the Japanese government took over Chinese farmers’ lands in 

Manchuria and formed a community of Japanese farmers, the Manchuria Reclamation  

Party.  There, Japanese farmers exploited Chinese farmers as cheap labor.  Gradually, 

Japanese communities in Manchuria grew, and the flourishing communities symbolized 

the prosperity of the Japanese empire.  After the Marco Polo Bridge Incident of 1937, 

Japan moved into northern China to expand Japanese communities, which led to war with 

China.  The 1940 Tripartite Pact enabled fascists in the army and the cabinet to expand 

the Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere policy from East Asian countries to 

Southeast Asia, thereby securing more material resources, especially oil.  Thus, the 

phrase Manchuria Reclamation Party became a symbol of Japan’s empire building and 

Japan’s colonialism.  

 In response to the threat of colonization by Western countries, the Kōgun was 

built in 1868, just after the Meiji Restoration. The Meiji government mandated the 

conscription of soldiers in 1873.  The ideology of the Kōgun rested on the Gunjin 

chokuyu (Rescript to Soldiers and Sailors of 1882) issued by Emperor Meiji.  

 The spirit of the Rescript lay in the myth of Emperor Jinmu, who was both a deity 

and a warrior.  By using the myth of Emperor Jinmu, this Rescript suggested that in 

ancient times the emperor commanded the army of the nation, and he embodied an 
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infallible national ethic.197  The ideology of the Rescript was that the emperor and his 

subjects shared a common fate; their relationship could be compared to that of a father 

and sons, in a Confucian sense.  The Rescript aimed to unite soldiers with the emperor 

and to encourage them to identify with him.  In their military training, soldiers recited the 

Rescript until they had memorized it, thus internalizing their identification with the 

emperor and committing their bodies in support of him.198  As a result, the Rescript’s 

ethics became the soldiers’ habitus.  Ideologically, imperial ensigns symbolized this 

common fate between the emperor and his soldiers.  With his own hand, the emperor 

wrote the name of each infantry unit on its Nisshōki, and thus a military flag represented 

the emperor.  On the battlefield, soldiers were expected to protect their units’ flags with 

their lives.199    

 The Kōgun applied the common-fate relationship between the emperor and his 

subjects to the relationship between soldiers and their officers.  Officers of the Kōgun  

graduated from officer training school.200  Those officers were from the middle class, 

descendents of samurai who were influenced by samurai values.201  Officers and soldiers 

were distinguished by their uniforms and medals.  Just as soldiers were expected to obey 

the emperor’s orders, they were likewise expected to obey orders given by their 
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officers.202 Thus, although soldiers were equal under the banner of the emperor, the 

Kōgun was hierarchical and bureaucratic.203  

 By presenting the military reviews of the Kōgun, newspapers helped develop the 

belief in a common fate shared by the emperor and his subjects.  The Kōgun held military 

reviews in 1889, when the Meiji Constitution was written.  In its representation of these 

reviews, the Tōkyō Asahi newspaper focused on the image of the emperor as a virile 

leader who wore a black military uniform and rode a white horse.204  

 The fascists made important changes in ceremonies in order to mobilize the total 

war effort.  Beginning with the Marco Polo Bridge Incident of 1937, the Asahi sekai 

nyūsu (The Asahi World News) started to focus on faces of soldiers.  In particular, it 

showed those who were fighting in foreign lands and those who made three cheers for the 

emperor (banzai) when they were victorious abroad.205  News films personalized 

individual soldiers by showing their faces; this made them war heroes.  Indeed, after 

soldiers died for the emperor, they were enshrined as national gods (kami) in the 

Yasukuni shrine, the national shrine for war dead, where they symbolically became 

“sons” of the emperor.206  In other words, the nation elevated the status of low-ranking 

soldiers, who may have come from humble families, when they sacrificed their lives for 
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the emperor.  Making a dead soldier a deity had two effects: it mobilized soldiers to die 

for the emperor, and it allowed a family to accept the death of a son.  By repeatedly 

showing the Kōgun in this way, the media helped reinforce the ties between the emperor 

and his subjects, and also helped naturalize the idea of dying for the emperor.   

 Along with the announcer’s comments, the film director displays flags with 

imperial symbols that resemble war flags.  The image of imperialism is reinforced by a 

flag entitled “Reclamation.”  With the flag, the director encourages film viewers to work 

for the success of Japan’s empire building.  The director ties these imperial images to 

images of the Kōgun, glorifying the death of soldiers for the emperor.  He first chooses 

the Nisshōki to connote the ideology of the Kōgun.    

By alluding to the previous representation of the Kōgun at military reviews, the 

film director sends an important message to film viewers.  Physical features of young 

soldiers and sailors signify both the power and unity of the Japanese nation.  The director  

contrasts young soldiers with guns against officers without guns.  This depiction tells us 

that in the Kōgun there are proper places and roles for sailors, soldiers, and their officers, 

suggesting that the rule of the Kōgun is maintained.  Therefore, the Kōgun is a powerful 

weapon for establishing harmony in the Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere.  

Although young sailors and soldiers are lower in rank than their officers, the director 

shows the lines of sailors and soldiers longer than those of their officers, and he shows 

the faces of soldiers more often than those of their officers.  By showing faces of sailors 

and soldiers, the director identifies them as war heroes and glorifies their sacrifice for the 

emperor, while encouraging viewers to identify with the emperor.  Further, to reinforce 
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this bond, the director zooms in on the Nisshōki in the final scene.  By showing that all 

Japanese men take the same path, the film director unifies them as a group.   

Before analyzing the third part of the prologue, I want to discuss the way that the 

film presents the Japanese people in this order: residents of Japan; Japanese people 

abroad, building Japan’s empire in its colonies; and soldiers and sailors in the Kōgun.  

What does this order connote?  In the Japanese tradition, important people appear last at 

an event.  For example, the most important person makes a speech at the end of a 

ceremony, and the most important singer sings last at a concert.  With this in mind, the 

film director shows guests at the ceremony ranked by the difficulty of their effort and the 

extent of their sacrifice for the emperor.  This is what the fascist book Cardinal 

Principles of the National Entity of Japan claims about the roles of Japanese people: 

“Offering our lives for the sake of the emperor does not mean so-called self-sacrifice, but 

casting aside of our little selves to live under his august grace and the enhancing of the 

genuine life of the people of the State.”207  In this way, Cardinal Principles of the 

National Entity of Japan explains the roles of the emperor’s subjects based on loyalty and 

patriotism.  So, Japanese living in colonies have harder lives than the Japanese living at 

home; therefore, the Japanese in colonies appear later in the film than Japanese living at 

home.  The film director shows sailors, soldiers, and their officers in the Kōgun because 

they were expected to devote their entire lives to the emperor.  Thus, the film connotes 

that dying for the emperor is the most important role for the Japanese. 
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 Then in the third part of the prologue, the film director illustrates the transnational 

social relationship, hakkō ichiu ideology, by introducing the following officials in order: 

a group of foreign officers of Japan’s colonies; American and British officers; a Nazi 

delegation (an officer and his four soldiers); and finally Japanese officers and the 

emperor.  What does this order suggest?  During the Fifteen Year War era (1931-1945), 

when government leaders held a meeting with the emperor (gozen kaigi), there was a rule 

that they be seated in accordance with their status: the most privileged person was seated 

beside the emperor, and the lowest-ranking person was seated farthest from the emperor.  

By using this arrangement, the film director introduces Japanese officials last, just before 

the emperor.  In this way, he constructs the power relationship between Japanese and 

foreign officials, defining for film viewers the proper places and roles for officials in the 

imagined global community, and ultimately implying that the Japanese lead all other 

nations.   

First, the film director shows a group of senior Taiwanese officers, whose 

uniforms are different from Japanese uniforms, walking in unison.  Their faces wear 

humble, modest expressions, and some of them look down.  Next, film viewers see 

foreign officers and ambassadors.  The film director focuses, in particular, on a Nazi 

officer and his four young soldiers as they march in perfect order.  Next, he zooms in on 

Japanese leaders: Prime Minister Konoe Fumimaro, General Commander of the Imperial 

Army Tojō Hideki, and others, who are talking and laughing.  Finally, when the 

emperor’s black car enters the gate of the assembly area, we hear the sound of a trumpet 
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and see soldiers salute the emperor by lowering their swords in the fashion of a military 

review.  Then the emperor’s car fills the screen.  

 In portraying Taiwanese officials, the film director reflects the assimilation 

(kōminka) program to clarify the roles of colonized people in Japan’s imagined global 

community.  To integrate colonized people into the total-war system, after the Marco 

Polo Bridge Incident of 1937, the Japanese government strengthened the assimilation 

program in their colonies such as Taiwan (annexed in 1895), and Korea (annexed in 

1910).  

 From the perspective of Japanese fascists, the assimilation program turned 

colonized people into the emperor’s subjects, and they became equal to the Japanese. 

Through this program, they prohibited Koreans from using indigenous languages and 

from practicing indigenous religions or Christianity.  Instead, in the name of “becoming 

emperor’s children,” the fascists forced Koreans to speak Japanese, to recite “Oaths as 

Subjects of the Imperial Nation” in public gatherings, and to worship Japan’s State Shintō.  

Furthermore, on February 11, 1940, when the 2600th Anniversary Rite of the Imperial 

Reign was held, the colonial government implemented regulations regarding household 

registration in which colonized subjects were forced to change their original names to 

Japanese names.  Later, the Japanese government enforced similar, but more conciliatory 

regulations, in Taiwan.208  Thus, through the assimilation program, the Japanese 

government intended to replace Korean culture with Japanese culture.  
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 Using the ideology of the assimilation program, the film director zooms in on the  

faces of Taiwanese officials, who show humility and look down as if they wish to avoid 

being filmed; this reaction is similar to the comportment expected of Japanese women.  

In this way, he skillfully connotes the hierarchy of Japan’s empire: under the banner of 

the emperor, colonized people participate in the prestigious ceremony as members of 

Japan’s imagined global community, but they are still second-class citizens, the foreign 

men as women.  

In introducing American, British, and Nazi male officials, the film director treats 

the Nazi official in a special manner.  The Secretariat of the Cabinet for the 2600th 

Anniversary invited representatives of each participating country.  But because Japan had 

a military alliance with Germany, the Secretariat of the Cabinet invited a Nazi delegation, 

consisting of an official and four soldiers.  Ambassadors were invited with their wives to  

represent each country.  But the film director ignores the couples, showing instead only 

male officials who walk alone, and a Nazi delegation that walks in unison.  This editing 

allows him to depict each official as an individual, and the Nazi delegation as an 

idealized group, legitimizing a domestic social relationship in hakkō ichiu, a principle of 

unity and harmony.  In the film, the Nazi delegation is depicted as a symbol of unity and 

harmony, and the implication is that Japanese groups should also act in unison.  

 Next, I want to draw attention to the way the film director portrays foreign 

officials and Japanese officials.  As we see, foreign officials walk or march, while 

Japanese officials gather and talk with each other.  Here the element of “reverse 
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Orientalism” is evident.  “Reverse Orientalism” embodies a binary opposition based on 

mind/body, in which men are considered “mind,” while women are considered “body”; 

therefore, men are superior, and women (others) are inferior.  This binary image allows 

the film director to show that Japanese men are liberated, while foreign officials are 

“others,” who should be educated and assisted by Japanese men.  Consequently, the film 

director portrays foreign male officials in such a way as to feminize them.  

 In the final scene, the film director shifts from foreign and Japanese officials to 

the emperor.  For this, he employs two symbols: a military review, and a black car.  First, 

by showing the way soldiers welcome the emperor at a military review, he seeks to 

establish the emperor as a great military leader in a newly imagined global community 

where the emperor, Japanese leaders, and public and foreign officials are bound by a 

common fate.  Second, the use of a black car helps the director to establish the divinity of 

the emperor.  The fascists sought to establish his divinity during wartime by portraying 

him as a god and by hiding his physical presence in public because, for fascists, the 

emperor was immortal.  The Nippon News traditionally used the emperor’s black car to 

symbolize the emperor himself.  Here, the use of a black car signifies that the emperor 

has come to the assembly area.  Thus, combining a military review and a black car 

enables the film director to present the emperor as a divine warrior.   

By introducing the officials in order, the film director in the third part of the 

prologue constructs the meaning of hakkō ichiu in terms of harmony and domination.  On 

the one hand, by showing Japanese and foreign participants entering the same gate of the 

assembly area, he portrays people gathering around the emperor from different 
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directions—or the eight directions (hakkō)—and forming one family.  This image creates 

world unity and harmony.  On the other hand, with the order in which foreign and 

Japanese officials are presented, the film director symbolically establishes a hierarchy in 

the world in which Japan dominates foreign countries.  

Thus, in the prologue, the film director presents domestic social relationships, and 

the roles of the emperor’s subjects by showing domestic guests.  At the same time, he  

demonstrates the transnational social relationship, hakkō ichiu, bringing both domestic 

and foreign guests into an assembly area where the national matsuri requires them to 

swear loyalty to the emperor.209 

 

Kami Oroshi (Departure from the Secular World) in the Film Nippon News No. 23, Part 

1 

 The film director takes us to the ritual assembly area in the outer garden of the 

Imperial Palace, which measures twenty-five hectares (sixty-two acres) and is partly 

paved with concrete.210  In the context of Shintō, people ask deities to descend to a sacred 

place, usually a shrine where they have been revered.  To attract deities, people place 

branches from trees such as pines and cedars around a shrine.  Kawade Kiyohiko claims 

that by placing these branches, people also purify the place in which a rite is held.211  To 

have imperial deities descend to the ritual assembling place, the organizing council would 

build a replica of the Kashihara shrine from cedar bark.  They would plant pine and cedar 
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trees around the green tract.212  The Kashihara shrine was built in 1889 (the same year as 

the Meiji Constitution), to revere both Amaterasu and Emperor Jinmu.  It was built in the 

palace style of the Heian Era (early ninth century to twelfth century).213  The replica of 

the Kashihara shrine consisted of a central hall and north and south wings.  In the central 

part of the shrine, the government built thrones for the emperor on the right side, and for 

the empress on the left.  Because the right side is associated with justice, power, and 

authority, they put the emperor’s throne there.  Seats for princes were built on the right 

side, while on the left side seats for the princesses were built.  In this arrangement, 

princesses were associated with the empress, while princes were associated with the 

emperor.  The government built seats for domestic guests on the right side of the wings, 

while it built seats for international guests on the left side of the wings.  By putting seats 

for Japanese guests on the right side of the wings, the government also showed the 

hierarchal relationship between the Japanese and foreign guests.  In the open space in 

front of the shrine, officials placed seats and tables for the audience.214  

 The film director begins kami oroshi (the descent of a deity) by focusing on the 

replica of the Kashihara shrine.  In the shrine we can see Emperor Hirohito and Empress 

Sadako stand, but he shows them from afar.  The emperor has a mustache, and wears 

glasses and a military uniform with medals, while the empress wears a long Western 

dress, a hat, and crosses her hands in front of her.  Because the Kashihara shrine was built 

to honor Amaterasu and Emperor Jinmu, by showing figures at a distance in the 
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Kashihara shrine, the director suggests that Amaterasu and Emperor Jinmu are in the 

shrine.  Thus, he makes the emperor and the empress representatives of Emperor Jinmu 

and Amaterasu.  The far-off image of the royal couple in the Kashihara shrine evokes the 

1932 portraits of the emperor and empress, in which Emperor Hirohito had a mustache, 

and wore glasses and a military uniform with medals, while Empress Nagako—wearing a 

Western dress, gloves, a crown, and jewelry—crossed her hands in front of her, holding a 

fan in her right hand.  These portraits were used as substitutes for the deities to whom the 

populace must pray.215  The film director borrows the idea from the portraits and makes 

the royal couple look like deities.  He pans from the royal couple to a drop curtain printed 

with a symbol of imperial genealogy, the chrysanthemum; then we see a painting with the 

word banzai, hung from a beam on the roof of the shrine. 

 The director combines this focus on the Kashihara shrine with far-off images of 

the royal couple, the word banzai, and the symbol of imperial genealogy to connect 

Amaterasu and Emperor Jinmu to the royal couple, manifesting an “unbroken imperial 

line” from the origin of Japan to the present day.  Film viewers clearly see the royal 

couple standing in the center of the Kashihara shrine.  Next, when the prime minister—

who stands on the ground one meter below the royal couple—declares the opening of the 

ceremony, we hear a shakuhachi (classical flute) being played, while the audience makes 

the deepest bows to all imperial deities.  Thus, the rite begins, and we have entered a 

                                                 
215 Satō Hideo, Zoku gendāi kyōiku shiryō: Goshinei, kyōikuchokugo [The Modern Materials, Second 
Series: Education: The Portrait of the Emperor and the Imperial Rescript on Education] (Tōkyō: Misuzu 
shobō, 1994), 8: 6. 
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mythical world where imperial deities and the audience commune in a time that is 

between real and false—a liminal stage.  

   

Kami Asobi (Liminal Stage) in the Film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 

 The first performance for the audience in the liminal stage of the 1940 Opening 

Ceremony was the singing of the “Kimigayo,” which celebrated the long reign of the 

imperial family.  With the rise of the nation-state, Western countries invented their own 

national anthems.  To participate in this global system, the Japanese government adopted 

as its de facto national anthem the song “Kimigayo” from the tenth-century lyric 

anthology, the Kokinshū.  But actually the song was not registered as Japan’s official 

national anthem.   

 The director pans from place to place to the words of the “Kimigayo.”  The words 

and the scenes reflect on the Kojiki and Nihonshoki.  The words of the “Kimigayo” are 

  May you reign for thousands of years. 

 Rule on, my lord till what pebbles now  

 Shall become mighty rocks 

 On whose venerable sides the moss shall grow. 216    

To the words “May you reign for thousands of years,” the director pans from the main 

hall of the Kashihara shrine, to the audience, to the Imperial Palace, to the Ōuchiyama 

                                                 
216 Author’s translation based on Yukihisa Suzuki, “National Anthem,” in Reischauer, Kōdansha 
Encyclopedia of Japan, trans. Basil H. Chamberlain, 5: 336. 
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forests, to the ceremonial gates, and to the Nisshōki.  By connecting the replica of the 

Kashihara shrine, a symbol of the imperial founders of Japan, with the audience, he  

alludes to the beliefs that Japan started at the Kashihara shrine and that the emperors and 

the Japanese have progressed until the Imperial Palace has developed into a grand 

historic place.  Then by showing the Nisshōki, a substitute for the emperor’s body, he 

prays to the emperor who would “Rule on, my lord till what pebbles now.”  Next, the 

director focuses on the royal couple for five seconds in the central part of the Kashihara 

shrine.  Then he shows close-ups of the flag printed with banzai, and also with the crest 

and crossbeam of the imperial house.  By lingering on the royal couple and then showing 

these imperial symbols, the director suggests an unbroken imperial line that connects all 

emperors, including Amaterasu and Emperor Jinmu.  Then he shows the royal couple as 

we hear the words, “Shall become mighty rocks/On whose venerable sides the moss shall 

grow.”  This suggests that the imperial family would rule Japan from the past into the 

future.  Thus, focusing on the singers of the “Kimigayo” encourages film viewers to 

reflect on the origin of Japan’s myth history in the Cardinal Principles of the National 

Entity of Japan developed by fascists, and this reflection encourages them to work for the 

imperial family forever.  Interestingly, in the singing of “Kimigayo,” the film director 

shows only the Japanese in the audience participating.  This representation creates the 

“communitas” which helps construct a national sentiment and a bond among members of 

the audience.  Foreign guests do not participate in this bond.  

 In the second part of the liminal stage, the organizing council borrowed the ideas 

from the national matsuri.  As the first national matsuri, the Imperial Oath of April 1868, 
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showed, by dedicating a yogoto (special liturgy) to the emperor, the prime minister 

gained the power to make the yogoto come true.217  At the same time, the yogoto helped 

to build a consensus in the audience to work for the emperor.218  So, by participating in 

national matsuri, the prime minister and participants truly became the emperor’s subjects 

and swore to be loyal to him.219  During the 1940 ceremony, Prime Minister Konoe 

Fumimaro dedicated the yogoto to the emperor.  According to the official record, 

government leaders viewed this yogoto as the core of the ceremony.  The yogoto would 

include a ceremony on the origin of the state, prayer for the eternal imperial reign, a 

recitation of the achievements of Emperor Hirohito, and the theme of the 2600th 

Anniversary Rite, hakkō ichiu ideology.220   

 At the start, we see the prime minister, Konoe, ascend to the center of the 

Kashihara Shrine where the emperor and empress stand.  He stands in front of the royal 

couple and speaks: 

 I, Konoe Fumimaro, prostrate myself before the emperor.  On careful reflection, I  

 am going to address my yogoto to you. When Amaterasu Omikami sent her  

 grandson, Ninigino no Mikoto, to the eight lands of Japan, she handed him the  

 Oracle and the three sacred treasures.  In so doing, she permanently united heaven  

 and earth, and Emperor Jinmu accomplished her oracle.    

                                                 
217 Kawade, pp. 119-137. Yogoto is a special kind of norito (liturgy) for national matsuri, which was used 
when something important happened to the state before World War II.  For the Imperial Oath of 1968, see 
Murakami, pp. 47-49. 
218 Kunaichō, 5: 214; Kawade, pp. 119-37. 
219 Monbushō, Kokutai no hongi, pp. 102-7; Yoshida, pp. 139-40.  
220 Kunaichō, 1: 73-74, 6: 263-64. 
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By dedicating the yogoto to Emperor Hirohito, the film director attempts to legitimize the 

origin of the mythical history in the Cardinal Principles, which claims that Jinmu 

founded Japan by following the oracle of the sun goddess, Amaterasu; therefore, Japan is 

a divine country, and the Japanese a divine race.221   

 When Konoe makes a yogoto for 14 uninterrupted seconds, the film shows 

Emperor Hirohito’s face and the upper part of his uniform, as well as the prime minister’s 

back; on the other hand, it hides Empress Nagako.  The emperor wears a military uniform 

with medals, while the prime minister wears a morning coat.  Because the narrator has 

mentioned Konoe’s name, viewers know who he is, even though the film shows only his 

back for the entire ceremony.   

This depiction symbolizes the loyalty of the emperor’s subjects.  Here the prime 

minister, the most powerful politician in the nation, is shown reading a speech to the 

emperor.  Because the prime minister is shown from the back, he is seen as deferring to 

the emperor.  Japanese media never shows the back of a man in authority.  But here, by 

showing the prime minister’s back, the director makes the prime minister anonymous, 

thus implying that the emperor is indeed the real agent who gives political orders to his 

subjects.  This depiction echoes the kokutai meicho (clarification of the national polity) 

movement starting from 1935, in which fascists strove to restore the divinity of Emperor 

Hirohito.  According to fascists, the Meiji Constitution defined the emperor as divine and 

absolutely sovereign, but this definition had been distorted by the theory of “Emperor as 
                                                 
221 Healey Graham, “Kokutai (Imperial National Polity),” in Reischauer, Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan, 
4: 263. 
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an organ to the state,” developed by Minobe Tatsukichi, a leading politician and legal 

scholar.  This theory claimed that the emperor was not an absolute sovereign, but a 

merely an “organ of the state.”  Minobe’s liberal theory had become orthodox among 

legal scholars and intellectuals in the 1920s, when democracy and leftist radicalism 

flourished in society.  For fascists, his theory was an obstacle.  By accusing Minobe’s 

theory of disgracing the honor of the emperor, fascists banned his books, and they ended 

his political life.  Their attack on Minobe’s theory created fear among intellectuals, and 

this generally brought strict conformity and silence in society.  Thus, through the 

“clarification of the national polity” movement, fascists eliminated the influence of 

Minobe’s theory and worked to advance their claim that the emperor was the absolute 

sovereign.222  By showing the prime minister as merely the emperor’s subject, the film 

director established the emperor’s absolute authority over the prime minister and over the 

nation as a whole.     

 Afterwards the film director draws on the Asahi World News’ representation of 

the emperor at military reviews.223  He does this by focusing on divinity in the emperor’s 

gaze; the emperor looks neither at his attendants nor at anything else.  He stares into 

empty space and thus communes with the gods.  But more than that, through this self-

presentation, the emperor shows that he is a god.  With his gaze, the director creates the 

image of the emperor as a divine warrior.224  According to Fujitani Takashi and others, 

                                                 
222 Soeda Yoshiya, Kyōikuchokugo no shakaishi: Nashonarizumu no sōshitsu to zasetsu [The Social History 
of the Imperial Rescript on Education: The Creation and the Breakdown of Nationalism] (Tōkyō:Yūshindō 
Kōbunsha, 1997), p. 276.  See also Furukawa, pp. 148-149 and Kenneth J. Ruoff, The People’s Democracy 
and the Japanese Monarchy, 1945-1995 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001), p. 34. 
223 The Asahi World News, no.152, no.277, 296, and no.322.  
224 Gauntlett, p. 170. 
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the newspapers of the Meiji era created this mystique of the emperor’s gaze, and in a 

“society of surveillance,” like prewar Japan, this gaze worked as a “cultural apparatus” 

that disciplined and controlled people’s consciousness and gave people orders without 

words.225  With the emperor’s gaze, the film director constructs space for viewers to 

reflect on what the emperor expects them to do.  Then we hear Konoe talk about how 

divine Japan was formed:  

 From [Kashihara, Emperor Jinmu] ruled Japan with brilliant virtue, and he  

 expanded his virtue to the six sections [of the universe].  From generation to  

 generation, successive emperors have followed in his footsteps and have  

 solidified the basis of the imperial enterprise and have carried it forward.  It has  

 now been 2600 years since Emperor Jinmu founded Japan.  The dignity of Japan’s  

 national polity is unique in the world, and its imperial enterprise is boundless.   

With the first sentence, the prime minister evokes the founding spirit of Emperor Jinmu, 

hakkō ichiu.  As he talks, the film director moves the camera from Emperor Hirohito and 

Konoe to the royal couple and then back to Hirohito; he shows the royal couple from the 

side and Konoe from the back.  Then he shows the royal couple from far off, blurring 

their faces.  This causes them to lose their unique identities and makes us think that they 

are gods, allowing us to identify Emperor Hirohito with Emperor Jinmu and Empress 

Nagako with Amaterasu.  In this way, he symbolically establishes the royal couple as 

representatives of the imperial gods and goddesses and thus brings together all the 

                                                 
225 Fujitani, pp. 24-26, 141.    
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imperial deities.  Then we hear Konoe state, “From generation to generation, successive 

emperors have followed in his footsteps . . .  it has been now 2600 years since Emperor 

Jinmu founded Japan.”  Combining the unfocused representation of the royal couple with 

Konoe’s yogoto articulates how the emperors have striven to achieve hakkō ichiu.   

 Thus, Konoe’s yogoto encourages the Japanese audience to reflect on their nation 

and their individual roles.  The ceremony also uses Konoe’s yogoto to make the 

emperor’s mind clear so that he can use his full powers.  Later the emperor gives his 

Rescript to the audience, but the film director does not include this.  Then the director 

moves the camera far from the royal couple and focuses on the space behind Konoe’s 

body where the audience is sitting.  This space connotes that there are many subjects of 

the royal couple, who are incorporated within the imperial mission.  

 In the next segment, to the words of the song for the 2600th Anniversary of 

Japan’s Reign, the film director introduces all members of an newly imagined global 

community.  The song describes the mythical history of the imperial reign.  The words of 

the song are  

 Yamato is the country which [Emperor Jinmu] founded with his august will.  

 How honorable the successive emperors who have governed Japan without pause!   

 When we look up, we see the august empire far in the sky.   

 Today is the day that we celebrate the 2600th anniversary of Japan’s reign. 

First, to the words, “Yamato is the country which [Emperor Jinmu] founded with his 

august will,” the director smoothly pans from the crossbeam of the roof of the Kashihara 
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Shrine to royal princesses, to male foreigners, to the imperial military forces and crowds 

of civilian men, to three Nazi soldiers, and finally to modern buildings behind the dense 

Ōchiyama forests.  By juxtaposing the crossbeam of the Kashihara Shrine with modern 

buildings, he presents the culture of a newly imagined global community as a synthesis of 

tradition (East) and modernization (West).  By juxtaposing Japanese and foreign citizens, 

he suggests that a newly imagined global community consists of all people in the world 

(hakkō ichiu).    

To the words “How honorable the successive emperors who have governed 

[Japan] . . . ,” the director focuses for five long seconds on the royal couple, the head of 

the newly imagined global community, who are seated on their thrones.  Then to the 

words “Without pause!” he shows the royal couple and then a close-up of a Japanese 

couple—a man in a morning coat and his wife in a kimono—looking toward the front 

where the head family is seated.  Here the director draws on the conventions of the 1932 

portraits of the royal couple and the representation of the royal family in the newspapers 

on New Year’s Day, displaying portraits of the emperor and empress on top, and their 

children’s pictures below.226   

The 1932 portraits of Emperor Hirohito and Empress Nagako were an important 

device for connecting the emperor with women during wartime.  Before the 1930s, there 

was no personal connection between Emperor Hirohito and women; during the Sino-

Japanese War of 1894-1895 and the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905, women 

indirectly contributed to the state by supporting male activities.  In 1932, one year after 

                                                 
226 Kanō, “Nihonkoku Tennō no zō o jendā de yomu,” pp. 94-96. 
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Japan entered the Fifteen Year War (1931-1945), the government distributed new 

portraits of the royal couple to each home and demanded that they be displayed in a place 

of honor as Japan’s head family.  Because Emperor Hirohito wore a military uniform in 

the portrait, his image was that of the generalissimo of the Kōgun, who wore military 

clothing and rode a white horse at military reviews.  But the familial arrangement helped 

create another image of Emperor Hirohito as a nurturing father of the state who took care 

of his branch families.   

In particular, displaying the emperor’s portrait at home helped develop personal 

attachments to the emperor.  Some families displayed the portraits of the royal couple in 

their living rooms.227  Some families displayed them alongside portraits of their ancestors, 

above their home shrines, and they served tea or rice to them every day.  By serving food 

to the emperor and looking at him every day, women came to feel that he was related to 

them as a father figure.228  As the emperor’s daughters, women were more loyal to the 

emperor than to the men in their families.  This is because women had dual loyalties 

(both public and private) to the emperor, but only single private loyalties to the men in 

                                                 
227 Kōno talks about the place where people displayed the portraits of the royal couple.  For this, Kōno,  
p. 107. 
228 This part stems from my personal experience.  My maternal grandmother, Tanaka Chiyo lived in Usui 
town, Kaho County, Fukuoka Prefecture and displayed the 1932 portraits of emperor and empress along 
with pictures of her parents portraits of above her home shrines.  She served tea to them even after World 
War II.  Whenever I visited her house, she ordered me to serve tea to the portraits.  Until I knew how the 
emperor system worked Japanese society and its history when I was in elementary school, I was for the 
emperor system.  In the late 1960 my uncle took down the portraits of the royal couple after he took over 
the house.  At that time, several houses around that town still displayed the portraits of the royal couples.  
Until 2003 when her house was destroyed by flood, Niimi Suyako in her late seventies—a mother of my 
friend, Niimi Kinuyo, who lived in Kaita town, Kaho County, Fukuoka Prefecture—displayed the portraits 
of the royal couple with pictures of their grandparents at the head of her drawing room.  Kinuyo told me 
that even though she persuaded her mother to take away the portraits, her mother never allowed her to do it.   
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their families.  With dual loyalty to the emperor, women could now willingly send their 

husbands and sons into battle.229   

The pictures of the imperial family functioned to reinforce the ideology of the 

family state in the Cardinal Principles of the National Entity of Japan which defined 

subjects of the emperor as sekishi, which analogously means his children.  This definition 

implies that all Japanese are related to the emperor and that they possess divine elements.  

This definition allowed the government to organize people in terms of the idea of the 

family-state, in which there was a kinship tie between the emperor, the head of the state, 

and his subjects, his branch families.230  Pictures of the royal family appeared in the 

newspaper on New Year’s Day in 1937, 1940, and 1941.  In these pictures, the emperor 

and empress were shown on top and their children’s pictures were displayed below.  So 

this picture also implies the relationship between the royal couple, and his branch 

families.  Because on New Year’s Day in Japan, members of Japanese families returned 

to the head family house to celebrate the New Year together with members of the head 

family, this familial picture of the royal family helped the media reinforce a familial 

relationship between the emperor and his subjects.231    

 To the words “When we look up, we see the august empire far in the sky,” the 

director first shows a crowd of soldiers in the Kōgun and then a crowd of male audience 

members—all Japanese men—standing opposite them.  Then viewers see imperial 

                                                 
229 Kanō, “Nihonkoku Tennō no zō o jendā de yomu,” pp. 94-96.  
230 Monbushō, Kokutai no hongi, p. 28.  Gauntlett’s version of the Cardinal Principles of the National 
Entity of Japan does no translate the phrase sekishi, but and this phrase functioned to give the Japanese 
confidence in their race.  For this, see Yamada, p. 191; Kanō, “Nihonkoku Tennō no zō o Jendā de yomu, p. 
95. 
231 Monbushō, Kokutai no hongi, pp. 47, 81-98. 
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symbols, including the banzai flag and the crossbeam of the roof of the Kashihara shrine.  

Connecting Japanese men and the imperial symbols, the director indicates that Japanese 

men have been the main forces in the imperial mission.  To the words “Today is the day 

that we celebrate the 2600th anniversary of Japan’s reign,” he introduces a crowd of 

female participants, children, high school students, children, and civilian women in 

simple Western clothes.  He shows them only from behind so that they are anonymous, 

but he devotes 15 seconds to showing them in one place and another.  Through his 

camera movement, the director indicates that while women and children are not powerful, 

they are still important members in Japan’s imagined community.   

 Finally, by showing the entire audience simultaneously shouting banzai, the film 

director shows a real moment of “communitas” that integrates the entire audience into 

one imagined global community and that temporarily builds universal brotherhood under 

the emperor.  He begins this segment with a panoramic view of the royal couple—who 

are representatives of gods and goddesses in a newly imagined global community—

standing in the center of the Kashihara shrine, where a curtain printed with 

chrysanthemums is unfurled below the banzai flag.  Next, the film shows Prime Minister 

Konoe from behind.  Then we hear the narrator say excitedly, “People should give three 

cheers for the emperor as if their voices are going to reach to the heavens.”  Then Konoe 

shouts, “Banzai!” and right afterward the entire audience shouts, “Banzai! banzai! 

banzai!”  The director pans from male participants in the middle rows to the ones in the 

front rows.  We see and hear the audience cheer in unison as the rite reaches its peak.  As 
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the prime minister declares the end of the 2600th Anniversary Rite of the Imperial Reign, 

the audience deeply bows to the royal couple in the Kashihara Shrine. 

 The segment of the banzai salute symbolizes the transnational unity that is key to 

wartime hakkō ichiu.  The main element of this is the newly imagined global community.  

It is striking how much this scene, with its massed audience, saluting, resembles fascist 

ceremonies in Europe.  But interestingly, this audience contains both Japanese and loyal 

foreigners from Japan’s colonies and Western audience.  By showing the whole audience, 

including foreign officials and ambassadors shouting banzai, the film director constructs 

a scene in which all people in the world are united around the emperor.  Within this 

context of transnational unity, he invites film viewers to perform the banzai and to share 

“communitas” with the audience.  Also, we can apply the full meaning of participating in 

matsuri—becoming the emperor’s subjects and swearing loyalty to him, even though the 

audience members are of different races nationalities.  Through the segment of the banzai 

salute, the film director presents hakkō ichiu ideology in which all people in the world are 

united around the emperor and vow to be loyal to him.  In this way, he indicates that the 

emperor is the leader of a newly imagined global community.232  

At the end of the film, the director anchors the closing narrative with a display of 

various imperial symbols, which he has shown during the prologue, to evoke a world 

which is neither real nor imaginary.  This intermediate space gives film viewers the 

freedom to escape the suffering of the war effort and to become absorbed with the 

illusion of hakkō ichiu.  The director shows the royal couple in the Kashihara Shrine, a 
                                                 
232 After the performance of banzai, the army shot the gun, but the film eliminated this part.  For this, see 
Kunaichō, 5: 110.  
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banzai flag, and a drop curtain printed with chrysanthemums.  Then he shows these 

symbols from far off, and this causes them to fade into the distance.  Although these 

symbols are again shown in the prologue, the meanings of these symbols are now 

different.  Through the performance of banzai, the entire audience becomes one group; 

these symbols are not merely Japanese symbols but are now symbols of a newly 

imagined global community.  Moreover, the royal couple is not merely the father and 

mother of Japan’s imagined global community but also a father and mother of a familial 

global community.  The use of the symbols displayed in the prologue enables the director 

to transform Japan from an imagined domestic community to an imagined global 

community.   

 

Gender Analysis of the Film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1  

World War II led to a revision of the Meiji gender policy of “good wife and wise 

mother”—which I discussed in Chapter 1—to mobilize women for the war effort.  Jean 

Elshtain claims that the tradition of Western wars has had a gendered discourse—“Men 

as Just Warriors and Women as Beautiful Souls.”  On the one hand, this discourse 

mobilizes men to fight for their women and children, and to defend the honor of their 

nation.  Such virile discourse, in turn, leads women to play the roles of raising troop 

morale, bearing witness to brave male achievement, and passing down the nation’s 

history from generation to generation.  In this way, women become cheerleaders to 

encourage their men to die for the nation.233   

                                                 
233 Jean B. Elshtain, Women and War (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1987), p. 4.   
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This movement also coincided with the Japanese wartime policy of gender.  The 

policy was a “mother-centered ideology” that extended women’s roles in society and 

gave them public roles and agency.234  To mobilize all women for the war effort, 

government leaders created this policy by modifying the Meiji gender policy of “good 

wife, wise mother,” which was a father-centered ideology.  The old gender policy defined 

men as public agents and direct contributors to the state; on the other hand, it defined 

women as indirect contributors to the state through their men’s achievements.  By the 

early 1930s, leaders in the government had sponsored three conservative women’s 

associations: the Patriotic Women’s Association, the Association of Women for National 

Defense, and the Greater Japan Federated Women’s Association.  Those associations 

divided housewives into groups and gave them partial public roles; housewives sent 

soldiers off to war, and they visited wounded soldiers in the hospital.235  But liberal, 

socialist, and radical feminists rejected these conservative associations.  To absorb these 

feminists into the total war effort, government leaders co-opted their organizational 

structures and ideas, in part by enacting the Kokuminseishin sodōin chuōrenmei (Official 

Decree of the Central League for National Spiritual Mobilization) in 1937.  Under this 

decree, women could attend neighborhood associations with their husbands, and women 

whose husbands had gone to war could attend such meetings as family representatives.  

Both liberal and radical feminists thought that this arrangement meant that men and 

                                                                                                                                                 
For an application of Elshtain’s idea to the Japanese context, see Wakakuwa, Sensō ga tsukuru jyoseizō, p. 
254. 
234 I borrowed this phrase from Yoshiko Miyake, “Doubling Expectations: Motherhood and Women’s 
Factory Work under State Management in Japan in the 1930s and 1940s,” in Recreating Japanese Women, 
1600-1945, ed. Gail Lee Bernstein (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), pp. 273-74. 
235 Ibid., pp. 273-74.  For detail about the activities of these associations, see Kanō Mikiyo, Onnatachi no 
‘Jūgo’ [Women on the Home Front] (Tōkyō, Chikuma shobō, 1987). 
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women were being treated as equals in the household, and feminists expected that this 

participation in local activities would lead to their full-fledged political rights.236  But 

their expectation was shattered by the enactment of the 1938 Kokka sodōin hō (National 

Mobilization Law), which aimed to mobilize the populace for national unity.  Under this 

law, if people disobeyed, they would be jailed.  Therefore, this law forced any political 

organization and movement to co-operate with the government.   

 Another wartime “good wife and wise mother” idea that fascists co-opted from 

feminists was the new Japanese femininity, a fudū theory developed by the female 

historian Takamure Itsue.  Takamure was a strong and respected leader of liberal and 

radical feminists.  She argues that Meiji gender policy drew a great deal from Confucian 

and Western thought; as a result, it caused women to be subjugated.  In the Dai Nihon 

Joseishi (Women’s History of Greater Japan) of 1938, Takamure reinterprets the Kojiki  

and claims that ancient Japan was a matriarchy with imperial goddesses.  According to 

Takamure, women developed a woman-centered culture, the essence of which was fudū, 

which embodied motherhood, love, and loyalty to family.  She argues that out of their 

fudū, regional goddesses married the emperor and bore his children.  These marriages 

enabled the emperor to unify different regions and form a family-state “peacefully” and 

“harmoniously,” not by military conquest.  In this way, Takamure presents hakkō ichiu 

ideology from a woman’s point of view.237  To counteract the diminished role that Meiji 

leaders gave women as indirect contributors to the state, she applies this myth of imperial 
                                                 
236 Yūko Nishikawa, “Japan’s Entry into War and the Support of Women,” trans. William Gardener and 
Brett de Bary, U.S.-Japan Women's Journal English Supplement No. 12, (1996): 57. 
237 Ibid., pp. 162-84; Yūko Nishikawa, Takamure Itsue, (Tōkyō, Daisan bunmeisha, 1990), pp. 146-72.  See 
also Itsue Takamure, Dai Nippon Joseishi (The Women’s History of Greater Japan) (Tōkyō: Kōseikaku, 
1938).   
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goddesses to the roles of modern women, and she exhorts women to emulate these 

goddesses and to work directly for the state.   

 Takamure sees her fudū as a means of increasing women’s power and status.  But 

actually it is coincidental with the patriarchal ownership of women, the “traffic in 

women” theorized by Gayle Rubin.  Rubin, following Claude Levi-Strauss, claims that in 

a commodity-based society, the kinship system maintains itself through “traffic in 

women” in marriage: men use women’s bodies as commodities to accumulate male 

power and wealth.  According to Rubin, this exchange system of kinship requires a 

division of labor, and this division of labor psychologically constructs heterosexuality.  

Rubin argues that this chain of a division of labor and a heterosexual psychology 

oppresses women and maintains male dominance over women.238  In Japan, government 

leaders began a wartime “traffic in women” by persuading Princess Nashimoto Masako 

to marry Crown Prince Eun of Korea in 1920 in order to mediate a conflict between the 

Japanese and the Koreans.  Masako was a first cousin of Empress Nagako.  After its 

annexation of Korea in 1910, Japan tried to assimilate the Koreans culturally, but they 

rebelled against this assimilation.  One year after Princess Masako’s marriage, the 

government enacted a law which allowed Koreans to marry Japanese.  After that, Korean 

men started to marry Japanese women in Korea, and interracial marriages increased in 

number abroad.  But marriage did not give Korean men Japanese citizenship.   

                                                 
238 Gayle Rubin, “The Traffic in Women: Notes on the Political Economy of Sex,” in Toward an 
Anthropology of Women, ed. Rayner R. Reiter (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1975), 157-210. 
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 To keep the Japanese “race” pure, despite the law that permitted interracial 

marriage, the government discouraged Japanese men from marrying Korean women.  On 

the other hand, they encouraged Japanese women to marry Korean men.  For example, 

starting in 1937, Japanese government leaders brought Korean men to Japan as labor 

substitutes for Japanese men, so several thousand Japanese women married Koreans at 

home.  Nationalist leaders valued women as being both reproducers of the Japanese race 

and bearers of Japanese culture.  Thus, leaders used women’s bodies as commodities to 

expand Japanese imperialism and to assimilate Koreans.239  Takamure’s fudū theory gave 

the government a solid foundation for the wartime “traffic in women” policy.  At the 

same time, it gave an excuse for both liberal and radical feminists to cooperate with the 

war effort.  For liberal feminists, cooperation elevated women’s social position, 

while for radical feminists it revalued women’s uniqueness (motherhood).  But more than 

a few feminists opposed this change.  For example, Yagi Akiko left the feminist group 

Fujin sensen (Women’s Front) and joined the farmer’s movement, which sought the 

creation of communes based on members’ autonomy and freedom. 240  But the influence 

of liberal and radical feminists decreased in 1942, when all women’s groups were 

dissolved into the Greater Japanese Women Association.  Ichikawa Fusae, and Yoshioka 

Yayoi willingly became leaders of the Greater Japanese Women’s Association.  

                                                 
239 Suzuki Yūko, Jūgun ianfu, naisen kekkon [Comfort Women of the Imperial Army and Interracial 
Marriage between the Japanese and Korean] (Tōkyō: Miraisha, 1992), pp. 73-114. 
240 Nishikawa, “Japan's Entry into War and the Support of Women,” pp. 74-78.  For Yagi, see Kanō 
Mikiyo “ ‘Kami no ko’ Itsue no shi to saisei [The Death and Rebirth of A God’s Daughter, Takamure 
Itsue],” in Takamure Itsue ronshū [Essays About Takamure Itsue], ed. Takamure Itsue ronshū henshū iinkai 
(Tōkyō: Takamure Itsue ronshū henshū iinkai), pp. 152-58. 
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Hiratsuka Raicho also strongly supported this association.241  Thus, the government 

consolidated its power.   

      This history allows us to analyze how the film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 presents 

gender.  The government invited female guests to the 2600th Anniversary Rite of the 

Imperial Reign, but in the prologue of the film, the director shows only men: domestic 

and foreign guests.  He presents a type of male image characterized by modern or 

military clothes.  This suggests that men represent the modernity of the familial global 

community.  In the prologue of the film, the director celebrates male sameness by 

showing only male guests and by implying that men are the dominant force in the 

familial global family, whatever their nationalities are.  Then he subtly depicts a 

hierarchy based on nationality, with Japan at the top, suggesting the unity of men under 

Japanese domination.     

 In contrast to male images, the film director presents several types of female 

images based on the wartime “good wife, wise mother” concept.  First, women are 

portrayed as fudū, “bearers of Japanese tradition.”  We see two upper-class Japanese 

couples walking to a reception desk.  These couples are formally dressed: the husbands 

wear modern frock coats, while their wives wear traditional kimonos and hairstyles.  The 

film shows the husbands’ faces from the front, but rarely shows the faces of their wives.  

Instead, the director focuses on the wives’ elaborate bowing.  

                                                 
241 Ueno Chizuko, Nashonarisumu to jendā [Nationalism and Gender], 3rd (Tōkyō: Seitosha, 1998), pp. 60-
74. 
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 Next, the film shows two Western couples walking side by side.  The husbands 

appear to be foreign ambassadors, and, like the Japanese husbands, wear hats and modern 

frock coats, while their wives wear hats and fur coats, and have short hair.  The director 

briefly shows the Western men with their large bodies and modest manners, but focuses 

mainly on their wives, who appear to be independent, with assertive features and manners.  

In particular, the director zooms in on a woman in the second couple, who drapes her fur 

coat over her shoulders without putting her arms in the sleeves.  Then he shows another 

formally dressed Japanese couple, showing a close-up of the man wearing a military 

metal on a modern frock coat.  The film shows the wife slowly walks behind her husband, 

focusing on her hairstyle and kimono.   

   With the juxtaposition of Japanese and Western couples, the director offers an 

important commentary on gender.  The presentation of Western femininity had a long 

history after the rise of the Japanese nation-state.  It involved the pathologizing of 

Western women, a response to Japanese men’s inferiority complex regarding Western 

male sexuality and physical virility, and also to Japanese male fantasies about Western 

women’s sexuality and physical strength.242  During wartime, this psychology was 

sparked as the media criticized the moga (Japanese modern woman), who wore Western 

clothing and permed her hair, and whose manners were particularly influenced by 

Western culture.  The media attacked the moga as “morally corrupted and 

                                                 
242 Emiko Ochiai, “Decent Housewives and Sensual White Women—Representations of Women in 
Postwar Japanese Magazines” Japan Review Vol. 9 (1997), p. 154.  See also Hiroshi Kashiwagi, Shōzō no 
naka no kenryoku (Power in the Portrait) (Tōkyō: Heibonsha, 1987), p. 214. 
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promiscuous.”243  To evoke a visual representation of the moga, the director of Nippon 

News No. 23, Part 1 intentionally selects Western women, in particular the image of the 

woman in the second couple.  In contrast to Western femininity, the Japanese woman’s 

kimono and traditional hairstyle visually embody the construct of Japanese femininity.  

This depiction underscores the fudū concept of Japanese femininity; women should be 

chaste, supportive, resolute, and self-assertive.244   The juxtaposition of Japanese and 

Western gender representations implies that Western femininity is not respectable but 

corrupted.  Using women to represent boundary markers in both cultures, the director 

clearly presents Japanese culture as pure and respectable.   

 We find another example of the wartime “good wife, wise mother” concept in the 

depiction of the royal princesses.  The film director shows them twice, but does not show 

the royal princes.  He shows the royal princesses in close-up before the ceremony begins; 

they wear long Western dresses and hats.  The director shows them a second time as the 

audience sings “The 2600th Anniversary of the Imperial Reign.”  When the words of the 

song mention the contributors to the state, he focuses on a group of royal princesses, 

showing their faces clearly so that each can be identified.  For instance, we can identify 

Bangja, Crown Princess of Korea, who had been Nashimoto Masako and who had borne 

two sons.245  Thus, the royal princesses symbolically become the embodiment of the 

                                                 
243Gordon, pp. 219-21: Kashiwagi, pp. 9-28. 
244 Wakakuwa, Sensō ga tsukuru jyoseizō [The Female Image Made by the World War in Japan] (Tōkyo: 
Chikuma shobō, 1999), pp. 145-229.   
245 We can also find her name in the list of attendants of the ceremony and she and her husband participated 
in the ceremony. For this, see Kunaichō, Kigen 2600-nen shukuten kiroku, 5: 248-49. 
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wartime “traffic in women” policy, and, with this representation, the film director 

encourages female viewers to follow in the footsteps of Princess Masako.     

 The third example of the wartime “good wife, wise mother” concept is evident in 

the representation of anonymous women who wear simple modern clothing.  These 

anonymous women are mainly the mothers, widows, and children of anonymous soldiers 

who died or went to war.  They participate in the 2600th Anniversary Rite of the Imperial 

Reign as representatives of households.  The film director pans from one group of 

anonymous everyday women to another.  He does not clearly show the faces of these 

women, so we can catch only a glimpse of their bodies, heads, and backs.  But he shows 

them longer than he shows the groups of upper-class women and imperial princesses, as 

many female viewers can relate more closely to the middle-class women.  This 

representation allows the director to tell female viewers that, as important members of the 

imagined community, they can participate in the prestigious rite if they do not cry over 

their husbands, fathers, sons, and brothers who might fight and die for the nation.   

 In the discussion of gender in nationalist wars, I refer to Tom Narin’s claim about 

the “modern Janus.”  His theory coincides with the representation of men in Nippon News 

No. 23, Part 1.  The film director depicts all men as modern.  In contrast, the director 

depicts women not only as “backward-looking,” as Narin claims, but also as more 

complicated and ambivalent.  These ambivalent images of women connote a paradoxical 

sexual message.  Actually, the director represents women as both modern and traditional 

by showing three different social levels: middle-class, upper-class, and imperial.  Middle-

class women wear simple modern clothing and have short hair, a fashion that tells us that 
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they represent the progress of the nation because they are well modernized.  This modern 

image of women is in harmony with the “mother-centered” ideology, which gives  

women partial public roles.  With this image, the film director partially empowers women 

and attempts to give young middle-class women roles in total war.246   

 Upper-class women wear kimonos and have traditional long, straight hair; this 

fashion symbolizes the backward-looking fudū tradition of Japanese culture.  And 

imperial women wear long Western dresses and hats, also signifying the modernity of the 

nation.  However, their elegant long skirts accentuate their femininity and resemble the 

traditional kimonos.  So the imperial women embody both modernity and the backward-

looking fudū aspects of Japanese culture.  By doing so, they synthesize East and West as 

an ideal of beauty, and straddle the boundary between modernity and tradition.  

To explain why the film director presented complicated and ambivalent images of 

women in the film, I would like to explain the notion of women in terms of “anomaly and 

ambivalence,” as discussed by Mary Douglas in Purity and Danger.247  According to 

Douglas, women are categorized as “anomalous and ambivalent” because they do not fit 

into accepted categories.  Because of women’s reproductive role, they participate in both 

sides of the binary oppositions: insider/outsider, purity/danger, and order/disorder.  For 

example, because of the exchange system in marriage, a woman is at first outside and 

then inside a group: before she marries a man, she is outside his group; after she marries a 

                                                 
246 One year after The 2600th Anniversary Rite of the Imperial Reign the fascists began to recruit young 
women to substitute for absent men in the labor force in heavy industry.  In 1944, at the last stage of the 
World War II, the Japanese Air Force hired young woman for members of the ground crew and 
maintenance and the army recruited female medical orderlies.  For this, see Miyake, pp. 281-85. 
247 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger (New York: Praeger, 1966). 
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man, she becomes an insider.248  Because of these situations, women are seen as 

“ambivalent.” 249   The film director retains the polarized gender policy that had been 

used to buttress the Japanese family system and culture.250  But total war required 

women’s empowerment, so the director compromises his position and uses women’s 

anomalous situation.  By presenting ambivalent images of women as modern/traditional, 

he partially empowers women, while retaining the fudū.    

Moreover, this ambivalent image of women also has a more subtle connotation.  

The organizing council invited only powerful, prestigious people as couples; on the other 

hand, it invited anonymous women as representatives of households.  The film director 

shows the faces of imperial women and upper-class wives from the front, and this 

representation personalizes those women so that we can identify with them.  He does this 

because those women are associated with powerful, prestigious men.   On the other hand, 

the director does not show the faces of middle-class women—we catch only a glimpse of 

their heads and backs—because middle-class women were not associated with powerful, 

prestigious men.  By representing three kinds of women, he suggests that a woman’s 

worth is determined by her man’s genealogy and social class, not by her own background, 

and with this he justifies her sacrifices to her husband, family, and nation.  The director 

ranks men in the Kōgun on two levels, based on whether they are soldiers or officers.  In 

the name of the imperial mission hakkō ichiu (unifying the world under the emperor), this 

representation of women transfers oppression from men to women.  Therefore, even 

                                                 
248 In a tribe, men used women as a means of trading with other tribes.  
249 Sherry B. Ortner, “The Virgin and the State,” in Making Gender: The Politics and Erotics of Culture 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1996), p. 19. 
250 Wakakuwa, Sensō ga tsukuru jyoseizō, p. 83.   
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Japanese men who belong to the lower rank would still be allowed to dominate women.  

The director’s depiction of women helps to make Japanese men feel superior.  

 

 

Conclusion 

I have shown what Japan’s colonialist ideology of hakkō ichiu means through an 

examination of the official news film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1.  I have found that  

hakkō ichiu ideology is expressed in terms of unity and dominance.  This is exemplified 

in particular in the image of the emperor: a divine warrior and the nurturing father of a 

global imagined community.  On the one hand, the image of a divine warrior serves as 

the means of elevating the Japanese race to the status of a divine race, thus suggesting 

Japan’s superior position over the rest of the world.  On the other hand, the image of the 

nurturing father of the global imagined community serves to unify both domestic and 

foreign guests and thus helps establish the emperor as the leader of the world.  If the 

emperor is the nurturing leader of the world, the Japanese invasion and colonization of 

China would be seen as a way to help the Chinese.  Hakkō ichiu, by allowing us to see 

war with China as a holy war, thus became a crucial device to promote this war with 

China.   

 As my discussion has suggested, gender in Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 does not 

completely follow Tom Narin’s “Janas-faced” approach regarding women.  The film 

director represents men as modern, but he represents women as complicated figures, as 

both backward-looking and modern.  Fascists had to alter gender because they needed to 
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mobilize women for total war.  By representing women as modern, the film partly 

empowers them and constructs new roles for them.  At the same time, the film represents 

women as biological reproducers for the state and as signs of Japan’s respectability, 

ethnicity, and tradition.  Thus, Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 attempts to construct an 

ambivalent gender policy for total war.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

THE REMASCULINIZATION OF JAPAN IN THE OPENING CEREMONY OF THE 

FILM EXPO ‘70   

 

Introduction   

The Expo‘70 Opening Ceremony was the first among official postwar films to  

reprise Japan’s colonialist ideology, hakkō ichiu.  In the wake of World War II, 

militaristic nationalism in Japan was first banned and then discredited.  By 1964, when  

Japan became a member of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development, in which leading industrial countries created world economic policy, many 

neo-nationalists also wanted Japan to become a leading military power.251  But this option 

was blocked by the Peace Constitution (Article 9, prohibiting Japan from going to war), 

the abandonment of State Shintō religion, and ongoing pressure from the U.S. and 

countries in East Asia that had been victimized by Japan during the war.  Thus, before 

they could bring back militaristic nationalism as a policy, neo-nationalists had to publicly 

legitimize it.  Since the direct expression of militarism had been discredited, they needed 

to use symbols with double meanings: an innocuous everyday meaning, and a meaning 

that derived from wartime ideology.     

Neo-nationalists also had a strong gender motivation for bringing militarism to 

Japan.  Japan’s defeat in World War II and adoption of the Peace Constitution written 

                                                 
251 Andrew, pp. 294.   
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under American occupation symbolized a double defeat for Japanese patriarchy.  

Japanese militarism always had a strong patriarchal element; under it, the emperor 

represented the virility of Japan, and ordinary men—as little emperors—represented the 

virility of their homes.  For neo-nationalists, the military defeat by the Americans 

demasculinized Japan.  And it harkened back to 1853 when Perry’s ships were also seen 

to demasculinize Japan.  But unlike the 19th century, when Japan successfully rebuilt its 

military, the Peace Constitution did not allow this option, so in neo-nationalists’ eyes, 

Japanese men were internationally demasculinized.   

The Peace Constitution also gave women more power and privilege, including 

suffrage.  Neo-nationalists equated this with the domestic demasculinization of Japanese 

men.  In addition, by the mid-1960s, Japan faced a labor shortage due to declining 

birthrates.  In order to resolve these political, economic, and gender problems, neo- 

nationalists wanted to reassert a strong element of patriarchy in the form of the wartime 

ideology, hakkō ichiu (unifying the world under the emperor).  The film Expo‘70 sheds 

light on the way they subtly reintroduced it.  

In this chapter, I examine how neo-nationalists used three sets of related symbols 

in the film Expo‘70 to re-legitimize wartime ideology: matsuri, hakkō ichiu, and the 

unbroken line of emperors.  As Chapters 1 and 2 show, the unbroken imperial line and 

matsuri were developed in the Meiji era (1868–1912) to justify the emperor system, and 

hakkō ichiu was reinvented in the 1930s to mobilize the population for total war.  But 

each of these took on new meanings in the context of 1970. 
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The governing elite had long hoped to bring back hakkō ichiu ideology in official 

ceremonies.  The Opening Ceremony of Expo ‘70 gave them the opportunity for this.  

According to Takeda Tsunetoku, president of the 1964 Tōkyō Olympic Committee, 

because the Tōkyō Olympics was the first Olympics held in Asia, governmental ministers 

wanted to bring Japanese aspects into the Opening Ceremony—in particular minyō odori 

(Japanese folk dance), which was originally used in matsuri.  But Takeda argued that the 

Japanese folk dance did not fit the Olympic Protocol.252   

Although the Olympic Committee did not include hakkō ichiu ideology in the 

Opening Ceremony of the Tōkyō Olympics, it nonetheless used the Tōkyō Olympics as 

an opportunity to reinforce nationalism and militarism.  Ogura Toshimaru, a Japanese 

sociologist, notes that the Olympic Committee brought elements of prewar culture back 

into society at this time.  For example, it used Shintō shrines and the Imperial Plaza as 

places where the torch runner carried the Olympic torch.  In this way, Shintō shrines and 

the Imperial Palace Plaza assumed national and local governmental status.253   

Second, the Olympic Committee expanded the roles of the emperor and the 

Japanese Self-Defense Forces (JSDF).  For example, the emperor, as the honorary 

president of Japan, declared the Olympic officially open and in so doing went beyond the 

role granted him by the Peace Constitution.  Members of the JSDF played music, 

including the “Kimigayo,” and a JSDF fighter plane drew the five-ring symbol of the 

                                                 
252 Kamekura Masanori, et al., “Zadankai :Orinpikku o dō enshutsu suruka [A Discussion: How Do We 
Represent the Olympics], ”  Asahi jānaru 5, no. 41 (1963): 40-45. 
253 Ogura Toshimaru, “Taishūdōin ni tsukawareta seika [The Olympic Torch Used for Mobilization of the 
Masses],” in Kimi ha Orinpikku o mitaka [Have You Seen the Olympics?], ed. Amano Keiichi (Tōkyō: 
Shakai Hyōronsha, 1998), pp. 176-77. 
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Olympics in smoke.254  This was also contrary to the Peace Constitution, which did not 

allow JSDF to play a national mission except in self-defense.  But in this way, the 

government attempted to change the mission of the JSDF from purely responsive to 

nationalistically proactive.      

 Examples of wartime elements in the Opening Ceremony are evident in the 

official film Tōkyō Olympiad, produced by Ichikawa Kon.  First is the use of the sun 

symbol; the film begins with a close-up of the sun that fills the screen, imaging Japan as 

the sun.  This draws on the wartime official films such as Nihon News No.1 and Tenjyō 

hōkō (Assistance for the Emperor), which described all local and national events 

commemorating the 2600th Anniversary of the Accession of the Emperor Jinmu. These 

films began with scenes in which the sun was rising.    

A second wartime element in Tōkyō Olympiad is evident in the scene in which the 

emperor declares the Olympic Games open.  But because the Opening Ceremony of the 

Tōkyō Olympics does not deploy the matsuri mythology, Ichikawa fails to produce hakkō 

ichiu ideology. Further, the Opening Ceremony in the film Tōkyō Olympiad is marked by 

Western modernization in the Japanese people's clothes, music, and the stadium 

architecture.  Also, in documenting the Opening ceremony, the film director paid a lot of 

attention to international representatives and the audience.  Therefore, although the film 

Tōkyō Olympiad revives certain wartime symbols, the image of Japan and its place 

among the nations of the world is predominantly humble and modern. 255  On the other 

                                                 
254 Hijikata Yoshio, “Chiantaisei kyōka no kōjitsu to shite [As a Pretext to Strengthen Peace and Orders],” 
in Amano, Kimi ha Orinpikku o mitaka, pp. 195-98.   
255 Kōno Ichirō, the Minister of Construction, wanted to have another director make a new film for 
Japanese audiences because he blamed this film for not showing the Hinomaru and the Japanese people.  
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hand, what neo-nationalists did bring to Expo ‘70 were the most influential wartime 

concepts: the unbroken imperial line, matsuri, and hakkō ichiu ideology.   

The Peace Constitution not only restricted matsuri, and hakkō ichiu ideology, and 

portraying the unbroken imperial line from Amaterasu to the present emperor, but also 

banned  portrayal of the emperor as a god.  The emperor system continued after World 

War II, but the emperor was no longer considered divine.  As per the Peace Constitution, 

he was defined as “the symbol of the people and the unity of the people, deriving his 

position from the will of the people.”256  Thus, Emperor Hirohito was not related to the 

gods, including Amaterasu and Jinmu.  The unbroken imperial line, in the postwar (non-

militaristic) context, meant only that the emperors descended in an unbroken imperial 

lineage from the first human emperor, Nintoku, in the early 5th century.257   

Because the wartime colonialist ideology of hakkō ichiu rested on the divinity of 

the emperor as the leader of the world, neo-nationalists needed to reestablish Amaterasu 

as the first in the unbroken imperial line in order to justify the emperor as a divine ruler.  

They also needed to connect Emperor Hirohito with the first legendary emperor, Jinmu, 

who represented hakkō ichiu, a symbolic leader of the Kōgun.   The current emperor, 

through his unbroken imperial line to Jinmu, would take on Jinmu’s role in actual 

practice and thereby become a militaristic ruler.   

                                                                                                                                                 
This caused a keen conflict between him and the film director. For this, see Amano Keiichi. "Supōtsu no 
mushōsei. Eiga no geijutsusei [Non-Politics of Sports: Esthetics of a Film],” in Amano, Kimi ha Orinpikku 
o mita ka?, pp. 219-21.     
256 John W. Dower, Japan in War & Peace: Selected Essays (New York: New Press, 1993), p. 278. 
257 There is scholarly debate on who was the first emperor in Japan. Ienaga Saburō claims that because the 
tomb of Emperor Nintoku is the oldest one discovered, he might be the first emperor.  For this see, Ienaga 
Saburō, Kentei fugōkakiu nihonshi [Japanese History, Which the Ministry of Education Did Not Approve 
for Use in the High School] (Tōkyō: San’ichi shobō, 1986), p. 18: Inoue, p. 15.  
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However, after World War II, American occupation authorities had disbanded 

State Shintō, the official wartime official religion, thus forbidding matsuri rites.  These 

bans were institutionalized as the separation of the state and religion in the Peace 

Constitution of 1947, prohibiting the government from deploying State Shintō in official 

ceremonies.  Banned also were purification rites, invoking the kami (gods), the use of 

sacred dance and Shintō vestments, divination practices, and symbols of State Shrine 

such as yorishiro (colorful streamers), banzai flags, and torii (Shintō shrine archways).  

Also, the emperor was banned from publicly performing Shintō rites.258  Thus the Peace 

Constitution changed the meaning of matsuri and secularized it as a festival where people 

honor their local communities and enjoy themselves.259  

To bring back hakkō ichiu ideology in Expo ‘70, neo-nationalists produced the 

Tower of the Sun and the Matsuri Plaza.  Although the Expo ‘70 theme was “Progress 

and Harmony for Mankind,” the Opening Ceremony was filled with militaristic images  

juxtaposed with harmonious elements, suggesting that the official theme was not really 

“Progress and Harmony for Mankind,” but hakkō ichiu. 

 

The Symbolic Geography of the Expo Site    

 One can examine the key theme of Expo ’70, “Progress and Harmony for 

Mankind,” by considering the physical layout of the Expo site.  Upon entering the Expo 

grounds, visitors came face-to-face with the 68-meter tall Tower of the Sun.  The tower’s 

                                                 
258 Noge Kazuki, “Sengo kokka girei no 'danzetsu' to 'renzoku' [Continuity and Discontinuity in Post-War 
National Rites],” in Kenshō: Kokka girei, 1945-1990 [An Inspection: National Rites, 1945-1990], ed. Noge 
Kazuki, et al., pp. 40, 146.   
259 Mark Teeuwen, “Jinja Honchō and Shrine Shintō, ” Japan Quarterly 8, no. 2 (1996): 185.  
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imposing vertical dimension was meant to symbolize the theme of Expo ‘70 as well as 

Japan’s past and future.   

 According to the official report Japan World Exposition Ōsaka, 1970, the 

subterranean level of the tower represents “The Past—the World of Origin.”  This 

depiction of origins and evolution is augmented by objects within the hollow interior of 

the tower: images of the ancient and primordial past (fossils, models of extinct animals, 

and masks from primitive cultures stretching upward in a line of evolution and progress).  

The official report states that the ground level represents “The Present—the World of 

Harmony,” and everything above ground, represents “The Future—the World of 

Progress.”260   

 Along the tower’s horizontal dimension, visitors were able to view the unbroken 

line of emperors.  On the front side of the tower, at the entrance to the Expo, is 

Amaterasu.  Her identity can be substantiated in several ways.  First, the tremendous 

height of the tower and the size of the figures it incorporates denote something that 

supersedes human.  The span of time indicated on the tower—from the farthest reaches of 

the past into the future—is beyond the lifespan of any mortal again, implying that the 

figure on the front of the tower is a god.   

                                                 
260 It is interesting to note that “harmony” is reserved for the present, a time in which Japan follows the  
Peace Constitution, while “progress” is slated for the future.  In light of the Cardinal Principles and the 
militarists’ goals, “progress” may require the imposition of an imperial Japanese army–if the emperor’s 
influence is not respected.  Following the logic of a peaceful Japan that had just experienced an 
unprecedented decade of economic growth, one would think that “progress” would represent the present, 
and on the basis of this progress, a harmonious future would follow as Japan spread the ideas of its Peace 
Constitution throughout the world.  But the militarists didn’t have this vision of Japan in mind. 
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 Second, the figure on the front of the tower (Amaterasu) clearly has an integrated 

body, with a sculpted face about two-thirds of the way up, whose nose, lips, and forehead  

protrude from what is otherwise a cylindrical structure.  Arms come out at right angles 

from the sides of the structure a little below the level of the face.  Curving red stripes 

running downward from the head suggest the form of a female body.  Contained within 

the body of the tower is the fecundity of generations of ancient cultures and life forms, 

also indicating that the figure on the front of the tower is female.   

Amaterasu is customarily the only female god portrayed in contemporary Japan, 

which is a strong indication that it is she who is represented on the Tower of the Sun.  But 

there are other factors that support this belief.  According to the classical mythological 

texts Kojiki and Nihonshoki, Amaterasu’s mother and father created the islands of Japan 

and then populated them.  But during World War II, the official story was that Amaterasu 

created the entire world. 261  Using this official story in the context of Expo ‘70, the body 

of the Tower of the Sun represents the whole world and its creatures.  

On the reverse facade of the tower (looking toward the inside of the Matsuri 

Plaza), is the Black Sun Face with the long green rays of the sun emerging from it.  The 

Black Sun Face appears to be a representation of Jinmu, Amaterasu’s spiritual 

descendant, the first in the line of emperors.  Because the symbolic Jinmu faces toward 

the inside of the Matsuri Plaza, where the current emperor as a living god presides over 

the opening of the Expo, there evolves a single unbroken imperial line from the gods (in 

the form of Amaterasu), to the first emperor, to the current emperor as the divine 
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embodiment.  Having used Amaterasu to establish the divinity of the emperor, she is then 

excluded from the Expo matsuri Opening and Closing Ceremonies.  The Matsuri 

demonstrates the power of the gods but Amaterasu faces outside of the Matsuri Plaza and 

cannot participate in the Expo matsuri.  

 To further establish the supreme importance of the emperor and to minimize the 

stigma of having a female at the head of the unbroken imperial line, the golden mask of 

the sun, a symbol of the emperor, was placed above Amaterasu at the very pinnacle of the 

Tower of the Sun.  Establishing the Black Sun Face as Emperor Jinmu provides even 

more conclusive evidence that the main body of the Tower of the Sun is Amaterasu, for 

Jinmu’s divine status as the first emperor derives directly from her image.  

 The case for the Black Sun Face as Jinmu is strong.  The face and the emerging 

rays are reminiscent of the Nisshōki (Japanese naval ensign) that was banned after World 

War II.  The Nisshōki does not have a face, while the Black Sun Face is a personification 

of a god.  Instead of the Nisshōki’s red circle and rays on a white background 

(representing the sun), the figure on the back of the Tower of the Sun, is a black circle 

with green rays on a white background.  Aside from the difference in colors, the Black 

Sun Face appears to be a thinly disguised image of the Nisshōki.  And since Jinmu is the 

symbolic founder of the Kōgun, to see the image of the Nisshōki is to see Emperor Jinmu.                

 Two more pieces of evidence establish the Black Sun Face as that of Emperor 

Jinmu.  First, the color black recalls the black military uniform Emperor Hirohito wore in 

the prewar era, which became a male ideal of virility for all Japanese men, including 
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soldiers and sailors in the Kōgun.262  Second, black symbolizes death.  By drawing on the 

wartime representation of the Kōgun, Taniguchi Senkichi, the film director of Expo‘70 

connects the emperor, the male audience, and the Black Sun Face, representing Emperor 

Jinmu, in the singing of “Kimigayo,” solidifying the Black Sun Face as a symbol of the 

Kōgun, in which the emperor and his soldiers shared a common fate: dying together.   

 

Background of Expo ‘70 

 In order to better understand the Opening Ceremony of Expo ‘70, I discuss the 

historical background between 1945 and 1970, and the social background of Expo 

‘70 including its planning, the previous literature about the Expo ‘70 theme, and the 

production of the film Expo‘70.   

Historical Background  

Between 1945 and 1970 when the Expo was held, progressive and conservative 

forces contested the symbolic definition of Japan.  These forces were brought into 

conflict by two contradictory policies of the American Occupation (1945-1952)—  

supervised by Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers (SCAP) led by General  

MacArthur.  These contradictory policies are democratization and neo-colonization, and 

these can be seen as a “Neocolonial Revolution” (per Dower).  On the one hand, during 

the first phase of their occupation (1945-1948) SCAP implemented “peace and 
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democracy” policies in Japanese society.263  These democraticized policies opened the 

way to a new citizen movement between 1960 and 1970.  On the other hand, to rebuild 

Japan as a fortress to halt the spread of Communism in Asia, SCAP retained the emperor 

system and the authoritarian wartime system.  This caused conservatives to revive 

wartime ideology by building a neo-nationalist movement.  Thus, at the time Expo ‘70 

was held these two forces were in battle.264    

First, to democratize Japan, in 1945 SCAP eliminated the state apparatus which 

directly supported militarism: the Kōgun (the Imperial Army and Navy of the emperor), 

State Shintō, and the oppressive Peace Preservation Law of 1925 which jailed persons 

who opposed governmental ideology.  SCAP also reformed the political economy by 

introducing laws dissolving the zaibatsu (family-controlled companies) which helped 

promote fascism.265  Next, in 1946, they enacted the Peace Constitution which  

democratized politics by introducing civil and human rights, including freedom of speech 

and of the press, equal rights for men and women, the right of assembly, and the right to 

organize unions.  In particular, the Peace Constitution helped to emancipate women from 

patriarchal oppression.  It granted women suffrage and abolished the old family law 

which permitted a male head of a household to control his female relatives in personal 

matters.  The Peace Constitution declared Japan’s abandonment of war and downgraded 

the emperor from a living deity to a “symbol of the State and the unity of the people.”   
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At the same time, SCAP retained the emperor system because they viewed it as  

the foundation of the Japanese psyche and culture.  They assumed that if they preserved 

the emperor system they could neocolonize Japan and that would help build American 

military hegemony in Asia.  So along with Emperor Hirohito and conservative leaders, 

SCAP published a “Rescript to Promote the National Destiny,” known as his “declaration 

of humanity,” in nationwide newspapers on New Year’s Day 1946.  In creating this 

rescript, Emperor Hirohito quoted from the five-article “Charter Oath” of 1868 

proclaimed by Meiji Emperor.”266  On the one hand, in this rescript Emperor Hirohito 

renounced his divinity and this helped him create a democratic image of himself.  On the 

other hand, in this rescript he stated he and his people had a relationship based on “trust 

and love” and even though Japan was defeated, this mutual relationship still remained.267  

Further, when readers connected this with his quote in the “Charter Oath,” it allowed 

them to think that since the rise of the nation-state, the emperor and his people had been 

united as a Japanese race.  This helped the emperor to remain a symbol which embodied 

Japanese historical and cultural continuity.  Further, conservative elites drew on Emperor 

Meiji’s tour of all parts of Japan early in the Meiji era and arranged for Emperor Hirohito 

to tour of all parts of Japan to popularize emperor worship.268  Emperor Meiji’s tour 

helped develop emperor worship among the populace because they did not know much 

about the emperor.  On the other hand, Emperor Hirohito’s tour helped create his image 

as a democratic emperor because Emperor Hirohito—who used to be a living god—
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communicated with the Japanese by smiling at them.  This was highly unusual, as the 

emperor customarily remained in the Imperial Palace in Tōkyō, and did not travel and 

communicate with the Japanese.  Thus, the “Rescript to Promote the National Destiny,” 

succeeded in mobilizing the Japanese to retain the emperor system, diverting public 

attention from the emperor’s war responsibility.  In May 1946, the Tōkyō trials 

prosecuted  wartime leaders in Kōgun and bureaucracy, but it did not prosecute Emperor 

Hirohito.   

In 1948, when Communism and national independence movements became 

influential in China and other Asian countries, SCAP changed earlier democratic reforms, 

in particular economic and labor regulations, to use Japan as American military base.  At 

that time, socialist and communist parties were influential in Japanese labor unions.  In 

1948, SCAP and the Japanese government conducted a “Red Purge” to eliminate this 

influence.  At the same time, they de-purged wartime bureaucrats, economic, army, and 

political leaders whom SCAP had purged at the early phase of the occupation.269  In 1948, 

SCAP started to promote economic recovery by drawing on elements of Japan’s wartime 

economic system.  This resulted in the creation of “bureaucratic capitalism” in which the 

state intervened in the industrial and financial sectors to stabilize the economy and 

promote growth.270  This “bureaucratic capitalism” reindustrialized Japan and created an 

economical miracle in the 1960s.  In 1950, the Japanese government established a modest 

rearmament under the guise of a police reserve force in which young de-purged Kōgun 
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officers dominated.  Thus, most wartime leaders returned to influential positions in the 

Diet (legislative body), government and business.  This led to the 1955 system in which 

the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP)—which consisted of members from wartime 

conservative parties— dominated the Diet and helped “bureaucratic capitalism.”  

Whenever these conservative elements encountered national crises, they stimulated 

nationalist movements, including Nihonjinron (discourse on Japanese people) and Nihon 

bunkaron (discourse on Japanese culture).271  This popular discourse succeeded in 

gaining support for the 1968 enactment of the Kigensetsu (National Foundation Day).  

This was a revival of “National Founding Day” which the Meiji government designated 

for commemorating  the founding of the Yamato government by Emperor Jinmu based 

on the classical mythological texts Kojiki and Nihonshoki.   

In the 1950s, Japanese activists developed the labor movement and the new 

citizen movements: the peace movement, and movements against pollution problems and 

the Vietnam War.272  The labor movement was led by activist workers in steel mills, coal 

mines, public and private railways, civil servants, and public and private schools who 

formed the General Council of Trade Unions of Japan (Sōhyō).  Allied with the leftist 

Socialist Party, they took the initiative with management in workplaces, insisting on 

wage bargaining and job safety.273  Allied with members in the Socialist and Communist 

parties, housewives and other citizens created the peace movement, which resulted in an 
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annual conference on the anniversary of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings.274  These 

forces and radical students were called the New Left and they united against the 1960 

US-Japan Security Treaty and the Vietnam War and against pollution problems.  This 

new politics challenged nationalism and by 1975 bore fruit with the emergence of 147 

“progressive local governments”—in which mayors or governors of leftwing parties 

headed governments—in cities, towns and prefectures, including major cities—Tōkyō, 

Ōsaka, and Yokohama.275     

Given suffrage and equal rights in education and occupation, women became a 

powerful force in society.  But from the 1950s through the 1970s, state bureaucrats and 

corporation leaders attempted to retain the old family system and control women’s 

reproductive forces to support existing political and economic arrangements.  After  

World War II, millions of soldiers and civilians returned from the former colonies and the 

population grew rapidly.  But because Japan suffered from scarcity of resources, state 

bureaucrats and corporation leaders considered overpopulation to have become a serious 

problem.  So to resolve this problem, in 1947 they enacted the Abortion Law which 

enabled women to gain legal abortions for economic reasons.276  But in the late 1950s 

when Japan’s economy stabilized and the birth rate began to decline state bureaucrats and 

corporate leaders feared a future labor shortage.  To avoid this problem, they became 

interested in the revision of the Abortion Law which would ban abortion for economic 
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reasons, still permitting it to reduce handicapped births.  They co-opted a nationalist new 

religion Seicho no Ie to propose the revision in the Diet.  In response, feminists from the 

New Left movement organized a huge mobilization against the revision of the Abortion 

Law.277   

 

Social Background of Expo‘70 

 Despite its obvious importance, no critics and scholars have analyzed the film 

Expo‘70, and few have paid critical attention to the Opening Ceremony and symbols of 

the Tower of the Sun.  Yoshimi Shunya, a scholar in cultural studies, has researched 

Japanese intellectual criticism from the 1970s and argues that neo-nationalist leaders 

succeeded in mobilizing the media, intellectuals, and the general populace to participate 

in Expo ‘70 on the basis that, it was an o-matsuri (festival) which people could enjoy 

without any religious connotations.  It can be said that the media gained support for Expo 

‘70 by diverting public attention from the real intentions of neo-nationalist leaders.278   

 The Tower of the Sun was designed by Okamoto Tarō, a radical painter, sculptor, 

and critic known for his production of murals, specifically the “Mural of the Sun” and the 

“Mural of the Moon.”  These murals earned him the International Architectural Grand 
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Prix of France in 1959.279  He explained the meaning of the Tower of the Sun, claiming 

that he had built a huge god statue connecting the origin of the world to the present.280       

 For many years after the Tower of the Sun was built, no scholars analyzed its 

symbolic implications.  But now a few critics have began to pay attention to its 

implications.  There are two conflicting analyses regarding the symbolic implications of 

the Tower of Sun.  Sawaragi Noi claims that the Tower of the Sun does not symbolize 

anything: instead, it is a void space, which denies the theme of Expo ‘70, “Progress and 

Harmony for Mankind.”281  On the other hand, Tsukahara Fumi argues that the Tower of 

the Sun describes the ritual in which, when a woman produces a baby, her neck is cut as a 

sacrifice for a god of matsuri; therefore, the red part of the Tower of the Sun symbolizes 

her blood, and its golden part symbolizes her head.   

 The governing elite had long dreamed of holding a world expo in Japan, dating   

back to 1889 in honor of the 2550th Anniversary of the Accession of Emperor Jinmu.  

But because at that time Japan was in an intensive process of modernization, the country 

failed to organize one.  The government planned to hold a world expo in 1912 to 

showcase the glory of Japan’s growing empire (in Korea and Taiwan), but financial 

difficulties caused its cancellation.  In 1936, the government decided to hold a Tōkyō 

World Expo in 1940 as one of the projects honoring the 2600th Anniversary of the 
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Accession Rite of Emperor Jinmu.282  The Committee of the 1940 Expo claimed that  

holding a world expo would bring people all over the world to Japan, and it could 

advance Jinmu’s founding spirit: hakkō ichiu (uniting the world under the emperor).  But 

because Japan’s war with China in 1938 caused diplomatic tensions, they cancelled the 

Expo.283   

 The Theme Committee chose “Progress and Harmony for Mankind” for Expo ‘70, 

because they believed that past occidental world exhibitions merely celebrated technical 

innovation and development, which were seen as a cause of “suffering and disorder” in 

the world.  As an alternative approach, they proposed to bring back the Japanese spirit, 

wa (oneness), as a bridge linking East and West.284                         

         Expo ‘70 was the first world exposition held in Asia.  Haryū Ichirō, Miyauchi 

Yoshihisa, and Yoshimi Shunya point out the similarity between the theme of Expo‘70  

and that of the planned 1940 Tōkyō World Expo.  The 1940 theme proposed to “achieve 

fusion of Eastern and Western civilizations, of world industry, and the promotion of 

international peace.”285 This wartime theme stemmed from the Cardinal Principles of the 

National Entity of Japan of 1937.286  The Cardinal Principles of the National Entity of 

Japan claims that Western culture—which symbolizes  progress and individualism—

caused “confusion and crisis” in Japan and the world.  On the other hand, Japanese 
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culture—which glorifies harmony—sublimated the technological emphasis of Western 

cultures.  Therefore, it proposed that Japan strengthen its own culture by uniting Western 

and Eastern cultures to bring about a world peace, namely through hakkō ichiu.287   

 The theme of Expo ‘70 draws on this World War II theme on several levels.  First, 

like the wartime theme, the 1970s theme promotes Japanese culture in a way that links 

East (Harmony) and West (Progress).  Second, the 1970s theme also proposes that 

Japanese culture is a solution to world problems.  Third, the 1970s theme, in adopting the 

above themes from wartime, implies hakkō ichiu ideology.  As Haryū and Miyauchi 

argue, Japan went to war in the name of hakkō ichiu.  This was clearly the case during the 

Fifteen Year War (1931-1945).  They also argue that in the name of “Harmony and 

Progress,” Japan supported the Vietnam War by giving America the use of its military 

facilities and land.288  Thus, the Expo ‘70 theme aims to deny Japan’s defeat in World 

War II and the discontinuity between wartime and postwar eras.289   

 The Theme Committee consisted of 18 members, including three novelists; a 

 critic; three economists, including the president of Sony Corporation and two directors of 

the Japan Economic Research Center; five academics, including Kaya Seiji, Chair and 

professor of Tōkyō University, Kuwahara Takeo, Vice Chair and professor of the Kyōto 

University, Tange Kenzō, professor of Tōkyō University; and Toyota Masataka, a 
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member of the House of Council, who was the Chief of the Ministry of Industry when the 

government planned the 1940 Tōkyō World Expo.290   

 During the Fifteen Year War, Tange was influenced by the Kyōto school of 

philosophy, which favored linking East and West to transcend the corruption of 

modernism.  He entered a contest for designing the Commemorative Hall of the 1940 

Tōkyō World Expo, and his proposed modern shrine style won first prize.291  Kuwahara 

Takeo and his group of assistant professors at Kyōto University—Umesao Tadao, Katō 

Hideyoshi, and Tada Michitarō—were in charge of drafting the basic concept of Expo 

‘70.  Collectively, they became known as the “new Kyōto school.”292    

 The theme pavilion, with its Tower of the Sun, was constructed to give direct 

expression to the theme “Progress and Harmony for Mankind.”293  According to the 

official report, the concept of harmony (Japan) is expressed by the symbols inside the 

Tower of the Sun.  Progress was expressed by the mid-air pavilion, which presented the 

mid-air city of the future.  The official record claims, “A World Exposition is a festival of 

people . . . .  A festival requires a ‘centripetal force’ ” which channels people along a path 

to a central gathering place.  The theme pavilion would serve this purpose; it 

“corresponds to the altar in a religious festival.”294  But there are two meanings of 

matsuri.  One is a festival in the modern non-religious sense.  Another is prewar matsuri, 
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in which the emperor presided as a national shaman.  Since the government sponsored 

Expo ‘70, its festival had to be non-religious because of the separation of religion and 

state in the Peace Constitution.295   

 The theme pavilion was constructed by Tange Kenzō and his group.  Tange 

designed the National Indoor Stadium for the 1964 Tōkyō Olympics.  For this design, he 

won the honor of the Diploma of Merit from the International Olympic Committee.  

Tange believed that each event needed its own unifying symbols, and he followed this 

belief when he planned the facilities at Expo ‘70.   

 At the center to the Expo site, Tange and his group created the shinboruzōn 

(symbol zone) which included the Theme Pavilions, the o-matsuri hiroba (Matsuri Plaza) 

and the Tower of the Sun.  Because Tange believed that Expo ‘70, as a world exposition, 

should be a festival in which people gather and combine their energy, wisdom, and 

creativity, he placed the Matsuri Plaza in the in the center of the Expo site.296  The most 

important structures were the Tower of the Sun, and the Theme Pavilion.  These 

structures symbolized the “the entire Exposition.” 297  These were designed by Okamoto 

Tarō and his group.  His design group included Komatsu Sakyo, a science fiction writer, 

and Mayuzumi Toshio, a musician.  In the 1980s, Mayuzumi organized the National 
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Congress for Protecting Japan, which aimed at revision of the Peace Constitution to allow 

for increased militarism.298                                                                                                                             

 Okamoto revealed something important when he appealed to the organizing 

council to change the name of the plaza from o-matsuri hiroba (The Festival Plaza) to 

matsuri hiroba (The Ritual Plaza), stating that a matsuri (ritual) is not an o-matsuri 

(festival) because matsuri is sacred and includes solemnity, but an o-matsuri includes 

merely fuzake (play).  Okamoto used the wartime meaning of matsuri (ritual).  Okamoto 

further argued that “The World Expo is matsuri to consume what we have . . . . after that 

we can accumulate more rich morale . . . . After a festival, a new world emerges . . . . ”299  

Here Okamoto touches on the liminality in matsuri, and he suggests that he wants to use 

the matsuri of Expo ‘70 as a turning point to change Japanese culture.300  This conflict 

suggests Okamoto included ritual elements in his design for the Tower of the Sun.  The 

Committee did not change the name, and thus, Okamoto’s nationalistic ambitions were 

not realized, at least in 1970.301     

 The Matsuri Plaza was used in the Opening and Closing Ceremonies, the National 

Special Day Ceremonies, and international events.  In 1969, the Foreign Ministry and 

others decided to invite countries of the world to participate in international events in the 

Matsuri Plaza.  In 1970, when the Conference of Commissioners General was held, the 
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producers and directors proposed to create a program “embodying the traditions of Japan 

that would be easily understood by both Japanese and foreign spectators.”  Their proposal 

resulted in a program—Matsuri in Japan—in which locals performed their festivals.  This 

program became the main event in the Plaza.  To accomplish it, the Expo Association 

officially requested each Prefecture to participate.302   

  On March 15, 1969, the Expo Association formally announced the planning 

committee for the Opening ceremony, with Suzuki Shun’ichi as its director and Uchiumi 

Shigenori as its vice-director and scriptwriter.  In the prewar period, Suzuki was in the 

Home Ministry, which supervised domestic affairs.  After the Peace Preservation Law of 

1925, this ministry suppressed any political activities—including labor and anti-

government movements—and even controlled the private matters of civilians.303  In the 

1980s, Suzuki belonged to the JDP and defeated a progressive candidate to become 

Tōkyō’s Governor.  He gradually ended the welfare programs that the previous 

progressive governor had developed.  Uchiumi Shigenori was a director of the 

Takarazuka Revue, which consisted of only actresses.  The revue helps to elevate the 

image of men and masculinity by featuring actresses who are more handsome than men 

play in highly idealized male roles.  During wartime, this Revue played an important role 

in presenting a glorified image of Japan and its empire.304  To plan the Opening ceremony, 
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the Planning Committee collected records about the opening ceremonies of other expos 

including those in Montreal and Brussels, and the Tōkyō Olympics.305    

 To promote a new national identity, the Expo Association at a cost of $339 

million, produced the official film of Expo ‘70.  This was a production of unprecedented 

scale and expense in the history of Japanese films, and the first film of a world exposition 

in history.  The Expo Association formed a committee of 20 people for the official film 

on July 12, 1968.  The chair was Kuwahara Takeo, and committee members included 

Okamoto Tarō; Tange Kenzō; Taniguchi Suketarō; four film producers, including the 

president of Newsreel Producers Federation—which was related to the wartime Japan 

News Company; two film critics, Iida Hitomi and Ōuchi Hideaki; and officials of the 

Ministries of Education, International Trade and Industry, and the Prime Minister’s 

Secretariat.  Under the leadership of Kuwahara, Okamoto, and Tange, the committee met 

seven times to discuss their basic policy of filmmaking and the credentials they expected 

for a producer and a director.  The committee decided that Expo‘70 should be presented 

“in such a way as to enable the public to recall what the Exposition was about, and at the 

same time to show a true picture of Japan and the Japanese to overseas countries.”306  The 

committee appointed Taguchi Suketarō as the general producer and Taguchi chose 

Taniguchi Senkichi as the chief director.  Taguchi’s Newsreel Producers Federation 

produced the official record of The Tōkyō Olympic Games of 1964 and produced the 
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preparatory films for Expo ‘70, including Expo‘70 News.  Taniguchi Senkichi was noted 

for production of virile action films.   

 Taniguchi began with the outline of the film’s themes in October 1969.  To clarify 

its central theme, he had several brainstorming meetings with Taguchi, novelists, writers, 

scriptwriter Okuyama Chōshun, and the Expo Association officials.  Taniguchi submitted 

his second manuscript to Kuwabara, the chair of the committee.  After Kuwabara 

approved it, Taniguchi submitted it to the Expo association.  The Expo Association 

approved it, but ordered him to revise the details several times.  This process shows that 

producing the film Expo‘70 was a collective project, not an individual one, and the Expo 

Association closely supervised the manuscript of the director.  The filming began with 

the Opening ceremony, and ended with the Closing Ceremony.  In total, 18,000 people 

worked on the film.  The director produced two versions of the film, one for public 

showing and another for permanent files.  He edited 50 hours of the film down to a final 

cut of three hours for domestic release.  In addition, Taniguchi produced a 27-minute 

segment of the prologue and Opening ceremony, and two-hour films in Japanese, English, 

French, and Spanish for donation to participating countries.   

 After the Committee previewed the film on March 15, 1971, the Expo Association 

held public previews in Tōkyō and Ōsaka, inviting 5,500 guests including the crown 

prince, princess, prime minister, and other officials.  In April 3, 1971, Expo‘70, along 

with a short documentary, Prologue to the Sapporo Olympic Games, was released 

throughout Japan.  The Expo Association asked the Ministry of Education and local 

educational bodies to distribute discount tickets to students in primary and middle schools.  
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The film became the most popular film in Japan in 1971.  As of the end of November 

1971, 4.1 million people had watched Expo‘70, of whom 2.5 million were students in 

primary and middle schools.307  Thus, the authorities invested considerable  talent, time, 

and money to produce the official film Expo’70, a film whose primary goal was to inspire 

nationalism. 

 

Analysis of the Opening Ceremony in the Film Expo ‘70  

 

The Prologue of the Opening Ceremony in the Film Expo‘70   

 In the prologue of the Opening Ceremony in Expo‘70, Taniguchi establishes the 

space of the Expo‘70 matsuri by organizing the people, the pavilions, symbols of harvest, 

and the Expo site around postwar imperial symbols: the Tower of the Sun.  First to the 

sound of drumming, including African and Japanese drums, he celebrates the good 

harvest and people’s lives by sequencing a close-up of happy faces of many different 

nationalities, ages, and sexes: an African man expressing joy for his crops, smiling faces 

of Middle Eastern women, a Japanese woman pressing her cheek against crops, a mother 

embracing her baby, a group of black children playing, and a Middle Eastern couple 

smiling at each other.  In the context of Shintō rite, the sound of drumming changes ke 

                                                 
307 Commemorative Association, 3: 347-54. 
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(the secular time) to matsuri, what Victor Turner has called liminal time (hare).308  

Connecting the sound of drumming, harvest, and the joy of life evokes matsuri.   

 Next, with a sudden burst of dynamite explosions, a helicopter transports Shintō 

priests to the Expo site.  They wear white clothing and hold a sakaki tree and sacred sake 

(rice wine)—elements for purification rites—thus indicating that they will purify the 

Expo site.  The ritual reaches a climactic mode as the film viewers hear the dramatic 

sounds of opera music.  Then the director shows the Golden Mask of the Sun being 

hoisted onto the framework of the theme pavilion.  Japanese construction workmen face 

the mask solemnly, while their female companions watch it with ecstatic smiles.  Finally, 

Taniguchi zooms in on the Golden Mask of the Sun and lingers on it for a while.  Thus, 

in the first section of the prologue, the director connects the matsuri, a purification rite, 

and the imperial system.  With this connection, he evokes the wartime hakkō ichiu 

ideology in which the emperor, as a ruler of food, rules the world.309   

 Moreover, in this section the film director shows mainly people of color in 

developing countries, not Caucasians.  Does this suggest that Japanese see themselves as 

people of color?  On the contrary, since Japan defeated Russia, the Japanese have seen 

themselves as white.  Taniguchi selects these people from the exhibits of photographs 

entitled the “Anonymous People Who Support the World,” which were collected from by 

61 nations.  These photographs were exhibited on the east side of the Tower of the Sun, 

along the walls of the passageway connecting the Main Gate and the Matsuri Plaza with 

                                                 
308 Regarding the function of a drum in the Shintō Matsuri see Tamio Tobe, Shin’pi no dōgu [Mysterious 
Means] (Tōkyō: Shin kigensha, 2001), pp. 180-81. 
309 Ōhnuki-Tierney, Rice as Self, p. 45. 
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the exterior wall of the subterranean exhibition floor.  His selection of photographic 

subjects coincides with the 1943 report entitled “Stages in the Enlargement of the Sphere 

of the East Asia Cooperative Body”—stages to achieve hakkō ichiu—comprised by the 

Ministry of Health and Welfare.310  In this report, all people in east, southeast, south 

central, and western Asia and the Middle East were considered eventually to be 

subordinate to the Japanese.  This suggests the director’s imperial bias: Japan held Expo 

‘70 at the end of the decade of its economic miracle, when it reentered the group of 

developed countries.  By placing people of color in developing countries in Japanese 

settings, Taniguchi shows that Japan sees itself as recapturing its place among 

neocolonial powers.  In this way, the director reveals that, as a developed core country, 

Japan wants to reestablish its colonial ties with developing countries. 

 Next, the director pans from several pavilions to the Tower of the Sun, to the 

pavilion consisting of five cylindrical structures arranged in the shape of the cherry 

blossom petals under the title “Japan World Expo‘70.”  After the bullet train takes us to 

the entrance of the Expo, Taniguchi focuses on the golden mask and shows the entire 

structure of the Tower of the Sun.311  In this way, Taniguchi begins with the prologue of 

the Opening Ceremony of Expo‘70, prominently displaying the postwar imperial symbols 

that represent the wartime hakkō ichiu ideology.  

 

                                                 
310 Dower, Japan in War & Peace: Selected Essays, pp. 272-74. 
311 Commemorative Association, 1: 180. 
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Kami Oroshi (Departure from the Ordinary World) of the Opening Ceremony in the Film 

Expo‘70 

 Taniguchi transports the audience from the ordinary world with the singing of the  

“Kimigayo” (the unofficial national anthem at that time).  In the context of Shintō, people 

invite gods to descend to the place where matsuri is held.  In the case of Expo ‘70, by 

attaching yorishiro (colorful streamers) to the roof of the Matsuri Plaza, neo-nationalists 

call imperial gods to the Matsuri Plaza.  These streamers are white, red, blue, yellow and 

purple—colors that stand for the imperial family.  Before analyzing the scenes of the 

“Kimigayo,” I will briefly discuss the way in which the fascist symbols of “Kimigayo” 

and Hinomaru were revived in the postwar era.   

In 1945, the American occupation authorities prohibited the government from 

using the “Kimigayo” and the Hinomaru as symbols of Japan because they saw them as 

powerful weapons for mobilizing the populace to total war.312  But after 1946, when they 

decided to preserve the emperor system as a means for keeping Japan from becoming 

communist, they changed their attitude towards the Hinomaru.  In 1947, when the 

American occupation authorities held the second National Athletics Tournament, they 

revived the Hinomaru as a symbol of Japan.313  But they continued to ban the flag of the 

imperial army, the Nisshōki.   

Because of American occupation ban, it was difficult for the government to revive 

the “Kimigayo” as a national anthem.  The singing of the “Kimigayo”—which celebrates 
                                                 
312 Kitamura Sayo and Amano Yasukazu, Hinomaru. Kimigayo ga hito o korosu [It Is the Hinomaru and 
the “Kimigayo” That Kill People] (Tōkyō: Shakai hyōronsha, 1999), p. 44. 
313 Sakamoto Kōjiro, Shōchōsei Tennōsei eno pafōmansu [The Performance of Transformation of the 
Imperial System into a Symbol of the State] (Tōkyō: Yamakawa shuppansha, 2000), pp. 13-40.  
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the reign of the emperor—inspired people during wartime to worship the emperor.  After 

the war it was generally accepted that the singing of “Kimigayo” celebrated the reign of 

the emperor and went against the Peace Constitution, which specifies that the people, not 

the emperor, rule Japan.  Starting in 1955, when the LDP first controlled the Diet, the 

government tried to re-establish the “Kimigayo” as the postwar national anthem.  In 

1958, the Ministry of Education required public school students to sing the “Kimigayo” 

by stating that, under the new constitution, sovereignty resides with the people, so the 

singing of the “Kimigayo” means celebrating the prosperity of the Japanese people, not 

the reign of the emperor.314  But because progressive forces had such a strong influence 

over academia and public schools, by the time Japan’s Expo was held, nationalist leaders 

had failed to reinstate the “Kimigayo” as a national anthem.   

 Now I turn to analyze the singing of the “Kimigayo” in the film Expo’70.  On the 

surface, Taniguchi shows a variety of people—men, women, and children—but does not 

focus on the imperial family.  In this way, he seems to construct the new meaning of the 

“Kimigayo.”  But when we apply Henrietta Lidchi’s concept that objects are “palimpsests 

of meaning,” we can see the original intents of the “Kimigayo” in this representation.  

According to Lidchi, once an object has a meaning, it “never completely loses [its] 

original meaning” even if, over time, the object acquires another layer of meaning.315  

Following Lidchi’s insight on objects, I see the “Kimigayo” as “palimpsests of meaning” 

and am going to decode what the film connotes in the singing of the “Kimigayo.”  The 

                                                 
314 Kitamura and Amano, p. 96. 
315 Henrietta Lidchi, “The Poetics and the Politics of Exhibiting Other Cultures,” in Representation: 
Cultural Representations and Signifying Practices, ed. Hall Stuart (London: Sage Publications, 1997), p. 
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words of the “Kimigayo” and the scenes of the film to which they are applied revive the 

original meanings, but in a postwar disguise.  Those words are  

May you reign for thousands of years.  

Rule on, my lord till what pebbles now.  

Shall become mighty rocks. 

On whose venerable sides the moss shall grow. 316    

To the words “I pray, my lord, your reign over Japan lasts for thousands of years,”  

Taniguchi zooms in on the Black Sun Face.  In the background, we see colorful streamers 

in the sky.  Next, the director slowly moves back from the Black Sun Face, and the film 

audience sees the Black Sun Face and in the foreground, the emperor, his family, and the 

whole orchestra that plays the song.  Then we see the Hinomaru flag rising up the 

flagpole as the crowd watches.   

 By beginning the “Kimigayo” with the camera focused on the Black Sun Face—a 

representation of Emperor Jinmu, Taniguchi recreates the fascist perspective on Japan’s 

mythical history that Emperor Jinmu founded Japan.  Further, by connecting Emperor 

Jinmu and the current emperor, the director establishes the male unbroken imperial line 

from Emperor Jinmu to Emperor Hirohito.  Finally, the director connects the emperors to 

the audience with the rising of the Hinomaru. 

                                                 
316 Author’s translation based on Yukihisa Suzuki, “National Anthem,” in Reischauer, Kōdansha 
Encyclopedia of Japan, 5: 336. 
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 Next, to the words  “Rule on, my lord, till what pebbles now/Shall become mighty 

rocks,” the film director shows the emperor, a group of men, and the Hinomaru, in that 

order, implying the common fate for the emperor shared by soldiers in the Kōgun.   

 To the words, “Rule on, my lord,” Taniguchi centers on the imperial family, with 

views of the audience in the background.  Next, he focuses on close-ups of the imperial 

family, and we see Emperor Hirohito in the center, on his left stands Empress Nagako, 

and farther to the left stands the emperor’s younger brother and his wife, the Prince and 

Princess Mikasa.  On the emperor’s right stand the Crown Prince Akihito and Princess 

Michiko.  By presenting two generations of royal couples and their branch families, 

Taniguchi symbolically constructs the unbroken line of imperial rulers.  And by showing 

them with the audience, he is able to construct a scene in which the audience calls to the 

emperor, “Rule on, my lord.”   

 To the words “till what pebbles now shall become mighty rocks,” the director 

shows a group of Japanese men in the audience, zooming in on their upper bodies as they 

watch the Hinomaru ascending the flag pole.  These men are in their fifties or older: a 

similar age to Emperor Hirohito (69 years old), which means they shared wartime with 

him.  Their clothing is also similar.  Emperor Hirohito wears glasses and a black coat 

with a gray muffler, and so does Prince Mikasa, who was a general in the Kōgun.  

Likewise most of the men in the audience wear similar glasses and black coats with 

mufflers.  The director also catches the way they look at the Hinomaru: they stand 

upright with their faces stiffened.  He films the faces of these men so we see them as 

individuals.  And yet, the stark similarity of their clothing, age, and posture obscures their 
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individual characteristics.  In this way, Taniguchi shows the men singing the “Kimigayo” 

as a group closely tied to the emperor, not as individuals.   

 With this representation of men, Taniguchi draws on the way that wartime mass 

media showed members of the Kōgun.  As Kashiwagi Hiroshi notes, because the prewar 

image of the emperor was an ideal for men, portraits and pictures of soldiers in the Kōgun 

were modeled after the emperor.317  Similarly, the film director selects men who resemble 

the emperor and shows them with the emperor, in a newly imagined community in which 

the emperor in age and clothing and men are bound by a common fate.   

 Finally, we see the Hinomaru fluttering in the sky, a device with which Taniguchi 

connects the emperor, civilian men, and the Hinomaru.  But because the Hinomaru had 

stood in for the Nishoki, the connotation is that the emperor and his public are united in 

working for colonial goals, and that, in turn, leads to another important connotation.  

During wartime, men were the direct contributors to Japan’s empire building, and, 

likewise, men in the postwar have continued to contribute themselves to the building of 

“bureaucratic capitalism” with the emperor, until it “become[s] mighty rocks.”   

 To the words “On whose venerable sides the moss shall grow,” the film director 

presents Japanese members of a newly imagined community who will work for the nation.  

They are members of the audience in Expo ‘70, ranging from a boy to various classes and 

statuses of ordinary men and women, who watch the raising of the Hinomaru from an 

elevated viewing stand.  Taniguchi pans from an aged couple to a man holding his boy on 

his shoulders, to a working class man wearing a cap, to several young men to a woman’s 
                                                 
317 Kashiwagi, pp. 145-48. 
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calves, to a middle-aged woman wearing an ordinary kimono, then he zooms in on the 

tense features of a middle-aged man—a member of the Expo construction crew—wearing 

work clothes displaying the Expo emblem.   

 By showing such a wide variety of people, the director builds patriotic sentiment 

among film viewers, encouraging them to sing the “Kimigayo.”  The singing of the 

“Kimigayo” ends with a long close-up of the Hinomaru fluttering in the sky.  Taniguchi 

artfully connects people from every sector of Japanese life, implying that all citizens 

work together for the state.  Thus, through a careful selection of images and the use of 

words of the “Kimigayo,” the film director is successfully able to revive the prewar 

meaning of the “Kimigayo,” in which the emperor and his subjects share a common fate 

and cooperate with each other to advance Japanese nationalism.   

 

Kami Asobi (Liminal Stage) of the Opening Ceremony in the Film Expo‘70  

 Neo-nationalists in Expo ‘70 conducted a liminal ritual in the Opening Ceremony 

to revive hakkō ichiu ideology.  There were several reasons for this.  First, the older 

generations, who experienced the war, were familiar with this ideology and its symbols; 

they were able to relate to the divine imperial system in the wartime era.  As a result, the 

Opening Ceremony ritual enabled them to erase the memory of their defeat and to 

recover their honor.  But because children raised on postwar textbooks had not been 

exposed to wartime myths and the symbols of hakkō ichiu, those younger than their mid-

thirties were unfamiliar with these symbols.  By presenting hakkō ichiu ideology, neo-
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nationalists attempted to shape a new national identity for the younger generation and to 

revive a wartime identity for the older generation.  Taniguchi understood the  

nationalists’ aim of the Opening Ceremony and focused on the way that the ceremony 

could subtly bring back hakkō ichiu ideology.  

 The liminal stage of the Opening Ceremony breaks down into two parts.  The 

hero of the first part is the emperor, while the hero of the second part is the crown prince.  

In the first part, by using the parade of flag bearers from participating countries, neo-

nationalists structured the relationship between Japan and other countries in the world 

and declared a continuation between the wartime and postwar eras.  The second part uses 

matsuri and creates a liminal stage.  Neo-nationalists also created a new imagined 

community by having the crown prince (the next emperor), instead of Hirohito (the 

current emperor), play the role of a shaman in the Expo matsuri.  Why did nationalists 

not make the emperor play a role of a shaman in the second part?  There were several 

reasons for this.  First, neo-nationalists wanted to avoid direct confrontation with 

progressive forces because matsuri involves religious elements, which violate the 

separation of religion and state in Article 20 of the Peace Constitution.  Thus, neo-

nationalists did not make the emperor a shaman.  When Expo ‘70 was held, the issue of 

the separation of religion and state was hotly debated between conservative and 

progressive forces.  For example, in 1965, citizens of Tsu City of Mie Prefecture sued the 

mayor who paid public money to local priests who performed a jichinsai (ground 

purification ceremony) when the city built a gymnasium.  The citizens claimed that 
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paying public money to Shintō priests was unconstitutional.318  Second, as I have 

mentioned earlier, progressives were critical of Expo ‘70 because its theme had elements 

of hakkō ichiu.   

 The first part of the Opening Ceremony is about domination—which expresses 

the military relationship between Japan and other countries in the world.  On the other 

hand, the second part creates unity through matsuri.  If the emperor had been a hero in 

both parts, the critics would have objected to the commingling of religion and state.   By 

using the crown prince, neo-nationalists avoided this controversy, while they latently 

claimed that, under the future emperor (the crown prince), Japan would once again 

become a strong, virile, and militaristic country.   

          The first part presents a hierarchal relationship between Japan and participating 

countries by using a parade of female hostesses to represent those countries, while 

Japanese men in military uniforms carry the flags of each participating county.  The flag 

bearers were not an official branch of the Japanese military, but members of the 

Associate Guard Corps.  Nevertheless, the symbolic meaning is clear.  Participating 

countries are not allowed to carry their own flags, and female representatives of 

participating countries wear exotic fashionable costumes, displaying their sexuality and 

femaleness.   

          We can see in the relationship between flag bearers and hostesses the characteristic 

of “reverse Orientalism,” which is Japan’s gendered colonial discourse.  The defeat of 

World War II and the American occupation made neo-nationalists feel that Japan had 
                                                 
318 Hardacre, Shintō and the State, 1868-1988, pp. 149. 
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been feminized.  So to regain their male pride, Taniguchi feminizes other countries and 

creates a counter identity for the old men by showing Japan symbolically conquering the 

world through the parade of its flag bearers.319   

 Taniguchi begins the parade with Canadian hostesses, then continues with 

hostesses from Korea, America, and Taiwan.  According to the official record, the order 

of countries in the parade was arranged in accordance with the order in which they 

registered for participation in Expo ’70.  But because the director shows that Japanese 

men lead hostesses of earlier colonies (Korea and Taiwan), he successfully evokes the 

memory of Japan’s wartime empire.  America was Japan’s former occupier, but the order 

of the parade symbolically reverses roles.  The director’s colonial bias is supported by the 

representation of Canadian hostesses.  After they say “Hello!” in their native tongue, the 

director shows the emperor in the royal box.  This makes the hostesses look as if they 

have called a greeting to the emperor.  Further, Taniguchi shows Japan’s ambition to 

unite the world under the emperor when Japanese female hostesses represent the United 

Nations by carrying its flag and issue the greeting konnichiwa (Hello! in Japanese).  

Japanese is not one of the five official languages of the United Nations, so greeting gives 

the audience an impression that Japan represents the United Nations, suggesting Japan’s 

desire for leadership of the world.   

 As the narrator intones: “Under the theme of progress and harmony, 77 counties, 

and 10 cities,” we see a panoramic view, in which flag bearers (Japanese men in military 

uniforms) and hostesses of participating countries assemble at the Matsuri Plaza, facing 
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the royal box in which the imperial family is seated.  A Japanese man carrying the 

Hinomaru flag stands in front of the assembled flag bearers, and behind him stand 

Japanese men carrying the flags of the other participating nations.  Behind them are all 

the hostesses.   

 After the Japanese man carrying the Hinomaru lowers his flag, others lower their 

flags.  Then, to a storm of applause, Emperor Hirohito slightly bows and looks around at 

the crowd.  Finally, as he straightens up, the lead Japanese man raises his flag staff, and 

the Hinomaru flag unfurls.  The others follow by raising their flags in unison.   

 Here the film symbolizes Japan’s conquest of the world.  During wartime, 

Japanese soldiers were expected to protect the Nisshōki with their lives.  As this 

ceremony shows, a flag represents a nation’s honor.  Showing Japanese men carrying the 

flags of participating nations, suggests that those nations are in Japan’s hand.  Also, the 

director draws on the wartime representation of military reviews in which the front 

soldier lowered his rising sun flag to welcome the emperor and then raised it to show his 

respect for him.320  Replicating the wartime military review also evokes the memory of 

Emperor Hirohito as a marshal in the Kōgun to the older generation of Japanese.  This 

allows the ceremony to establish Emperor Hirohito as a colonial leader.  Then after 

Emperor Hirohito bows slightly to the audience, the flag bearers raise their flags.  In this 

way Taniguchi suggests his acceptance of this position.   

 Next, we hear the song Expo’ 70 sanka (The Praise of Expo ‘70).  Its words are  

                                                 
320 I obtained this information after I saw fifty Nihon News and military reviews in Asahi World News.  
See in particular, Asahi World News no. 277, no. 304, and Nihon News no. 22, no. 43, and no. 47.   
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 Raise up your eyes to look up at the sky,  

 Raise up your eyes to look up at the sky,  

 And you will see the light of the sun.  

Let’s call forth the future by looking up at the sky.  

 Let’s call forth the future here.   

  

 Be full of today’s light in the World.  

 Grow tomorrow’s power. 

 If you come here by stepping on the road of star light,  

 The world will be full of hope. 

 Let’s call forth the future here. 

 Let’s call forth the future here. 

 On a denotative level, this song praises the sun by stating that it is the life source 

of people; the song encourages participants to bring the sun to the Matsuri Plaza.  As I 

have discussed earlier, Expo ‘70 represents the imperial system and the emperor as sun 

symbols.  If the emperor is indeed the sun, this song might be telling us that because the 

emperor is the life source of the people, let’s make the world happy by making him our 

leader.   

  During the song, Taniguchi shows boy scouts and girl scouts raising the 91 flags 

of the participating countries and international cities, and a man tolls the United Nations 
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Bell, heralding the opening of the matsuri.  Next, the Expo ‘70 president receives the 

World Exposition Flag.  The director next shows imperial streamers, attached to the roof 

of the Matsuri Plaza, fluttering in the sky; and it ends this section by associating the 

imperial streamers with the words “Progress and Harmony for Mankind” running across 

an electric scoreboard, suggesting that the entire audience participate in matsuri and 

revere the imperial gods.  

 Taniguchi focuses next on speeches by the prime minister, the president of Expo 

‘70, and two other officials.321  As the male master of the Opening Ceremony exclaims, 

“Greetings! Prime Minister Satō Eisaku,” the prime minister stands on the central stage, 

and faces the royal box, which is about one meters above the level of the central stage.  

He looks up at the emperor and slowly and deeply bows, putting his hands on his thighs 

and, from far off we see the back of his head.  This deep bow to the emperor evokes the 

wartime image of the emperor as the sovereign of the state, when the prime minister 

merely served as his assistant.  During wartime, in accordance with the etiquette book 

published by the Education Ministry, people were instructed to bow to the emperor in the 

same way that the prime minister did.322  But after the war, this etiquette was renounced 

and no longer practiced.  We hear loud applause as the director shows the emperor, and 

then goes back to the prime minister.  This applause also allows us to understand that the 

audience accepts the way that the prime minister treats the emperor as a sovereign.   
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 The prime minister then makes his speech to the emperor: “Today, political and 

economic adjustments alone are not enough for the maintenance and strengthening of 

peace among nations.  There is increasing need for deep mutual understanding and trust 

between different regions and peoples in cultural matters.”  Next, President Taizō 

Ishizaka of Expo ‘70 states: “Our desire is to perform the part of an observation platform 

[sic] to search for paths for the future of mankind in this world of today when mankind is 

urged to face, study and hopefully solve various crucial problems.”  Then he states: “Let 

people from all over the world gather together at the Matsuri Plaza, and talk about the 

future of mankind as we enjoy the matsuri.” 323   

 Here the Expo ‘70 President proposes to resolve the problems of the world by 

using Japanese culture, in particular a wartime matsuri.  His proposal has significant 

connotations when we link it to the image of the earlier presentation of Emperor Hirohito 

as a marshal.  In the wartime matsuri, the emperor was a living god as well as a head 

shaman to rule the matsuri: on the other hand, his subjects swore their loyalty to him by 

participating in the matsuri.  Therefore, having a wartime matsuri at the Matsuri Plaza 

means having the audience swear their loyalty to the emperor, while it presents the 

emperor as a god and ruler of the world.   

 Next, the chair announces, “We will now receive a message from the emperor in 

honor of the Opening Ceremony of Expo ‘70.”  As the Expo chairman introduces the 

emperor, he treats the emperor more politely than he treats the prime minister, and this 

                                                 
323 Commemorative Association, 2: 31.  Although English version of translates matsuri as a festival, but I 
use the word of matsuri to be consistent with my argument on matsuri.     
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polite treatment suggests that the emperor is the sovereign.  The emperor addresses the 

crowd: “It gives me great pleasure that the Japan World Exposition with the theme of 

‘Progress and Harmony for Mankind’ will be held here with so much cooperation by 

many countries of the world.  I express my warm congratulations on the opening of the 

Exposition, and sincerely hope for its success.”324   

 As the emperor ends his speech, a loud fanfare is played by the JSDF Band, 

followed by a burst of three cannonades.325  Next, two heavy artillery appear in the 

background and the one in the rear fires; then the foreground artillery fires, smoke rising  

from its barrel.  The burst of cannonades brings this portion of the Expo to a stunning 

climax, as it signifies the ideology behind the film itself: a revival of militarism.  Thus, 

by combining the image of the emperor as a colonial leader with Japan’s military might, 

Taniguchi attempts to reverse the hierarchy in the world and the memory of Japan’s 

defeat.   

 The film goes on to the second part of the Opening Ceremony, in which both 

Japanese and foreign children and hostesses enjoy matsuri under the banner of the crown 

prince.  This section has four segments.  In the first segment, by transforming the Expo 

space and time into liminal space and time through the use of wartime matsuri ritual and 

myth, neo-nationalists make the crown prince the shaman of the matsuri.  In the rest of 

the segments, children play important roles to lead the festivities.  Why did neo-

nationalists use children here?  First, they did this to disguise their intentions about the 
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future of Japan.  Second, they did it to create “communitas,” because by having children 

lead the matsuri, they could reverse the roles of children and hostesses.  Third, they did it 

to appeal to the younger generation, who could identify with them.  In the second 

segment, neo-nationalists represented the future of Japan by displaying a huge robot 

operated by computers—symbolizing Japan’s economic might—and with the children’s 

military march, this symbolized Japan’s future military might.  At the climax of the 

matsuri, children and hostesses danced together, blurring the boundaries of their ages and 

nations.  At the end, by having a girl scout give the emperor a bouquet, neo-nationalists 

made a connection between the emperor and the younger generation.  

 The second part begins with a scene in which the crown prince presses a button, 

and five huge balls molded with the Expo ‘70 emblem and dangling from the 30 meters 

high ceiling burst open, releasing an intense snow of colorful confetti and origami (paper) 

cranes overhead in the Matsuri Plaza, changing its space and time from ordinary to 

liminal.  According to the official record, these cranes were produced by first grade 

children in the public elementary schools of Ōsaka.326  Next, the director shows various 

fountains and sprays of water in the pool set in the Matsuri Plaza. 

 Thus, the crown prince initiates the matsuri.  This section reveals significant 

meanings if we consider the Shintō idea of paper, an association of origami cranes, and 

the “the descent of the sun goddess’s grandson to earth” mythology.  First, paper cranes 

and water are means of purification for the matsuri.  Using them marks off ordinary Expo 

space and time as sacred.  While paper cranes are considered toys, they have another 

                                                 
326 Ibid., 3: 2, 25. 
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meaning: once people fold the paper and breathe life into it, they give spirit to the paper.  

Second, legends claim that once cranes brought fertile heads of rice to Japan, Japan could 

then grow rice on its own.  As a result, cranes are believed to bring harvest, happiness, 

long life and peace.327  Therefore, origami cranes have magical power to bring these 

same valued things, and their use in the Opening Ceremony produces happiness in the 

Matsuri Plaza.  Finally, when we connect these cranes with the crown prince, we say that 

he brings matsuri.  This is also supported by “the descent of the sun goddess’s grandson 

to earth” mythology.  When Amaterasu sends her grandson to Japan, he transforms a 

barren land into a fertile rice land, thus suggesting that the emperor is the ruler of the rice 

soul who has power to bring the harvest.  By replicating this mythology, the director 

attempts to transform the image of the crown prince from Honorary President of the 

Japan Expo into the future head shaman.  As the Cardinal Principles of the National 

Entity of Japan claims, by participating in the festival, which the emperor performs as the 

head shaman of State Shintō, the emperor and his subjects are united to each other as a 

family.328   

 The transition from ordinary time and space to sacred time and space is also 

marked by a changing of music from loud to soft and by showing the classroom in a 

public school.  As we see a girl and two boys making paper cranes at their desks, a 

female announcer says, “What prayers (inori) do children breathe into their paper 

                                                 
327 Noguchi Takehiko, “70-nendai no kimyōna hakuchūmu [The Strange Daydream of the 
70s),” Asahi jānaru, 6.28 (1970): 32-37. 
 
328 Gauntlett, pp. 88, 102-3. 
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cranes?”  This phrase suggests that the government would bring matsuri into the public 

school system.   

 Then Taniguchi connects the matsuri space and time with a huge robot and a 

children’s marching band.  As the robot appears in the Matsuri Plaza and faces the royal 

box, he says, “My name is Deme, and I am 14 meters tall and weigh 50 tons,” then he 

spouts mist from his mechanical frame, and from his legs and arms emerge boys and girls, 

members of a marching band, dressed in red and white uniforms and white caps, the  

Japan’s national colors, and the children begin to play musical instruments.   

 Deme represents Japan’s advanced capacity for achieving high technology.  He  

also represents Japan’s potential military might.  In front of Deme, children are marching 

as little soldiers.  These little soldiers have a significant connotation when one combines 

them with the crown prince.  The crown prince stands in for the emperor.  The current 

emperor cannot be represented as a head shaman in the Expo matsuri because of the 

separation of religion and state in the Peace Constitution.  So this image is transferred to 

the future emperor, the crown prince.  By tying the crown prince to the marching children, 

the director allows us to understand what the future of Japan looks like: when the crown 

prince becomes the emperor, he will govern religion and Japan will be militaristic.  After 

the children’s march, we see the emperor, with his family members, clap his hands from 

far off.  

 Then the ceremony proceeds to the matsuri, in which domestic and international 

children and hostesses dance.  On a denotative level, the ceremony gives us the 

impression that children, and hostesses, and participants from different countries enjoy 
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the matsuri and create harmony among each other.  But on a connotative level, the film 

director reprises the wartime ideology—hakkō ichiu.  First, as they descend from the 

special stage to the Matsuri Plaza, foreign and Japanese girls carry rings of cherry 

flowers—symbols of Japan’s national flower—thus suggesting all participants belong to 

Japan.  Also, the rings of cherry flowers symbolize harmony.  Next, we hear the chorus 

Expo‘70 for Children: “Saita hiraita” (Flowers Grow and Bloom).  The words of the song 

are: 

            Flowers grow and bloom,  

 Thus making harmony.  

 Harmony of wisdom, harmony of love,  

 And harmony of mind.  

 We all make harmony. 

  

            Flowers grow and bloom,  

 Thus making harmony.  

 We clap our hands furiously  

 For Japan’s Expo ’70.  

 As they sing, holding rings (wa) of flowers, Japanese and foreign girls form   

circles, intimating that both the Japanese and other people of the world live in harmony.   

Then as we hear the rhythmical chanting “Wassoi, wassoi!,” foreign and Japanese boys 
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appear carrying portable shrines.  They wear white towels wrapped around their heads 

and happi coats with the Expo ‘70 emblems on the back.  The portable shrines and happi 

coats are in five colors: blue, yellow, red, white, and green.  On the top of each shrine, an 

Expo emblem is printed in white.  The center of each Expo emblem is a red circle 

surrounded by the five petals of a cherry flower, a symbol of Japan.  According to the 

official report, a red circle stands for the rising sun—unofficially Japan’s national flag at 

the time—and it also stands for man’s aspiration for development: the five petals 

representing the five continents of the world, advancing the hope that all countries be  

hand-in-hand in Expo ‘70.329  But indeed this emblem embodies the wartime ideology 

hakkō ichiu.  That is because in the emblem, the rising sun is in the center, surrounded by 

five continents, thus suggesting that Japan is at the center on the five continents.   

Is this an o-matsuri (festival) or a matsuri (ritual)?  When we connect the portable shrines 

and the image of the crown prince as the head shaman of matsuri, we can say this is a 

matsuri (ritual) for the following reason.  In the Shintō ceremony, after shrine officials 

carry down a deity, they place it into a portable shrine.  In the ceremony, boys carried 

portable shrines in which to place imperial gods onto the Matsuri Plaza, celebrating the 

imperial family.  

 The boys zigzag through the Matsuri Plaza, creating a sensual mood.  This mood 

unites everybody under the symbols of hakkō ichiu.  Next, girls appear wearing dark blue 

uniforms carrying red and blue fans in their hands.  The fans are in the shape of a cherry 

blossom’s petal.  Then Taniguchi shows a close up of the excited faces of the boys 

                                                 
329 Commemorative Association, 1: 66-67. 
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carrying a portable shrine.  Next, we see portable shrines in the center and around them 

the children of the marching band act as if they are protecting the shrines.  Then the 

director takes us to a scene in which the children make circles and dance to the royal box, 

where the emperor stares into empty space, and other members of the royal family watch 

the show cheerfully.  To the words “Even though we belong to different nations,” in the 

Expo song: Sekai no hiroba de (In the Plaza of the World), hostesses of the participating 

countries join the children.  The words of the song are: 

 Let’s talk together at the Plaza of the world.   

Let’s talk together about the dream of the world   

Happy people have come to the Senriga hills  

All the people in the world   

 

Let’s dance at the Plaza of the world  

Let’s dance with people from all over the world 

Even though we belong to different nations  

If we join our hands together,  

We feel warm to the bottom of our hearts. 

 This music carries us into a series of shouts of joyous participants: boys and girls 

of the marching band playing and hostesses walking hand in hand with children, while 

animal mascots are forming a circle.  All participants enjoy the Expo matsuri, blurring 
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the boundaries of their different nations and ages.  All participants smile and share 

feelings as if they were united under the symbol of the Expo’s Emblem, a symbol of 

hakkō ichiu.   

 Then Taniguchi combines this scene with the audience on the elevated viewing 

stand, and a man wearing Expo’ construction clothes wipes tears from his eyes.  In one 

smooth movement, Taniguchi unites participants and the audience and creates a 

“communitas,” in which they feel as if they are equal under the head shaman, the crown 

prince.  When the matsuri mood reaches its climax, an intense snow of white confetti 

again showers down from the Grand Roof over the audience at the Matsuri Plaza, 

intensifying the time and space of liminality.  Then Taniguchi ends Expo matsuri by 

establishing the emperor as the head shaman of Expo ‘70.   

 In the following scene, in which Japanese and foreign children, matsuri 

participants, give bouquets to prestigious guests, the director focuses on the emperor.  

The emperor does not notice when a Japanese girl carries a bouquet to him.  Then a film 

viewer sees how the emperor is surprised when she hands him the bouquet: after he 

receives it, he smiles at her and talks to her in a gentle manner.   

 This scene has an important implication.  Although the girl has sworn to be loyal 

to the crown prince through matsuri, now she hands the emperor a bouquet.  This allows 

the director to metaphorically transfer the role of shaman in the Expo matsuri from the 

crown prince to the emperor.  Taniguchi emphasizes this transfer with a sequential piece 

of camera work.  First, all the participants in the Matsuri Plaza face the royal box and 

give the emperor a big hand.  So does the entire audience.  In response to the cheers, the 
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emperor tips his hat.  Then all the hostesses of participating countries wave back to him.  

Because Taniguchi structures the climax of Expo as if the emperor were the presiding 

shaman, he is able to present a scene in which the emperor and all participants are united 

and all participants symbolically swear to be loyal to him.330  Then the director stops the 

intense snowfall of white confetti.  Viewers see a European boy give bouquets to older 

Japanese members of the older audience, yet another example of “reverse Orientalism.”  

Here, a boy of European ancestry, the former semi-colonizer of Japan, serves the 

Japanese, suggesting that now America and European countries are serving Japan.  As we 

listen to the sound hyū, we see the white letters of Expo in the blue sky, created by fighter 

planes of the JSDF.  Next, the film director shows hostesses of participating countries 

leaving the Matsuri Plaza and zooms in on their ecstatic faces, suggesting a liminal stage.  

Then Taniguchi pans back from the whole site of the Japan World Exposition, to the 

Golden Mask at twilight, to the Tower of the Sun in the morning.  Thus, panning from the 

Golden Mask to the Tower of the Sun, he creates the unbroken imperial line and leaves 

us in the liminal space established by this imperial system. 

 

Gender Analysis of the Opening Ceremony in the Film the Expo‘70  

 Gender in the film Expo‘70 parallels the representation of gender epitomized in 

the Tower of the Sun: Amaterasu as a cultural symbol of the state and the emperors as 

agents to administer Japan.  More significantly, male images in the film Expo‘70 are 

violent and militaristic.  Cynthia Enloe argues that “nationalism has sprung from 
                                                 
330 Gauntlett, pp. 88, 102-3. 
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masculinized memory, masculinized humiliation, and masculinized hope.”331  Likewise, 

male images in the nationalist film Expo‘70 spring from the memory of defeat in World 

War II, emasculation due to the American occupation, and emancipation from these 

traumas by reprising wartime male images.  In the analysis of gender in the film Expo‘70, 

I want to focus on three examples that can be seen in terms of the reemergence of 

wartime masculinity and fraternal bonds.  Examples of this appear in the following 

scenes (1) the scene of the singing of the “Kimigayo”; (2) the scene in which male flag 

bearers of participating countries salute Emperor Hirohito; and (3) the scene that focuses 

on a young woman’s calves as Emperor Hirohito makes a speech. 

 To the words of the “Kimigayo,” “Rule on, my lord till what pebbles now shall 

become mighty rocks,” Taniguchi draws on the symbols of male solidarity in the Kōgun, 

in which the emperor and common men are tied to a common fate.  First, he defines the 

male audience as one group—soldiers in the army—and then he connects them to the 

emperor, creating the Kōgun in which men are bound to a common fate.  

 In the second scene, the director shows the flag bearers of all the participating 

countries of Expo ‘70 lower their flags in unison when Emperor Hirohito stands up.  Here, 

the film director uses the wartime representation of a military review to present Emperor 

Hirohito as the marshal of a new imagined global community.  For, at military reviews 

imperial soldiers lowered Japan’s ensigns when Emperor Hirohito, a marshal, entered the 

                                                 
331 Cynthia Enloe, Bananas Beaches & Bases: Making Feminist Sense of International Politics (Berkeley 
and Los Angels: University of California Press, 1990), p. 44. 
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ground.  This was a traditional way for soldiers to welcome the emperor, symbolizing a 

common fate between the emperor and his soldiers.332 

 In the third scene, the film director elicits the approval of Emperor Hirohito as the 

marshal of Expo ‘70 after he ends his speech, first by firing three cannons and second by 

showing the soldiers in line behind the heavy artilleries.  This was the way that soldiers at 

military reviews showed respect for Emperor Hirohito, a marshal in the Kōgun.  In this 

way, Taniguchi first creates male bonding and then positions the emperor as the marshal 

of Expo ‘70.  This represents a refusal to assent to the definition of the emperor in the 

Peace Constitution, instead reviving a militaristic image of the emperor. 

 Isolde Standish’s study of male images in films from the Fifteen Year War era 

(1931-1945) and the war-retro films of the 1950s and 1960s helps us understand images 

of male bonding in Expo‘70.  Standish points out that the main theme of the wartime 

films was sen’yūai (comradely love)—which means members in the imperial army were 

bound together by a common fate.  Most important for my argument is Standish’s point 

that by idealizing this comradely love, the wartime films led soldiers to internalize 

unquestioning support for their brothers, helping to justify unprecedented war aggression 

by the Kōgun.  Standish then argues that sen’yūai  reemerged when “bureaucratic 

capitalism” needed to reconfirm a group ethic to recover the postwar economy.  By 

blaming the American occupation policy for bringing individuality and diversity to 

Japanese society and ruining traditional Japanese ways, the postwar Nihonjinron 

                                                 
332 I obtained this information after I saw fifty Nihon  News and military reviews in Asahi World News.  
For this, see in particular, Asahi World News no. 277, no. 304, and Nihon News no. 22, no. 43, no. 47. 
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(discourse of Japaneseness) called for the restoration of traditional homogeneity and 

groupism in Japanese society, particularly in the workplace.  Likewise, war-retro films 

expressed postwar sen’yūai in the disguise of groupism, which highlighted loyalty to the 

work group and fraternal solidarity.  Thus, Standish concludes that groupism in both 

Nihonjinron and “comradely love” helped discourage people from critically reflecting on 

the cause of Japan’s wars and encouraged individuals to support their companies.333  To a 

certain degree, this interpretation is true.  By supporting groupism, “bureaucratic 

capitalism” helped pave the way for the revival of the militarism that we see in the film 

Expo‘70.        

 But Taniguchi moves far beyond fraternal bonds by representing Emperor 

Hirohito as the Expo’s marshal in the film Expo‘70.  This representation is important for 

Japanese men on two levels: first, for articulating and restoring the masculinity that the  

American occupation took from Japanese men, and second, for restoring their authority at 

home.  As the literary critic Etō Jun points out, because America put Japan under its 

military umbrella, postwar Japan was feminized and Japanese men were not big papas 

any more; as a result, they yearned to have their masculinity restored.334  An image of 

Emperor Hirohito as the Expo’s marshal allows men to feel that if Emperor Hirohito is a 

global marshal, they will be virile soldiers to lead the world.  For in the wartime era, men 

identified with Emperor Hirohito and molded their personalities and attitudes on his 

example.  Moreover, this representation of fraternal bonds encourages young male film 

                                                 
333 Standish, 2 and 3 Chapters.  
334 Etō Jun, Seijuku to soshitsu: Haha no hōkai [Matsurity and Loss: The Collapse of Motherhood] (Tōkyō: 
Kawade shobō shinsha, 1988). 
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viewers to fantasize about masculinized solidarity and identify with it.  From a gender 

perspective, why does the emperor need to be global?  Because Japanese men were 

demasculinized by America’s colonization of Japan, they had to become colonialists 

themselves.  The same dynamic which led to Japanese colonialism was now being 

revived for those attending Expo ‘70.       

 Second, since the Peace Constitution policy granted Japanese women the vote and 

the right to make decisions on work and personal matters, Japanese men felt it destroyed 

the wartime patriarchy; as a result, they were not big papas at home.  By representing 

Emperor Hirohito as the Expo’s marshal, the ceremony and film depicts Emperor 

Hirohito as a big Papa.  This involves reducing women’s worth to having babies and 

tending to their husbands.  This perspective is underscored by the representation of a 

young woman in the singing of the “Kimigayo,” which hides her face and focuses on her  

thick white calves.  According to Laura Mulvey’s view of patriarchy and male gaze, by 

gazing at women, men fetishize and commodify women for their pleasure, thus 

subjugating them.335  In Japanese culture, thick calves are referred to daikon (a large 

white radish), symbolizing the reproductive force of a woman.  In this way, the film 

director objectifies a woman’s body for men and tells a woman that the bottom line of her 

worth is her reproductive force and sexuality.  Further, he shows the ideal image of 

woman as a mother producing a son by showing a close up of the smiling face of 

Empress Nagako with her son, Crown Prince Akihito, during Emperor Hirohito’s speech.  

                                                 
335 Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” in A Cultural Studies 
Reader:History, Theory, Practice, ed. Jessica Munns and Gita Rajan (London: Longman, 
1996), p. 331.  
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Thus, the film director implies that a woman with a son can be respectfully positioned in 

society.  This was a prewar and wartime idea of male succession.  Because at that time 

only a son could be the successor of a household, and a woman without a son could be 

kicked out of the family, or forced to allow her husband’s concubine to produce a 

successor of the household.  In the postwar era, this concept lost validity.    

 Finally, I want to apply Tom Nairn’s argument about the “modern Janus” to the 

analysis of gender in the Opening Ceremony in the film Expo‘70: men are represented as 

the agents of the modernity of a nation, while women are represented as “backward-

looking.”  By drawing on wartime male images in the Kōgun, Taniguchi represents men 

as company soldiers and big papas, who govern society and family and signify Japan’s 

modernity.  On the other hand, he represents women as merely reproducers, suggesting 

that women’s sphere is the home, not work.  Nairn’s claim about the “modern Janus” is 

useful in the summarizing gender polarization in the film Expo‘70, which promotes a 

“good wife, wise mother” gender policy and ideal during the high-growth era.  By setting 

up a binary gender system, the emperor as big Papa and the empress as an ideal mother 

producing a son, Taniguchi encourages men to be virile and exert authority over family 

members, and women to be subjected to men.  In other words, he implies that a family in 

the high-growth era is not a nuclear family but a traditional family.  

 

Conclusion     

In this chapter, I have examined the ways in which neo-nationalists reprised the 

wartime ideology of hakkō ichiu in the Opening Ceremony in Expo ‘70 and its film 
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Expo‘70.  By reviving an image of wartime masculinity, they helped to recover male 

pride that the older generation lost through Japan’s defeat in World War II and during the 

subsequent American occupation.  This presentation of hakkō ichiu only helped to 

redefine “Japan” and “Japaneseness” for younger generations, it also helped to subjugate 

women to men.   

Neo-nationalists built the Opening Ceremony in Expo‘70 around certain key 

themes: the unbroken imperial line, matsuri, and hakkō ichiu.  These themes were 

exemplified in the Tower of the Sun.  The Golden Face and the body on the front of the 

Tower of the Sun, symbolic of Amaterasu, reminded the audience of the unbroken line of 

the emperor system.  On the other hand, the Black Sun Face, a symbol of Emperor Jinmu, 

also served to reinforce male succession in the imperial system.  The representations of 

the Tower of the Sun and the themes in the Opening Ceremony serve to reconstruct Japan 

as a militarized divine country at the time when Japan was eager to relaunch its military 

ambitions.  

In the first part of the Opening Ceremony, neo-nationalists revived the image of 

Emperor Hirohito as the marshal of the Expo through the representation of the flag 

bearers.  They had Japanese men carry other nations’ flags and had them salute Emperor 

Hirohito.  This representation gave us the image of Emperor Hirohito’s reign over other 

countries of the world.  To affirm this, neo-nationalists used the firing of artillery and 

burst of cannonades to symbolize Japan’s militarism.  By skillfully connecting Emperor 

Hirohito and symbols of Japan’s militarism, Taniguchi presents Emperor Hirohito as the 

leader of the Kōgun.  Compared to the image of Emperor Hirohito in the Nippon News 
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No. 23, Part 1, his image in Expo‘70 is friendlier.  Neo-nationalists needed to soften the  

image of Emperor Hirohito to attract the younger generation.    

In the second part of the Opening Ceremony, neo-nationalists created a matsuri 

under Crown Prince Akihito, a shaman in Expo ‘70.  They focused on the Crown Prince 

rather than the emperor to avoid violating the separation of the state from religion in the 

Peace Constitution.  Using Shintō changed the ordinary space and time of the Opening 

Ceremony into a liminal space and time, and with this change, the Opening Ceremony 

made the crown prince a shaman able to bring forth a wartime matsuri.  Portable shrines 

brought the imperial gods to the Matsuri Plaza.  In this matsuri, Japanese and foreign 

children and hostesses—who were of different nations and ages—danced together as if 

they belonged to one community.  When the matsuri mode reached its climax, the role of 

the crown prince, a shaman, was transferred to the emperor by presenting the emperor 

with a bouquet of flowers.  By connecting this scene and the scene where all people in the 

Matsuri Plaza cheered when the emperor waved, Taniguchi shows that they participate in 

the matsuri, and that they, therefore, become subjects of the emperor, creating a newly 

imagined global community.  Thus, hakkō ichiu was expressed in the militarism of the 

first part of the Opening Ceremony and in the harmony in the matsuri in the second part 

of the Opening Ceremony.  Thus, the film director skillfully clarifies the intent of neo-

nationalist planners.    
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CHAPTER 4 

 

THE REVIVAL OF WARTIME SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH THE 

TELEVISION REPRESENTATION OF THE OPENING CEREMONY OF THE 

NAGANO OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES 

 

Introduction  

 

The Opening Ceremony of the 1998 Nagano Olympic Winter Games has drawn 

considerable attention from Japanese and American writers and scholars.  Four types of 

comment predominate.  First, Japanese writers and scholars wonder why the ceremony 

was so religious.336  Actually before the Nagano Olympics was held, the Japanese 

Christian Association objected to the use of the Onbashira-matsuri of the Great Suwa 

Shrine in the Opening Ceremony, stating that the use of Shintō is against the New 

Constitution.337  Second, Japanese writers like Suzumori Gaikotsu contend that Asari 

Keita, the executive producer of the Opening Ceremony, brought the politics of the neo-

                                                 
336 Abe Kiyoshi, “Supōtsu ibento to ‘nashonaru na mono’: Nagano Orinpikku kaikaishiki ni okeru ‘Nihon 
rashisa’ no hyōshō [Mediated Sports Events and the ‘Politics of Nationalism’: Representations of  
‘Japaneseness’ in the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympic Winter Games],” Kanseigakuin daigaku 
shakaigakubu kiyō 90 (2001): 85-94; Ezawa Masao, Orinpikku ha kane mamire—-Nagano Orinpikku no 
uragawa [Money Controls the Olympics—The Backstory of the Nagano Olympic Games] (Tōkyō: Kirara 
shobō, 1999), p. 283; Matsuzaki Kikuya, “Matsuzaki Kikuya no mushi megane 15 [Matsuzaki Kikuya's 
Magnifying Glass],” Shūkan kinyōbi 212 (Feb. 20 1998): 33: Takahashi Yūtarō, “Kokumin kokka no bunka 
pafōmansu to shite no Nagano Orinpikku kaikaishiki [The Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics as 
a Cultural Performance of Japan’s Nation-State’],” Senshū daigaku keizai gakkai 34, no. 1 (September 
1997): 71-105; Yamanaka Toshiko. “Nagano gorin ha dare no tame [For Whom Is the Nagano Olympics 
Held?]” Shūukan kinyōbi [Weekly Friday] 212 (Feb. 20 1998): 52- 53.  
337 For this, see Ezawa, p. 283.   
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nationalist Jiyū shugi shikan kenkyūkai (Liberal View of History Study Group) into the 

Opening Ceremony.  This school of thought idealizes Japanese culture by denying 

Japan’s responsibility for World War II.  Likewise Asari emphasized peaceful elements 

of Japanese culture, and with this he denied Japan’s responsibility for World War II and 

the associated war crimes.     

Third, Japanese writers and scholars point out that the Opening Ceremony was 

too violent and militaristic.  A member of the audience, Sato Hisashi, selected by event 

planners to give his impression in the official record, points out that the sense of harmony 

created by singing the global chorus of “Ode to Joy” was interrupted by the roar of 

fighter jets as the Japanese Ground Self-Defense Force (JGSDF) flew overhead, and he 

wonders why the Opening Ceremony employed such strong militarism.  According to 

Satō, the Olympic Committee (NAOC) had said before the Nagano Olympics that they 

would let jet fighters fly across the sky after the Opening Ceremony ended.  But actually 

the fly-over took place immediately after “Ode to Joy.”338  Asada Akira claims that, by 

incorporating Onbashira-matsuri and sumō wrestlers, the Opening Ceremony was too 

violent and male-centered; though these elements were intended to bond traditional 

Japanese culture with the internationalism of “Ode to Joy,” the effect did not flow, and it 

served to insulate Japanese culture instead.  Similarly, Norma Field argues that this 

presentation in the Opening Ceremony revealed a confused Japanese identity.339   

                                                 
338 Satō Hisashi, “Heiwa to kiki to [Peace and Crisis]” in Dai 18-kai tōki Orinpikku kyōgitaikai kōshiki 
kirokushū [The Official Record of the XVIIII Olympic Winter Games, Nagano]  (hearafter Official Record), 
ed. Saitō Eishirō (Nagano: Nagano tōki Orin'ppiku kyōgitaikai soshiki iinkai [NAOC], 1999), 1: 200-1.  
339 Norma Field, “Who Needs National Identity?,” in Japan Made in U.S.A. (New York: ZIPANG, 1998), p. 
131.   
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Finally, Japanese scholars, Abe Kiyoshi, Takahashi Yūtarō, and others raise the 

question of why the Opening Ceremony juxtaposed two elements of Japanese culture: a 

Westernized element exemplified by the Japanese audience singing “Ode to Joy” in 

German, and archaic traditions like the performance of Onbashira-matsuri and sumō.340  

Foreign newspaper reporters also have recognized these dual aspects of the ceremony.  

For example, George Vecsey mentioned in the New York Times that the Opening 

Ceremony merged Japanese traditional culture with the concept of “international peace 

and brotherhood.”341   

Because just as John MacAloon claims that traditional elements of the opening 

ceremony “stress the juxtaposition of national symbols and the symbols of the 

transnational, Olympic, and ‘human’ community,” so Asari Keita juxtaposes Japanese 

archaic culture and the Western-style chorus in the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano 

Olympics.  But Asari incorporated wartime social relationships in Japanese culture in the 

Opening Ceremony.342  Thus, the actual implications of the Nagano Olympics rested on 

                                                 
340 Abe Kiyoshi, pp. 87-94; Matsuzaki, p. 33; Suzumori Gaikotsu, “Denpa rōzeki: Guretsuna ahogao 
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Festival, Spectacle, ed. John J. MacAloon (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: A Publication of the Institute for 
the Study of Human Issues, 1984), pp. 252.  
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the symbolic establishment of hakkō ichiu ideology, wartime domestic and transnational 

social relationships.  The archaic element of Japanese culture was needed to show the 

symbolic domestic relationship between the emperor and the Japanese public, while the 

Westernized element was needed to show the symbolic hierarchy in which Japan 

dominates the world.  These social relationships symbolically appeared in 1940 in the 

ceremony to honor the 2600th Anniversary of the accession of Emperor Jinmu (Chapter 

2).  The transnational relationship was called hakkō ichiu (unifying the world under the 

emperor).  This doctrine emphasized both Japan’s place in the world as a leading colonial 

power and the mobilization of the Japanese into the war effort to support that position.  

The 1940 ceremony took the form of a national matsuri ritual because it helped establish 

the emperor’s divinity by connecting him with Amaterasu.343  Participating in a national 

matsuri ritual meant that one became the emperor’s subject and was expected to be loyal 

to him.344  A national matsuri ritual also encompassed a liminal stage in which 

participants experience “communitas,” further increasing their loyalty to the emperor.   

Onbashira-matsuri was held in the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics and 

because the state held the Nagano Olympics, this Onbashira-matsuri functioned as a 

national matsuri.  Further the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics followed the 

precedent Opening Ceremony of Expo ‘70 which took a form of national matsuri to 

legitimize the militarization of Japan.  Thus, the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano 

Olympic drew on the 1940 ceremony and the Opening Ceremony of the Expo ‘70 to 

promote neo-emperor worship.  

                                                 
343 Yoshida, p. 183. 
344 Gauntlett, p. 103. 
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This presentation of the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics is very 

different from recent opening ceremonies of Olympic Winter Games such as the 1988 

Calgary, the 1992 Albertville, and the 1994 Lillehammer Winter Games.  All of their  

opening ceremonies juxtaposed traditional and transnational elements, and they presented 

their unique cultures.  But they demonstrated the diversity of their national cultures.  For 

example, in the Opening Ceremony of the 1988 Olympics Winter Games, its Organizing 

Committee had 40 cultural groups display their cultures, including five Alberta 

Aboriginal tribes.345  In the first part of the Opening Ceremony of the 1994 Lillehammer 

Olympic Winter Games the committee had a poet from Finland sing a Sami song and 

with this they showed its progressive policy towards their minority group, the Sami 

people.  Afterwards they had regionalists in Norway perform Norwegian folklore, music, 

and dance.346  On the other hand, the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics used 

elements from one traditional culture, such as the Onbashira-matsuri and sumo, which 

originated from the imperial culture.  During wartime, fascists employed this imperial 

culture, in particular, matsuri, to mobilize the populace for total war.   

As I mentioned in Chapter 3, the Peace Constitution forbade matsuri rites at the  

national level, instead the meaning of matsuri rites had been secularized as a festival 

where people honor their local community and enjoy themselves—a far cry from the 

solemn, national religious rituals that matsuri represented before World War II.  But in 

1946, leaders of the major shrines formed the Jinja honchō (Association of Shintō 
                                                 
345 Lloyd Robertson and Brian D. Johnson, The Official Commemorative Book: XV Olympic Winter Games, 
(Toronto: Key Porter Books, 1988), pp. 292-96. 
346 Arne M. Klausen, “Olympic Ceremonies: Historical Continuity and Cultural Exchange,” in Olympic 
Ceremonies: Historical Continuity and Cultural Exchange, ed. Moragas Miquel, et al. (Lausanne: 
International Olympic Committee, 1996), pp. 269-74.  
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Shrines) to instruct the shrines in the association on how to perform matsuri.  Gradually 

they restored the prewar manner of presenting matsuri. 347  In the 1980s and 1990s, the 

media and national and local governments fostered the furusato zukuri movement 

(making one’s hometown), and they created a matsuri boom by expressing the “Japanese 

past and future” in terms of matsuri.  So, before the Nagano Olympic Winter Games were 

held, these efforts had weakened the restrictions on the use of matsuri in national events 

and naturalized its use in public.  Among popular matsuri, the Onbashira-matsuri 

attracted people’s attention because this matsuri is said to be the origin myth of Japan.348  

In 1993 the Association of Shintō Shrines claimed that “Rituals performed at shrines 

consist of national matsuri rituals of the Imperial House (kokka saishi), which pray for 

peace (goantai) and the prosperity of the states and the people, and private rituals 

(minkan shaishi) which are based on the faith of groups of people or individuals.”349  The 

association took the first part of the claim from the fascist ideology of Cardinal 

Principles of the National Entity of Japan, which states that in matsuri “the nature of the 

subjects [is] . . . to pray for the Emperor’s peace by sacrificing themselves, and to 

enhance the spirit of service to the State.”350  This was significant because the 

Association had finally restored key elements of the prewar matsuri, which required 

people to swear to work for the emperor and the state.  Also, local shrines now distributed 

to their parishioners tablets of both their local shrine and the Ise Shrine.  Parishioners 

                                                 
347 Teeuwen, pp. 178-81.  
348 Elaine Gerbert, “The Suwa Pillar Festival Revised,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 56 (1996): 357-
65.  Regarding the furusato zukuri movement, see Ivy Marilyn, Discourses of Vanishing: Loss, Phantasm, 
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349 Teeuwen, p. 185.  
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were urged to place the tablets in their home shrines.  This practice allows the 

Association to connect all Japanese with Amaterasu, the imperial ancestor, and to 

incorporate all Japanese into imperial worship.351  The Association of Shintō Shrines 

cleared the way for the use of matsuri at the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics.  

However, by connecting the emperor with Amaterasu, thus suggesting that he is divine, 

the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics took things further than the Association 

had recommended.  

The Opening Ceremony at the 1998 Nagano Olympics represented the boldest 

attempt to date at restoring the power of wartime rituals to the postwar era.  Nagano was 

an international stage where, through ritual, neo-nationalists were able to advance a 

vision of not only a new role for the Japanese people but also the place of Japan among 

the other countries of the world.  The Nagano Olympics was a rare opportunity for 

national redefinition.  In the postwar period, there had been only occasional opportunities 

where other countries of the world would convene in Japan, where ritual images of Japan 

were shown in other countries around the world, and where Japan could convey an image 

of itself to its own people as a leading country in the world community.  Except for the 

Nagano Olympics, there were similar opportunities only at the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, 

Expo ‘70, and the 1972 Sapporo Olympic Winter Games. 

Of course there was precedent for this at Expo ‘70—the first time neo-nationalists 

dared to challenge the postwar peace constitution in public rituals.  So, in some ways 

Nagano represented a continuation of Expo ‘70.  This included the use of the sun symbol 

                                                 
351 Teeuwen, pp. 184-85. 
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and children.  The center stage at the Olympic stadium (a square 59 feet on either side 

and five feet off the ground) has a large red circle in the middle of it surrounded by a 

golden background.  This is reminiscent of the Tower of the Sun, a symbol of the eternal 

reign of the imperial family: a red circle symbolizes Amaterasu, while a gold circle 

symbolizes the emperor, thus manifesting the unbroken line of the imperial family.  

Using children in the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics accomplished two 

things.  Like Expo ‘70, it allowed the symbolic presentation of the future of Japan.  It also 

disguised the symbolic domination of other countries, as it was children, not adults, who 

were doing the dominating.  But at Nagano a number of the ritual elements were bolder, 

and the nationalism more explicit.  For example, the goddess Amaterasu—the progenitor 

of the line of divine emperors—made an appearance at Expo ‘70, but only in the form of 

a giant statue, with many of her features symbolic rather than overt.  At Nagano, 

Amaterasu was represented in flesh and blood, and this character participated in key 

religious rituals.  

Though the organizer of the Opening Ceremonies of the Nagano Olympics—  

Asari Keita—was bold, he wasn’t merely copying the 1940s.  In part, the ceremony 

represented a double-voiced discourse, where seemingly innocuous rituals were freighted 

with meaning for the Japanese.  That was because the Nagano Olympics represented a 

different context from that faced by wartime leaders in the 1940 ceremony honoring the 

founding of the Japanese imperial line.  On the one hand, the Peace Constitution appeared 

to limit the range of ritual that could be used at the Nagano.  Asari did not need to bring 

back the entire wartime culture or its rituals.  Instead, he merely needed to ritually 
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establish a set of relationships that paralleled those of the wartime era, those between the 

emperor and his Japanese subjects, and between Japan and the other countries of the 

world.  The key question in the first relationship was whether the emperor would be seen 

as divine, for a divine emperor was religiously empowered to ask for blind obedience 

from the Japanese public.  Wartime rituals portrayed the emperor as sacred, and the 

Olympic matsuri and the sumō rituals did the same.  Mythology was used to clarify the 

meaning of these rituals.       

The key issue in the second relationship, that of Japan to the other countries of the 

world, is whether foreign countries were shown as subordinate to Japan.  This was  

exemplified by the snow children singing “When Children Rule the World” and by the 

singing of “Ode to Joy” by a chorus of people from five continents.  By letting the 

Japanese audience sing “Ode to Joy” with the global chorus, the ceremony symbolically 

established hakkō ichiu (unifying the world under the emperor) and constructed a new 

identity for Japanese.  As Barthes argues, bourgeois culture is based on myths which 

appear to be innocent, natural, and eternal, but in reality this culture is an ideology which 

“interpellates” people into the roles of bourgeois society.352  Likewise, Japanese and 

transnational elements in the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics employed the 

seemingly “innocent,” “natural,” and “eternal,” but actually presented “myths” of 

wartime social relationships to unify the Japanese in worshipping the emperor.   

 

Background of the Nagano Olympic Winter Games 
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 To better understand elements of the Opening Ceremony, I discuss the historical 

background between 1971 and 1998 as well as the background of executive producer 

Asari Keita.    

  

Historical Background  

Between Expo ‘70 and the 1998 Nagano Olympics was held, neo-nationalists 

attempted to weaken the influence of progressives.  When the oil crisis revealed problems 

in Japan’s economy, the government tried to use the ideology of Bunka no jidai (Age of 

Culture) to establish a neo-nationalist hegemony in society modeled on wartime ideology 

hakko ichiu.1353  By employing this ideology, the government attempted to co-opt 

progressive forces.  In the 1990s, the “Age of Culture” ideology evolved into the Liberal 

View of History Study Group, which aimed to deny Japan’s war aggression and to 

abandon the Peace Constitution.354      

By the 1970s, Japan’s “economic miracle” led it to become the world’s second 

largest economy.  This economic growth enabled progressive local governments to 

implement environmental and welfare programs.  This gave progressive forces the 

illusion that any reform was possible.  But Japan’s economic miracle ended with the oil 

crisis of 1973 which helped the Japanese government restructure the society.  It was the 

report Bunka no jidai (Age of Culture) issued in 1980 that framed the restructuring.1355  

The “Age of Culture” ideology was written by the Seisaku kenkukai (Policy Study 
                                                 
353 H.D. Harootunian, “Japan's Long Postwar,” The South Atlantic Quarterly 99, no. 4 (2001): 720-21. 
354 On the Text Reform Movement as a historical revisionism, see Ueno, Pōst “reisen to nihon ban rekishi 
shūsei shugi [The Cold War and Japanese Type of Historical Revisionist]” Ronza (March 1998): 362-74.   
355 Harootunian, “Japan's Long Postwar,” pp, 720-21. 
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Association or PSA) which Prime Minister Ōhira Masayoshi privately appointed in 1979.  

The PSA consisted of 200 people—largely in academia, arts, and business.356   

Interestingly, three people who played an important role in planning the Expo ‘70 were 

also leading members of the PSA: Umesao Tadao, an anthropologist, one of the group 

which was in charge of drafting basic concepts of Expo’ theme, “Progress and Harmony 

for Mankind”; Komatsu Sakyo, a writer, who helped plan in the interior of the Tower of 

the Sun; and Kurokawa Kishō, an architect, who was the disciple of Tange Kenzō, an 

executive planner of the Matsuri Plaza.357  The PSA formed nine study groups, including 

those for economy, security, and family.358  Its report proposed to establish a “new age of 

culture” for the 21st century by “conquering the modern.”   

As H. D. Harootunian argues, the Age of Culture shares some elements of the 

1942 wartime ideology, Kindai no chōkoku (overcoming the modern), but it is not its 

exact revival.359   The wartime ideology claims that modernization eliminates authentic 

life, that economy erodes tradition and culture, and that only culture can fix these 

problems.  This  is because Japanese culture rests on wa (harmony), under which the 

emperor places his subjects in accordance to their class, ages, roles and gender—core 

concepts of hakko ichiu ideology.  In contrast, the new narrative claims that the modern 
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economy is compatible with culture and tradition: high economic growth under 

capitalism helps animate special qualities of Japanese culture and visa-versa (these 

special cultural qualities enhance economic growth).360  This narrative focuses 

specifically on harmony, traditional groupism, and the family system.  It implies a 

hierarchal order among the Japanese under the emperor.  The new narrative also claims 

that by building up its military force, Japan will strengthen its economy, and visa-versa (a 

growing economy strengthens the military).  For example, this ideology helped justified 

Japan’s military role in the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between Japan 

and the United States in 1978 which arranged for Japan to take over the American role of 

protecting countries in Pan-Pacific region.  Thus, with the “Age of Culture” ideology 

neo-nationalists drew a connection between the wartime narrative and the current 

narrative  and created a neo-hakkō ichiu ideology which would give the populace a new 

identity.   

 Neo-nationalists also employed the “Age of Culture” ideology to mobilize the 

populace for their agenda and to co-opt the left, in particular, the labor movement.  This 

led to the dissolution of the Sōhyō (General Council of Trade Unions of Japan).  At the 

same time, neo-nationalists and media stimulated Japanese culture to produce the 

Nihonjinron (discourse on Japanese people and culture) and historical novels and other 

works of folklore to provide the narrative context for a unified movement.361  Also State 

Shinto religious groups such as Seicho no Ie proposed in the Diet the Yasukuni law 

which would nationalize the Yasukuni Shrine.   
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 More important for the analysis of the ceremony, the Age of Culture proposed to 

remodel the postwar “good wife and wise mother” ideology to solve the current problem 

of the  low birth rate, and the resulting shortage of cheap labor and lack of care for the 

elderly.  The new postwar ideology defined a man’s role as a “corporate warrior,” while 

it defined a woman’s role as part-time worker as well as mother and housewife.  

Compared to the 1970 postwar ideology, the man’s role was the same, while a woman 

was expected to carry a double burden in the public and private arenas, often including 

the care of her elderly parents and parents-in-law.  Supporting this report, in the late 

1980s the government established a pension plan and reformed the tax system so that 

housewives were discouraged from having full-time jobs and were relegated to economic 

dependence on their husbands.362  Thus, by employing Japanese culture, the Age of 

Culture reestablished hierarchal relationships based on class, gender, age, and imperial 

authority.   

 In the late 1990s, the “Age of Culture” ideology merged into the Liberal View of 

History Study Group.363  The Liberal View of History Study Group consisted mainly of 

neo-nationalists, including the scholars Fujioka Nobukatsu and Nishio Kanji and the 

popular cartoonist Kobayashi Yoshinori.  The Liberal View of History Study Group was  

formed in 1993 by neo-nationalist members of the Japanese Democratic Party (JDP), 

including past prime ministers as a part of a national movement of the Rekishi kentō 

iinkai (Examination Committee of History Reconsideration).  The members of the 
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Examination Committee of History Reconsideration belonged to the Shintō seiji renmei 

kokkai giin kondankai (Shinto Politics League of Diet Members Social Meeting), which 

was formed in 1970.  They defined the matsuri as praying for the honor and prosperity of 

the emperor and, based on this idea, they sought to redefine the nation.364    

 The Liberal View of History Study Group presented the issue of “comfort 

women” as a matter of national dignity and male honor, and it demanded the deletion 

from middle school history textbooks of any acknowledgement of the sexual exploitation 

of foreign women—the so-called “comfort women”—by insisting that there were no 

official records about the issue.  At this time, Japan had economic and social problems: a 

long recession in the late 1990s, the Hanshin earthquake disaster, and the Aum Shinrikyō 

subway poisoning, together with the international controversy over Japan’s responsibility 

for war crimes during World War II, causing the populace to distrust politics and 

experience anomie.  At the same time, to counter women’s increasing influence in 

politics and the workplace, the state-influenced media created an anti-feminist 

backlash.365   

By revising the historical memory of the war’s causes and by building a new 

national identity, the Liberal View of History Study Group attempted to resolve these 

problems and to unite people behind their programs.  They announced that they would 

publish a national history textbook for middle school that would justify past wars on the 

basis of self-defense and would deny any war crimes.  In addition, they emphasized the 
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three following issues: first, they employed the classical mythological texts Nihonshoki 

and Kojiki to promote neoimperial worship; second, they sought to restore the old family 

system; third, they promoted the way of the samurai, who possessed the special Japanese 

quality of self-sacrifice for the emperor that enabled Japan to accomplish the Meiji 

restoration.  In the 1990s, the History Study Group sought to establish a wider alliance 

among religious groups such as Seicho no Ie, the media, and various ultra right-wing 

groups.366  Thus, the History Study Group transformed the issue of “comfort women” 

into one of national dignity and male honor, and it manipulated the issue to unify the 

Japanese with this mythical version of history.367  

 

Background of Asari Keita   

In 1995, the NAOC chose Asari as the executive producer of the Opening and 

Closing Ceremonies of the Nagano Olympics because he was the internationally 

renowned director of the Shiki Theatrical Company and the Japan Performing Arts 

Center Foundation, indicating strong leadership and management skills.   

 Asari was also known as a nationalist.  In 1978, when Prime Minister Ōhira 

Masayoshi instituted the Policy Study Association, Asari was chosen as a secretary of its 

advisory body.  In the 1980s, Asari and his friends, who played leading roles in the 
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Policy Study Association, became the brain trust of Prime Minister Nakasone Yasuhiro 

and advised on political issues, including how to justify Nakasone’s visit to the Yasukuni 

Shrine, which honored war dead and their sacrifice to the emperor.368 

 Asari not only wrote the script for the Opening Ceremony, but he also designed 

the ceremony space.369  According to the media guide, he stated that he planned the 

Opening Ceremony in terms of three concepts: hope, prayer, and solidarity.  First, he 

hoped to inform the world of beautiful Japanese culture.  Second, he wanted to pray for 

peace and harmony in the world.  Third, he proposed a new international solidarity to 

bring this peace to the world.370  To implement his vision, he formed a group that 

included Hagimoto Haruhiko, Kon’no Tsutomu, Arai Man, and Ozawa Seiji.  Except for 

Arai, Asari and his group were men in their sixties, old enough to have experienced the 

Fifteen Year War and the occupation after World War II.  Also, Asari gave Kikutake 

Kiyoyuki, who had been a major participant in planning the basic facilities for Expo ‘70, 

the assignment to create the Olympic Cauldron.371  

 Traditionally, producers of official events in Japan have not stated their 

motivations and plans so clearly, but Asari publicly expressed his aims and ideas for 

producing the Opening and Closing Ceremonies of the Nagano Olympics.  He may have 
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been seeking to build support for his political agenda.  For example, one year before the 

Nagano Olympics, Asari and his group held a news conference, the first in Olympic 

history, to publicize the themes and performers of the Opening and Closing Ceremonies.  

Despite opposition by the International Olympic Committee, Asari stated that, even 

though people know the plots of Shakespeare’s plays, they enjoy them anyway.372  He 

further said that the Opening and Closing Ceremonies are a way of presenting traditional 

Japanese culture to the public; the ceremonies are not meant to present Olympic themes, 

but are the embodiment of the goals and spirit of the Nagano Olympics—love and 

participation.  Therefore, it is necessary to inform the world of its meanings.373    

 In the Bungei shunjyū, Asari also kept a diary of the planning process for the 

Nagano Olympics.  Here he states that his motive behind the Opening Ceremony was to 

change the negative image of Japan in the eyes of the West.  To do so, he had to 

challenge the stereotypical image of a Japanese as having “a small body with eyeglasses 

and a camera around the neck” by presenting traditional Japanese culture, such as sumō 

wrestlers, and the beauty of Japanese style.374  Even so, Asari said that he was proud that 

most of the Japanese audience sang “Ode to Joy” in German during the Opening 

Ceremony.375  He stated that “the theme of ‘Ode to Joy’ expresses brotherhood in the 

world, and this theme coincides with the spirit of the Olympics.  I want people in the five 
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continents to sing this song at the same time with voices starting from a small island in 

the East [Japan].  Since I was given a job to direct the Opening Ceremony, I have been 

obsessed with this idea . . . . ”  The conductor of the global chorus, Ozawa, agreed with 

Asari’s statement and before the Opening Ceremony began, Ozawa appeared in the 

stadium to instruct the audience on how to sing the key phrase from “Ode to Joy.”  

Asari’s narrative of the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics was 

imbricated with arguments by neo-nationalist’s Liberal View of History Study Group 

regarding historical perspective and gender.  First, he adapted mythology such as and the 

way of samurai to promote neo-imperial worship.  Second, by portraying women in the 

modern image of Amaterasu, a metaphoric synthesis of Western and Eastern cultures, he 

degraded women’s independence.   

 

 

Analysis of the Opening Ceremony in the Television Representation of the Nagano 

Olympic Winter Games  

 

The Prologue of the Opening Ceremony in the Television Representation of the Nagano 

Olympic Winter Games   

       In the televised prologue of the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics Asari 

juxtaposes both national and transnational images to establish the themes of the 

ceremony.376  Sequences of athletes’ pictures are followed by the title “The Nagano 

                                                 
376 MacAloon, p. 252. 
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Olympics” on a blue sky with snowy mountains in the background.  The five Olympic 

rings, symbolizing five continents, are aflame below the title.  Next, an image of the sun 

symbol, indicating the unbroken line of the imperial family, appears at the center of the 

main stage. As a traditional Japanese bell tolls, a giant screen above the audience displays 

the bell tower at the top of a stone structure surrounded by traditional Japanese pine trees.  

Next, the director shows a close-up of a man striking a bronze bell hung from the center 

of the ceiling. At the same time, a male announcer speaks: “With the tolling of the bell 

[of Zenkoji temple], the XVIII Olympic Winter Games have begun.”  In the Shintō 

context, the ringing of a bell is a traditional matsuri purification rite.377  Thus, the director 

links the Olympic symbols, imperial symbols, and Shintō ritual, suggesting that Olympic 

symbols are Shintō and imperial symbols.  After that, the viewers see a symbol of 

international unity, the Global Grand Chorus on five continents.  A female announcer 

begins to speak: “At the climax of the Opening Ceremony, the Global Grand Chorus will 

sing “Ode to Joy” written by Ludwig von Beethoven . . . .”  Next, on the screen members 

of the Grand Chorus appear, seen one-by-one from countries on five continents: Germany, 

Australia, the United States, China, and South Africa.  First, we see Germans at the 

Brandenburg Gate in Berlin; next, Australians wave from the Sydney Opera House, 

seemingly an island floating in a blue ocean; next, a New York choir stands in front of 

the symbol of the United Nations—a world map enclosed by olive branches; then 

Chinese people stand in rows in front of a two-story wooden building at the Shenwu 

Gate; finally, members of a South African choir of several racial groups sway as they 

                                                 
377 Takahashi, p. 90. 
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sing the song.378  Thus, with the introduction of the global chorus, Asari shows a truly 

transnational aspect of the Nagano Olympics.   

 

Kami Oroshi (Departure from the Ordinary World) of the Opening Ceremony in the 

Television Representation of the  Nagano Olympic Winter Games  

 The first part of the Opening Ceremony presents the sumō ritual and the 

Onbashira-matsuri (raising of the pillars),elements of Japanese culture related to the 

Great Suwa Shrine. According to the announcer, these traditional rituals purify the 

stadium for the Olympic athletes.  But when we look at the context of these 

representations, we understand that, through these two rituals, the Opening Ceremony 

reestablishes the core of the wartime relationship between the emperor and the Japanese.    

 The first ritual begins as we hear a male group sing a kiyari song to ask a 

mountain god to help raise the pillars.  Next, from the four gates (at the north, south, east, 

and west), a thousand participants from the Suwa region enter the stadium and form a 

circle around the center stage.379  All participants wear black trousers, colorful happi 

coats over black sweaters, and white headbands; they wave colorful onbes, on which 

many thin slices of wood are attached to the top of a long, narrow wooden handle.  Then 

we see the participants stand around the red circle on the center stage, waving onbes, 

                                                 
378 Media Guide, p. 53. 
379 Communities that participated in the Onbashira Festival of the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano 
Olympics were Suwa City, Kayano City, Okatani City, Shimo-Suwa Town, Fujimi Town, and Hara 
Village.  For this, see Media Guide, p. 45.    
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which they hold in their right hands as they raise their left hands above their heads.380  As 

a male announcer says, “Residents in Suwa are going to erect two pillars at each gate,” 

participants of each community take hold of ropes to raise the pillars.    

During the raising of pillars, the director pans from one community to another.  In 

one community, middle-aged men and women, who wear blue happi, pull together on 

ropes attached to the pillars, wave colorful onbes, and chant “Yoisho! yoisho!” as the 

pillars rise.  A viewer sees a close-up of their intense faces.  In another community, 

young men stand on the pillars, carrying their colorful onbes in their right hands, while 

other men wearing red happi raise both hands to cheer on their group.  Finally, a man 

stands near the top of a pillar that has just been erected.  When he has dropped the 

colorful fukinagashi (streamers) so that they hang down from the top, we hear 

participants of his group shout “Yō!” as they clap their hands.  At the same time, the 

announcer says, “Eight pillars have been erected . . . . ”  Afterwards, men and women 

gather around the pillars and look up at them solemnly.   

The Olympic matsuri used several elements of the traditional Onbashira-matsuri 

held in the Great Suwa Shrine of the Nagano Prefecture.  These included the raising of 

pillars, the use of onbes, and the unity of the community.  These elements were used to 

build nationalism as an ideal social hierarchy.  Because Shintō is a religion that ties 

together the spirits of heavenly gods and specific earthly gods (kami in mountains, 

forests, and trees), the intention is to use Shintō to unify local kami under a central 

                                                 
380 Onbe originally comes from hōkei, which are used to purify and soothe evil spirits of the land when 
people hold a festival. Miyasaka Mitsuaki, Suwa taisha no Onbashira to nen'ju gyōji [The raising of pillars 
of Matsuri and Its Rituals of the Year Round], ed. Ueda Masaki (Matsumōto: Kyōdō Shuppansha, 1998), 
pp. 245-46. 
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authority.  This is done in two ways: (1) by making a central shrine to which all other 

shrines are subordinate, and (2) by creating a special ceremony for that central shrine.  

Both of these goals are accomplished by raising the pillars of the Great Suwa Shrine.  

These are shown in the myth of the Great Suwa Shrine, a form of the kuni yuzuri (land- 

ceding) myth in the Kojiki.  This myth is about the legitimacy of Amaterasu’s rule of the 

Central Land of Reed Plains (ancient Japan), which the head of earthly gods, Ōkuninushi 

no Mikoto, governs.  According to the “land ceding” myth, after Amaterasu (the sun 

goddess) decides to let her descendant govern ancient Japan, she orders the head of the 

earthly gods to cede it to her.  In opposing the land ceding, Ōkuninushi’s second son, the 

deity Takeminakata, dares to wrestle with one of Amaterasu’s officials.  After he loses in 

a wrestling match, he promises to obey Amaterasu.  So she deifies him in the Great Suwa 

Shrine; thus, the deity of the Great Suwa Shrine becomes the first local official and the 

emperor’s warrior, and he fights the invasion of outsiders from the north of ancient 

Japan.381  After that, his father returns Japan to Amaterasu.  Because of this, the deity 

Takeminakata is also considered the founder of sumō.382 The fascist text Cardinal 

Principles of the National Entity of Japan contends that this myth exemplifies the role of 

the emperor’s subjects, who devote themselves to the imperial enterprise.383     

Using the myth of the Great Suwa Shrine, the director shows that through the  

raising of pillars, the local people of Suwa are symbolically connected to Yamato, the 

                                                 
381 Mutō Takemi, “Takeminakata to Suwa,” in Nihon shinwa [Japanese Myth], ed. Nihonbungaku kenkyū 
shiryō sōsho (Tōkyō: Yūseidō shuppan, 1953), p. 165.  
382 Masuzawa, p. 92; Mutō, p. 132.  
383 Gauntlett, pp. 66, 106-7.   
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center of ancient Japan.384  In the raising of pillars, residents in four shrines of the Great 

Suwa Shrine erect pillars in each of the four cardinal directions.  Pillars are yorishiro, 

places where gods come down to earth.  By raising pillars, residents mark the boundaries 

of a community, and they consecrate the area as a sacred place.  With pillars and onbes, a 

means of purification, the people implore the gods to  symbolically protect a community 

from outsiders.  Thus, the raising of pillars signifies the identity of a community.  Just as 

in the traditional matsuri, participants in the Olympic matsuri erect pillars at the four 

corners of the stadium, while waving onbes.  Thus, they mark the boundary between the 

stadium and the outside, and they consecrate the stadium as a sacred place.  Together, the 

raising of pillars and the repeated chant of “Yoisho!” show how a group develops in its 

members strong loyalty toward the community;group members create a shared space and 

experience “communitas.”  Further, by showing several groups raising their pillars at the 

same time, the ceremony tells us that, through wa (neo-harmony), the groups consolidate 

into one entity: Japan.  Different colors show the identity of each group, but each group is 

engaged in the same action, and this shared action breaks down group barriers.  This 

unity is emphasized by five colorful streamers that are released from pillars after they are 

erected.  The streamers invite a god to come down to earth.  These streamers, in five 

colors (white, red, blue, yellow and purple) represent the imperial family, not the five 

Olympic colors, of which only three are the same (red, blue, and yellow).  In this way, the 

Olympic matsuri displaces the local god with the imperial gods, and it calls on the 

imperial gods to descend to the stadium.   

                                                 
384 Mutō, p. 165. 
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There are three parts in the Olympic matsuri that are different from the traditional 

matsuri: gender, the number of pillars, and the purification of the central stage.  These 

new parts of the ceremony, rather than weakening nationalism, actually strengthen it.385  

First, in the traditional matsuri, residents of each shrine of the Great Suwa Shrine erect 

four pillars; therefore they erect sixteen in total.  But participants in the Olympic matsuri 

erect two pillars at each gate, for a total of eight pillars.  This has a hidden meaning.  By 

erecting two pillars, they build a torii (Shintō shrine archway) at each gate.386  Also, eight 

pillars evoke the myth about the birth of Japan.  This myth suggests that Japan is a divine 

country.  According to the “Birth of Japan” myth, the first male and female gods, 

Amaterasu’s parents, come down from the heavens to erect a pillar that enables the gods 

to descend to the earth and ascend back to heaven.387  After that, they give birth to the  

Ōyashimaguni (Great Eight-Island Land), the metaphorical name for ancient Japan.  

Likewise, by erecting eight pillars, participants in the Olympic matsuri are symbolically 

building the “Great Eight-Island Land,” which Amaterasu’s parents first bear.388   

                                                 
385 Because the NAOC was afraid of violating the Constitution by the use of the wooden pillars, they 
proposed using of pillars made of steel to leaders of the participants in the Suwa region.  But their proposal 
was opposed; Suwa leaders insisted that Greek Olympics is a festival of god’s and the Onbashira is the 
matsuri of a god.  Some residents opposed participation in the Olympics because it might make the 
Onbashira-matsuri profane.  Due to the scarcity of trees in Nagano Prefecture, Kaneko and the residents 
did not want to waste trees of Nagano Prefecture for the Olympic matsuri, so they told the NAOC to 
provide them with trees and the NAOC bought trees from Gifu Prefecture at ten million yen.  They wanted 
to do the Onbashira-matsuri in the same way that it was traditionally done.  Otherwise, they would not 
participate in the Olympics.  The NAOC agreed to use wooden pillars in the Olympic matsuri. This 
information comes from my interview with  leader of the Onbashira matsuri, Kaneko Takashi, on July 7, 
2000.       
386 Hakomori Yōichi, “The Sacred and the Profane in Matsuri Structures,” in Matsuri! Japanese Festival 
Arts, ed. Gloria Ganz Gonick (Los Angeles: UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural History, 2002), p. 80. 
387 Saigō Nobutsuna, Kojiki no sekai [The World of the Kojiki] (Tōkyō: Iwanami shoten 1967), p. 48.  
Regarding the meaning of a pillar, see Nihon shoki, ed. Sakamoto Tarō (Tōkyō: Iwanami shoten 1965), 1: 
89.  
388 Saigō, p. 48; The Kojiki, 1: 54.   
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Second, unlike the traditional matsuri, the ceremony has participants stand around 

the red circle of the center stage and wave onbes.  In order to make sense of this, we need 

to refer to the last scene of the ceremony.  From the announcer’s comments “Eight pillars 

have been erected . . . ” a viewer knows that eight pillars surround the center stage.  In 

other words, the localities of Japan surround the center of Japan, Yamato, where the first 

legendary emperor was enthroned.  So by waving onbes, participants purify Yamato, 

while they prevent the invasion of outsiders.   

Third, the Olympic matsuri included women to show gender unity, as the 

ceremony presents men and women working together to build the nation.  Men usually 

dominate the traditional matsuri, and women are merely allowed to assist.  For example, 

on a matsuri day, most women are expected to serve relatives who visit to enjoy the 

matsuri.389  Also, as women are considered profane because of their menstruation, they 

are not able to play important roles in matsuri.  But the Olympic matsuri even allowed 

women to play a priestly role by waving onbe, the means of purification.   

Thus, we see how different elements of traditional matsuri are able to transform 

the Olympic matsuri from a local to a national ritual; they incorporate local people into 

the state to subtly build nationalistic sentiment.   

The Great Suwa Shrine is important not only for the raising of a pillar matsuri but 

also for the sumō ritual.  The deity of the Great Suwa Shrine, as we saw in the previous 

myth, is the founder of sumō and the first local official incorporated into the imperial 

                                                 
389 Kasai Miru, “Wa ga jinsei o irodoru, Kami, Shimosha futatsu no Onbashira-matsuri [What Has 
Influenced My Life Is Two Raising Pillar Matsuri of the Great Suwa Shrine],” in Zusetsu Onbashira- 
matsuri [The Illustration of the Raising of Pillar Matsuri], ed. Ueda Masaki (Matsumotoshi: Kyōdō 
shuppansha, 1998), pp. 285-86. 
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system.  Sumō wrestlers are local officials, and the yokozuna (grand sumō champion) is 

the head of local officials.  Just as the deity of the Great Suwa Shrine and his father return 

Japan to Amaterasu and swear fealty, sumō wrestlers and the yokozuna return Japan to 

Amaterasu’s descendant, the emperor, and swear fealty to him.  All local earthly gods are 

incorporated into the imperial system, and this legitimates the emperor’s rule over Japan.   

Unlike the opening ceremonies of previous national events, such as the 1964 

Tōkyō Olympics, Expo ‘70, and the 1972 Sapporo Olympics, the Opening Ceremony of 

the Nagano Olympics deployed sumō ritual.  As the media guide to the Nagano Olympics 

claims, the center stage of the Olympic stadium was modeled on a sumō ring, specifically 

on religious sumō.390  There are two kinds of sumō: popular sumō and religious sumō.  

Although popular sumō has some religious connotations, it is mainly just a popular sport, 

involving a match in which two sumō wrestlers fight in a ring until one of them is 

defeated.  On the other hand, religious sumō takes place in Shintō shrines when people 

hold a seasonal matsuri.391  Religious sumō does not involve sumō matches.  Instead, a 

sumō wrestler performs a ritual.  As part of the ritual, a wrestler raises his leg and stamps 

in the ring.  With this performance, he drives out evil and dead spirits.  In this case, the 

ring symbolizes a community.  So with this ritual, a sumō wrestler symbolically purifies 

his community and protects it from outsiders.392   

The sumō that is deployed in the Opening Ceremony is a “ring-entering” ritual, 

called the gozen-gakari (modern court sumō), performed only when the crown prince or 
                                                 
390 Media Guide, p. 12. 
391 Ikeda Masao, Sumō no rekishi [History of Sumō] (Tōkyō: Heibonsha, 1977), pp. 34-35.  
392 Yamada Tomoko, “Dohyo-matsuri to shugendō, [The Sumō Ring Matsuri and Mountaineering 
Asceticism]” in Sumō no uchūron [The Cosmology of Sumō ], ed. Sōgawa Tsuneo (Tōkyō: Heibonsha, 
1993), 60-64; Yamaguchi, Sumō  no rekishi [History of Sumō ], pp. 33-36.  
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the emperor visits Kokugikan (the sumō stadium) in Tōkyō.393  The “modern court sumō” 

is a religious sumō modeled after sumai no sechie (sumō matsuri), which, from the 8th 

through the 12th centuries, the emperor held to reinforce the imperial hierarchy.  By 

showing their nudity, the warriors of local officials promised to be loyal to the emperor, 

as being nude symbolizes their submission to the emperor.394  This sumō matsuri was 

ritualized based on the “land ceding” myth.395  One day every June, the sumō stage was 

built, and the emperor sat to the north of the stage.  Before a tournament, warriors of local 

clans, who were divided into east and west groups, performed the sumō matsuri ritual.  

The ritual included stamping one’s foot in the ring and slightly raising one’s open hand.  

By raising their open hands, sumō wrestlers showed that they are disarmed, thus 

suggesting their surrender to the emperor. 396  

After the rise of the Meiji nation-state, the Sumō Association modified the ancient 

court sumō ritual to help build nationalism, especially emperor worship.  Starting in 

1868, the modern court sumō ritual began to take place in the imperial guesthouse.  After 

World War II, SCAP banned sumō rituals from the sumō stadium because of its 

association with the emperor.  In 1955 the emperor visited the sumō stadium, and the 

                                                 
393 Media Guide,” p. 25.   
394 Yamaguchi Masao, “Sumō ni okeru girei to uchūkan (The Ritual and Cosmology of the Sumō),”   
Kokuritsu rekishi minzokukan kenkyū hōkoku 15, (Mar 1987): 109.  Yamagushi draws on Miyamoto 
Tokuzō’s study of sumō.  Miyamoto Tokuzō, Rikishi hyōhaku [A wandering Sumō Wrestler] (Tōkyō: 
Ozawa shoten, 1985), p. 35. 
395 Sōgawa Tsuneo, “Sumō  no kigen to tennō [The Origin of Sumō  and the Emperor], in Sumō no uchūron  
ed, Sōgawa Tsuneo [The Cosmology of Sumō], p. 45. 
396 Kawada, p. 141.  
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modern court sumō ritual was held for the first time since World War II.  Since the 1970s, 

this modern court sumō ritual has been held annually.397  

The Olympic sumō includes two kinds of the modern court sumō rituals: one is 

the modern court sumō ritual performed by sumō wrestlers, and the other is performed by 

the yokozuna (grand sumō champion).398  The ceremony presents the first court sumō” 

ritual as follows: to the sounds of the assembling drum, and as the ring attendants call 

their names, the gyōji (referee) of each group leads the sumō wrestlers, who wear their 

colorful ceremonial aprons, into the stadium from the east and west gates; after the sumō 

wrestlers climb onto the center stage, they stand facing the royal box and perform the 

modern court sumō ritual.399 During the modern court sumō ritual, sumō wrestlers clap 

their hands twice and slightly raise their open right hands; they raise their right legs and 

stamp them on the ring twice.  Then they reverse the ritual: they raise their left hands 

slightly and raise their left legs and stamp them on the ring twice.  After that, flanked on 

each side by the referee, sumō wrestlers in two rows step down from the center stage and 

surround it.   

The Olympic sumō ritual draws on some elements from the modern court sumō 

ritual.  Among these are its setting and style of performance.  First, like the modern court 

sumō, the emperor is seated to the north.  Second, just as the modern court sumō ritual 

does with the deployment of an assembling drum, the ceremony moves from everyday 

time and space to liminal time and space.  Third, by wearing ritual aprons, a symbol of 
                                                 
397 Yamaguchi, Sumō no rekishi, pp. 140-44.   At this time, a ring attendant and referee did not exist.    
398 The ritual performed by yokozuna is not called the modern “court sumō ” ritual but the “ring-entering” 
ritual, and it is performed whenever a professional sumō is held, but the form is elaborated based on the 
modern “court sumō ” ritual.  See in detail Yamada, pp. 36-47.    
399 Media Guide, p. 26. 
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divinity, sumō wrestlers become divine. Their divinity also helps identify them as the 

deity in the Suwa Great Shrine, as an earthly god and a local official.  Fourth, sumō 

wrestlers perform rituals, such as clapping their hands, raising hands in unison, and 

stamping. With these performances, Asari shows that all local officials submit to the 

emperor and swear to be loyal to him, thus implying that they return their lands to the 

emperor.400  Last, like the modern court ritual, the ceremony divides sumō wrestlers into 

east and west groups. 

There are parts of the Olympic sumō ritual that are different from the modern 

court sumō ritual.  But these differences further add to the nationalistic elements of the 

Olympic sumō ritual.  After the ritual, the sumō wrestlers climb down from center stage 

and stand around the stage, which is symbolically Yamato.  This arrangement implies 

that local officials prevent the invasion of enemies.  As the director shows several 

Japanese and foreigners in the audience waving their hands, we hear a loud cheer from 

the audience.  The cheer suggests that both Japanese and foreign audiences approve of 

local clans that work for the emperor.   

Then the head of earthly gods, the yokozuna, symbolically returns Japan to the 

emperor and pledges his allegiance to the emperor.  When the yokozuna faces the Royal 

Box along with his tsuyuharai (herald) and tachimochi (sword bearer), the orchestra 

plays “My Dear” (a song of loyalty to the emperor), and the royal couple come to their 

seats in the Royal Box.  In response to the applause of the audience, they bow slightly 

and wave their hands to the audience.  When “My Dear” ends, the yokozuna performs a 

                                                 
400 Kawade, p. 141. 
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modern court sumō ritual similar to the one that sumō wrestlers have done earlier.  The 

director focuses particularly on a close-up of the yokozuna’s arms as he raises them high, 

thus suggesting the disarmament of the champion and his submission to the emperor.  

Whenever the yokozuna raises his right arm and stamps on the ground with his right leg, 

the gesture of purifying Yamato, the audience chants the phrase “Yoisho!”  

Here Asari overtly associates the yokozuna’s submission to the emperor and the 

shouting of “yoisho” by the stadium audience.  This association allows us to see the 

yokozuna and the audience build “communitas,” in which they create a shared sense of 

unity to work for the emperor, as they encourage TV viewers to shout yoisho with the 

stadium audience.  After the yokozuna ends his ritual, the director shows the royal couple 

as they cheerfully applaud, which allows us to understand that the emperor symbolically 

receives Japan.  Thus, with the representation of the Olympic matsuri, he induces the 

imperial gods to descend, and the ceremony departs from the ordinary world. With the 

sumō ritual, Asari builds national consciousness and solidarity around the emperor.   

 

Kami Asobi (Liminal Stage) of the Opening Ceremony in the Television Representation of 

the Nagano Olympic Winter Games  

After the sumō wrestlers symbolically return Japan to the emperor, the ceremony 

shifts to the kami asobi, which includes four parts: (1) the parade of athletes; (2) the 

Olympic torch ceremony; (3) the ceremony that includes performances by snow children, 

a woman singer, and eight dōsojin (giant straw guardians), soldiers of the emperor); and 

(4) the conclusion, with the communal singing of “Ode to Joy.”  The first three parts 
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symbolically establish the hierarchal relationship between Japan and the other countries 

of the world, while the audience’s communal singing of “Ode to Joy” in the conclusion 

presents a new image of Japan.   

 

The Beginning of the Kami Asobi Ceremony 

The beginning of the ceremony uses the first part of the tenson kōrin myth of the 

Kojiki, which describes the descent to earth of the descendants of the sun goddess.  This 

myth proceeds to the second part of tenson kōrin, the “land ceding” myth.  According to 

the tenson kōrin myth, after Amaterasu receives Japan from the earthly gods, she sends 

her grandson, Ninigino, down from heaven to govern the “Central Land of the Reed 

Plains” (Japan).  During Ninigino’s journey, an earthly god, Saruta Hiko—the founder of 

the dōsojin—directs Ninigino and his missionaries (including Ama no Uzume, 

Amaterasu’s maid) to Japan.  Saruta Hiko purifies the path they follow to protect against 

evil spirits and the invasion of outsiders.   

At the start of the ceremony, the stadium is surrounded by four giant dōsojin 

made of dried rice stalks with straw eyes and noses.401  Then eight dōsojin dancers climb 

to the center stage from the east and west.  They wear straw clothing and headbands, have 

small straw dōsojin on their backs, and have mustaches typical of prewar Japanese 

soldiers.  They violently jump up and down, and they purify the center stage by hitting 

the air with an instrument made from two pieces of wood.  Just as Saruta Hiko does in the 

myth, the eight dōsojin dancers, by violently jumping and shaking their bodies, perform a 

                                                 
401 Media Guide, p. 30. 
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purification rite to eliminate “others” from the center stage, Yamato.402  Straw dōsojin are 

not common in Japan; rather, most dōsojin are made of stone.  But straw dōsojin 

epitomize the association with the emperor, whereas stone dōsojin do not, so by selecting 

straw dōsojin, the executive producer, Asari, makes a direct connection between this 

ceremony and the emperor.403   

 

The Snow Children 

In the middle of the dōsojin’s purification, 150 Japanese children, representatives 

of public schools in Nagano City, mount the center stage from the four gates.  The male 

announcer says, “The snow children are representatives of public schools in Nagano City.  

Each school has chosen one of the participating nations of the XVIII Olympic Winter 

Games in Nagano and has studied its culture and history.”  At first, the snow children 

wear hooded rice-straw cloaks and boots.   As the announcer says, “Snow children have 

made five lines on the center stage,” we see the dōsojin stand along the edge of the red 

circle, while a woman stands in the center.  After the snow children surround her, they 

take off their straw cloaks and throw them away over their shoulders; then they remove 

their straw boots and throw those away too.  Underneath, the snow children are wearing 

sweaters “bearing motifs incorporating the colors of the national flags of the each 

                                                 
402 Even today, sumō wrestlers perform the ring-entering ceremony only in the presence of the Japanese 
Emperor or Crown Prince on the first day of the professional sumō tournaments, which lasts for fifteen 
days. 
403  I got this information from Hirota Kiichi, the leader of the dosojin in Ōoka village, when I interviewed 
him on July 1, 2000.  According to Hirota, when Asari went to the Kokuritsu minzokugaku hakubutsukan 
[National Ethnology Museum] in Ōsaka, he found straw dosojin in the section of Japan’s National Culture.                              
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participating country.”404  In addition to sweaters, the children are wearing white hats, 

gloves, tights and skirts (for the girls), and pants (for the boys).  Except for the flag 

patterns on each of their sweaters, everything they are wearing is white.  Thus, rice 

children are transformed into snow children.   

Asari uses the rest of the tenson kōrin (descent to earth of the descendants of the 

sun goddess) myth to explain this transformation.  This myth is about children’s loyalty 

to the emperor of Japan.  When Ninigino descends from heaven to the “Central Land of 

Reed Plains,” what was once barren is transformed into a fertile land that produces 

abundant rice and grain.405  That is because Ninigino has the seeds of grain and rice that 

Amaterasu has given him.  From this episode, the emperor is considered  inadama no 

shusaisha (the officiate in rituals for the rice soul), who is able to secure the harvest.406  

According to the Cardinal Principles of the National Entity of Japan, this blooming of 

the land shows his legitimacy to rule Japan, and, in this way, emperors nurture the 

Japanese; in turn, subjects are to be loyal to emperors.407   

By using this myth, the transformation of rice children into snow children implies 

the transformation of the legitimacy of the emperor’s rule over Japan to the emperor’s 

rule over the world.  Since the rice children bloom because of the emperor’s power, they 

should be loyal to him.  But the transformation of the rice children to snow children is a 

symbolic transformation from national to international actors.  When their rice straw 

costumes are discarded to reveal their sweaters with the pattern of each of the 

                                                 
404 Media Guide, p. 32. 
405 Ōhnuki-Tierney, Rice as Self, p. 129.  
406 Ibid., p. 45.  
407 Gauntlett, p. 80. 
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participating countries’ flags, we have snow children representing the international.  But 

what kind of international regime do they symbolize?  It is clearly not one of all the 

children of the world, as children from each of the participating countries could have 

been invited to participate in a truly international ceremony.  Of course, it could be 

argued that Japanese children could be standing in for the world’s children from each of 

the participating countries.  But the symbolism of the snow children does not do this.  Not 

only does their rice children phase emphasize their Japanese identities, but also a 

particular kind of highly nationalistic Japanese identity that depicts a religious loyalty to 

the emperor.  Thus, snow children—the children that represent most of the countries of 

the world—are at root rice children, and rice children gain their identity from a ceremony 

that depicts the emperor as a descendant of the gods and is concerned with protecting 

Japan from outsiders.  The militaristic element is enhanced by their participation in the 

ceremony with the dōsojin, the symbolic soldiers of the emperor.  And further along in 

the ceremony we see the snow children symbolically dominating each of the participating 

countries with another kind of the emperor’s soldiers—the sumō.  The snow children 

represent the countries of the world, yet they are intensely Japanese and religiously loyal 

to a militaristic emperor.  With the addition of the song “When Children Rule the 

World,” the implication is that when the snow children grow up, they (or the Japanese) 

will rule the countries depicted on their sweaters.  Thus, the international regime that the 

snow children symbolically represent is a colonial or imperialistic regime, with the 

Japanese emperor at its center.   
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It could be argued that although the rice children are associated with a religious 

and militaristic version of the emperor, in their transformation to snow children, they lose 

their loyalty to the emperor and Japan and are transformed into peaceful international 

symbols, as ceremony organizers claim.  There are a couple of reasons to doubt this.  

First, the announcer calls them snow children when they are wearing rice straw clothing, 

thus affirming the continuity between the two forms these children take.  Second, a 

viewer later sees snow children being escorted by sumō wrestlers, the emperor’s warriors.  

Thus, there is further continuity: both rice children and snow children are accompanied 

by the emperor’s warriors, rice children by dōsojin, and snow children by sumō.   

 

“When Children Rule the World” 

 After their transformation into snow children, these characters turn around from 

the center stage, face the royal box, and raise their hands as if to perform banzai.  So does 

the woman singer.  She is dressed in Japan’s national colors—red and white—which are 

symbolic of the Japanese flag.  Next, to a prelude of “When Children Rule the World,” 

the snow children run with their arms stretched out to her, kneel in front of her, then 

stand; then some of them face the royal box and raise their hands again.  At the same time, 

a woman announcer says, “The song we hear is the Olympic theme song based on 

Andrew Lloyd Webber’s popular song ‘When Children Rule the World.’  The executive 

director of the ceremony, Asari Keita, composed its Japanese lyrics and the Japanese title 

of this song is Ashita koso kodomotachi ga (It is Tomorrow When Children Rule the 

World).”   Then the snow children kneel in front of the woman singer again, and the 
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circular platform on which she stands rises out of the red circle in the center of the stage, 

until she is raised several meters above the children.  Significantly, the Olympic cauldron 

is shown in the background as she sings.  As the song comes to the phrase “When 

children rule the world tonight,” the children join in the singing.     

           Asari’s Olympic song hides a message of Japan’s conquest of the world in the 

disguise of “peace and love.”408  When the snow children sing in English, “When 

children rule the world,” the message is very clear.  It means that when the snow children 

grow up, Japan will rule the world.  That is because, as I have mentioned earlier, snow 

children represent the countries of the world, and yet are loyal Japanese.  So if the snow 

children were not to sing this phrase, there would be some argument that the Olympic 

theme song is only about “Hope for global peace to come in the next century.”409  But by 

letting snow children sing “When Children Rule the World” over and over again, the 

ceremony tells foreign and Japanese audiences that Japan will rule the world in the 

future.  So with this phrase, the ceremony encourages the Japanese audience (in the 

stadium and watching on TV) to work for the emperor to rule the world.  At the same 

time, the ceremony does not entirely hide this message from the international audience.     

 At the end of the song, the woman singer’s platform rises even higher.  At the 

same time, all the snow children descend the steps of the stage and form a circle on the 

stadium floor; they dance around the red and gold center stage, a symbol of the sun.  

Whom does the woman singer symbolize?  She might be Ama no Uzume (Amaterasu’s 

                                                 
408 Media Guide, p. 32. 
409 Ibid., p. 12. 
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maid, also a goddess), who is accompanied by Ninigino to earth and, in myth, sings and 

dances to awaken Amaterasu.  She is clearly not a mere mortal.  By raising the woman’s 

platform and by letting children kneel in front of her several times, the ceremony 

suggests her divinity.  Resplendent in her white-lined red robe, the woman singer sways 

and sings to awaken the spirit.  Though the singer dances (slightly) and sings, as does 

Ama no uzume, the singer does not evoke the laughter that Amano uzume does (as 

described in the myth below).  More likely the woman singer is Amaterasu herself.  

Several times as she sings, the director shows the Olympic cauldron in the background, 

where later Amaterasu comes out from a cave underneath it.  In the myth, Amaterasu 

only temporarily resides in the cave.  Her more accustomed role is ruling Japan (or the 

world, in the later fascist adaptation of this myth).  During this ceremony, having a 

powerful feminine deity sing about ruling of the world, gives the audience reason enough 

to suspect that she is Amaterasu.  But no matter whom this performer symbolizes, the 

woman singer clearly is a symbol of sun worship.  She stands and sings from an elevated 

platform that has been raised from the center of a red circle on a stage that is surrounded 

by a golden background, all the while wearing robes that symbolize Japan’s sun flag. 

 This sun worship stems from the ama no iwaya, “heavenly cave” myth, in the  

Nihonshoki and Kojiki.  This myth is about legitimizing Japan’s superiority and 

defending it from outsiders.  According to the “heavenly cave” myth, after Amaterasu 

secludes herself in her palace (cave), the world becomes entirely dark and chaotic.  800 

gods gather to hold a matursi and to discuss a solution.  During the matsuri, Ame no 

Uzume, Amaterasu’s maid (also a goddess), stands in front of the cave door and performs 
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a kagura (mimic dance).410  She puts on a headband made of the holy masaki vine, lights 

a fire, and sings an oracle as she stands on an overturned bucket.  After Amaterasu hears 

the gods laughing, she comes out of the cave, and light and order is restored to the 

world.411  During wartime, fascists used this myth to legitimize Amaterasu as the ruler of 

the world; her descendant, the emperor, represented the sun on earth and therefore could 

rule the world in the name of hakkō ichiu.412    

 The Olympic ceremony uses several elements of this myth.  The ceremony 

includes a matsuri, lighting a fire, the emergence of Amaterasu out of the cave, and 

perhaps Ama no Uzume singing on an overturned bucket in front of the cave door.  

The matsuri has already been described: the fire includes the Olympic torch and 

caldron, as well as the matsuri fires at the four corners of the stage; Amaterasu 

emerging from her cave is portrayed quite literally, as the athlete, Ito Midori, comes 

out from a cave under the Olympic caldron, receives the torch from another athlete, 

and lights the caldron; and Ama no Uzume is depicted by the woman singer, just 

described, who sings “When Children Rule the World” on a raised platform with the 

Olympic caldron in the background.  Asari claimed that, at first, he thought that the 

Opening Ceremony could be held at night.  And he later wondered whether he would 

have accepted the job as executive producer if he had known that the Opening 
                                                 
410 According to Plutschow, Ame no Uzume’s performance originates the kami asobi, referring to placating 
a deity through such entertainment as song or dance. Her dance is also developed into kagura, designated 
as classical religious and ceremonial performances in Shintō temple. Also, he claims that when Ama no 
Uzume dances for Amaterasu to come out of the cave, after she possesses divinity, “the dance is 
simultaneously hers and that of the sun goddess.”  For this, see Plutschow, pp. 52-56.   
411 Saigō, p. 67; Ōsawa Masachi, “Kokkakeisei no hutatsu no sō: Kojiki no bunseki kara (Shōzen) [Two 
Stratums of State Formation: From the Analysis of the Kojiki (Continued from the Previous Number)],” 
Jendāi shisō 20, no. 4 (1992): 237. 
412 Gauntlett, p. 107.  
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Ceremony would be held in the morning.413  But holding the Opening Ceremony at 

night would have caused the international broadcast to lose money, so it was held in 

the morning.414  If the Opening Ceremony had been held at night, as originally 

intended, it would have shown symbolically how the world was in darkness before 

Amaterasu emerged from her cave and, combining Japanese and Olympic myth, how 

she restored light to the world by lighting the Olympic caldron. 

 As the woman sings the following in English and then in Japanese, the director  

focuses on her upper body, with the Olympic Cauldron shown in the background.  All the 

snow children join hands in a circle around center stage, which is a symbol of the sun.  

Then they repeatedly approach and withdraw from the stage, joining hands each time.  

The woman sings: 

 So whistle down the wind  

 Then you’ll raise a banner. 

 Send a flare up into the sky.  

 Try to burn a torch.  

 And try to build a bonfire.415 

 

 Kuchibue ni nosete          (Whistle down the wind.  

 Hoshi ni sasayaku.            Whisper to the stars.   

                                                 
413 Asari, Asari Keita chosakushū, 4: 416. 
414 Abe Kiyoshi, p. 87. 
415 Media Guide, p. 13. 
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 Sā.     

 Kagaribi kakage               Let’s build a bonfire.   

 Hoshi ni sakebō.               Let’s cry toward the stars.)416   

 Sā.417   

Here the song proposes that the foreign and Japanese audiences “burn a torch” and “build 

a bonfire” to open the Olympics.  But this is part of a double-voiced discourse.  For the 

foreign audience, “burning a torch” means burning the Olympic torch to open the Nagano 

Olympics.  On the other hand, most Japanese cannot understand the English part, and for 

the Japanese, burning a torch has a special meaning from mythology.  In the matsuri of 

the myth of the sun, Amano uzume burns a Japanese pine torch, a taimatsu, to lead 

Amaterasu out of the cave. 418  Later, Amaterasu ignites the Olympic cauldron with a 

modern version of the Japanese bonfire resembling a taimatsu.419  By leading Amaterasu 

out, the ceremony connects her with the emperor, thus making the emperor the ruler of 

the world.  This part employs the ceremony of the emperor’s enthronement, during which 

he declares in front of a mirror (a substitute for Amaterasu) that he is the emperor.  

Amaterasu’s spiritual power is then transferred to him, thus suggesting that he gains 

divinity from Amaterasu and becomes a living god.  After that, a bonfire is lit to brighten 

heaven and earth.  Actually, the inner part of the Olympic Cauldron symbolizes a mirror: 

                                                 
416 Author’s translation based on the Olympic Version, “When Children Rule the World,” in Media Guide, 
p. p. 33. 
417 Media Guide, p. 13.  
418 Nihonshoki, 1: 112; Tobe Tomio, Shinpi no dōDōgu  [Means of Mystery] (Tōkyō: Shin kigensha, 2001), 
pp. 182-83.     
419 Media Guide, pp. 12, 46. 
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it is made of polished titanium. 420  Just as the emperor does in the enthronement 

ceremony, the Opening Ceremony connects the emperor and Amaterasu, with the shiny 

caldron substituting for a mirror.  To celebrate the emperor’s world enthronement, a 

global chorus sings “Ode to Joy,” and, during the chorus, dancers ignite bonfires set at  

each corner of the center stage to fill both heaven and earth with light.  With the phrases 

“burn a torch” and “build a bonfire,” the female singer is foreshadowing what will occur 

in the next scene.  The theme song ends with the woman and children singing “When 

Children Rule the World.”  So, Ama no Uzume calls for the audience to burn a torch, and 

she causes the wind to send a flare up to Amaterasu.  In response to her oracle, the 

athletes, representatives of 800 gods in the stadium join the rite to revive Amaterasu.   

 

The Parade of Athletes 

 The parade of athletes in the Nagano Olympics demonstrates Japan’s domination 

over the participating countries of the world by subtly controlling foreigners’ actions in 

the name of Japanese culture.  At the start of the parade of athletes, Takanonami, the 

“sumō champion” (ōzeki), leads the Greek delegation into the stadium from the east gate.  

On his shoulders, he carries a female snow child who wears the pattern and colors of the 

Greek flag on her sweater and wears a flag coming up from her back (a hatasashi mono) 

printed with the word “Greece.”  Hatasashi mono are banners that sumō wore on their 

                                                 
420 Adrian C. Mayer, “Recent Succession Ceremonies of the Emperor of Japan,” Japan Review 2 (1991): 
40, 56. 
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backs to show their family names in war.421  The ōzeki is dressed in traditional, formal 

Japanese clothing (haori and hakama).  Then the rest of the sumō wrestlers lead the 

delegations from the first half of the participating countries (from Andorra to New 

Zealand).  They walk hand in hand with snow children who wear hatasashi mono printed 

with the names of the participating countries.  Next, from the west gate, sumō wrestlers 

with snow children lead delegations from the rest of the countries (from Norway to 

Yugoslavia and Japan).  During the parade, minyō (traditional folk music) from several 

Japanese prefectures is played.  This music enhances the traditional Japanese elements of 

what is otherwise a very international ritual.   

 The parade of athletes at the Nagano Games was different in two respects from 

past Olympics: it differed in the arrangement of the parade and in the use of the east and 

west gates for the entering delegations.  In the parade of athletes, the director divided 

delegations from participating countries into groups entering from the east and west gates.  

This was the first time in the history of the Olympics that athletes entered the Olympic 

stadium from different gates.422  Here Asari draws on the sumō ritual, in which sumō 

wrestlers are divided into two groups that enter the court from east and west.   

 This arrangement of the parade of athletes from the participating countries has a 

further neocolonial implication.  Olympic protocol requires athletes of participating 

countries to carry their own national flags, but before we see a flag carrier from each 

participating country, we see a Japanese warrior (a sumō), along with the snow child 

                                                 
421 Ibid, 35.  
422 Media Guide, p. 34. 
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whose sweater matches that country’s flag.  As the sumō ritual shows, sumō wrestlers are 

the emperor’s loyal warriors.  As the previous ritual shows, snow children symbolize 

colonizers and imperialists.  So this representation allows us to see the Japanese 

emperor’s warriors symbolically control delegates of the world during the parade of 

athletes.  Also, the representation of the sumō and the snow child who lead the Greek 

delegation is highly suggestive of the desired relationship between Japan and the 

participating countries and sets the scene for the countries that follow: the sumō 

champion, an extraordinarily strong and powerful man, carries the snow child on his 

shoulders, a girl who wears the colors of the Greek flag and on her back, a flag imprinted 

with the word “Greece.”423  This representation allows us to see that Greece is treated as 

a girl who is physically carried by the emperor’s loyal soldier.   

 By deploying Japanese culture here, in the form of sumō wrestlers and snow 

children, Asari makes the parade look quaint and innocent; however, the ceremony lets 

foreigners into the sacred stadium only under the control of Japanese, in this case under 

the control of a soldier of the emperor.  Thus, Asari symbolically establishes a worldwide 

Japanese hierarchy and a triumph over the countries of the world by the emperor’s 

warriors.      

 

The Olympic Torch Ceremony  

                                                 
423 Unlike in Western tradition, Japanese children, before age of puberty, are considered as incomplete 
persons and gender neutral.  Therefore, she could represent a little samurai (warrior).    
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 After speeches by the president of the Organizing Committee for the Nagano 

Olympics and a member of the International Olympic Committee, the emperor says, “I 

declare the opening of the XVIII Olympic Winter Games, Nagano.”  Immediately 

afterwards, a viewer sees the Olympic cauldron installed 20 feet above a platform that 

stands 79 feet above the stadium floor, thus establishing a connection between the 

emperor and the Olympic cauldron.  The cauldron stands at the edge of the south side of 

the stadium, facing the royal box.  Then we hear the applause of the audience and the 

loud Fuyu no Hikari (Winter Light) fanfare performed by members of the Japanese 

military (the Japanese Self-Defense Force—JSDF).  Next, we see 20 JSDF members with 

trumpets, trombones, and euphoniums, who stand on each side of the stairs leading up to 

the Olympic cauldron.  Here Asari makes connections between the emperor, the Japanese 

military, and the lighting of the Olympic cauldron, but there is yet one more connection 

to be made in this ceremony: the connection between the emperor and the gods, 

specifically in the form of Amaterasu.  By linking the emperor and Amaterasu, Asari 

makes the emperor divine. 

 Asari first connects the emperor with the cauldron—under which Amaterasu hides.  

Here the Opening Ceremony again draws on elements of the emperor’s enthronement 

ceremony.  Just as the emperor does in the enthronement ceremony, the director connects 

the emperor and Amaterasu through the shiny caldron that substitutes  for the mirror.  But 

he makes another connection between Amaterasu and the emperor that the enthronement 

ceremony lacks: Amaterasu is in a cave under the Olympic caldron.  Further, the Fuyu no 

Hikari played by a military band implies that the emperor symbolically becomes the sun 
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of the earth, the ruler of the world.  Thus, the emperor is represented not only as a living 

god but also as a military leader, like the wartime emperor.      

 The director continues to emphasize the wartime image of the emperor through 

the performance of the “Kimigayo” in the gagaku style (traditional court music), which 

during wartime was used as a national ceremony to reflect the continuity from the ancient 

reign to the fascist one.424  This traditional court music was created in the Heian era (circa 

794-1185).  At the Nagano Olympics, a male and a female musician stand and play the 

music at center stage in front of the Onbashira pillars, the gate to the stairs leading to the 

Olympic cauldron.  With the Onbashira pillars and the Olympic caldron, the ceremony 

emphasizes the sacred nature of the setting.  With a male musician playing the 

“Kimigayo” on the ryūteki (imperial flute), and a female playing it on the shō (a small 

mouth organ of bamboo pipes), the Opening Ceremony celebrates the eternal regime of 

the emperor.425  The musicians wear Heian costumes.  Traditional court music and 

costumes also function to transform the time from the present to the ancient, leading the 

ceremony to the creation myth of the “heavenly cave.” 

 Next, Chris Moon, a British anti-landmine activist, enters from the east gate of the 

Olympic stadium, which a dōsojin guards.  After he enters the stadium, he is surrounded 

by over 100 snow children and Chiba Masako, a bronze medalist in running, who 

accompanys him as he jogs around the track.  When they come to the royal box, snow 

                                                 
424 See Nippon News. In particular, No. 23, Part 2, No. 244.    
425 Media Guide, p. 44.      
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children sing and dance during a reprise of “When Children Rule the World.”  Then we 

see the emperor applaud them.   

 Here again, we see a pattern where Japanese symbolically control foreigners 

whenever foreigners enter a Japanese sacred space.  A British man is surrounded by snow 

children, who have been established by a previous ceremony as loyal servants of the 

emperor.  In so doing, they control Moon as he jogs along the path from the stadium 

toward Amaterasu.  Then in front of the emperor, snow children swear to rule the world 

by singing “When Children Rule the World.”  

 After the British runner passes the torch to a Chiba Masako, a woman bronze 

medalist runner, the ceremony soon reaches the climax of a liminal stage, where 

Amaterasu comes out to open the Olympic matsuri.  First, the woman runner and the 

snow children jog along the track to the gate where Moon had entered the stadium; then 

she passes the Olympic torch to three male runners.  To the sound of Japanese drums, the 

male runners jog along the track and then climb up the stairs to the center stage, where 

Suzuki Hiromi, the 1997 Women’s Marathon winner, stands wearing ancient-style red 

clothes and a white headband.  After that, the music changes from Japanese drumming to 

the aria “One Fine Day” from Puccini’s Madame Butterfly.  To this music, the woman 

marathon winner climbs up the stairs of the Olympic Cauldron, 79 feet above the stadium 

floor, while each side of the stairs is lined with the snow children.  On the platform at the 

top of the stairs, we see red and white fans, based on an image of the Hinomaru, and 

behind them, and 20 feet above, the Olympic cauldron is placed.  When the woman 

marathon winner reaches the platform, suddenly the white fan opens up, and from behind 
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it, Ito Midori, an Olympic figure-skating silver medalist, appears.  Midori wears an exotic 

white costume molded on Noh, and she wears a lotus flower on top of her head.  After 

she receives the torch, the platform on which she stands slowly rises up to the Olympic 

cauldron.  As she stands with the blue sky in the background, she looks much bigger and 

three times wider than the average person because she holds her arms out from her sides, 

and her traditional costume reaches to her wrists and drapes down the full length of her 

body.  She does not look like an athlete.  Instead, her large and regal size makes her 

appear as a goddess.  After she raises the torch at a 90-degree angle and the aria “One 

Fine Day” gets louder, she ignites the caldron.  Then the platform slowly descends, and 

she goes back into her cave.   

 In the Olympic Torch Ceremony, Asari uses some elements of the “heavenly 

cave” myth.  To replicate this myth, he has Ms. Chiba run the same path that the British 

runner has followed—in order to purify it from foreign influence.  Then just as the gods 

use cries of long-singing birds to urge Amaterasu to come out, the ceremony uses the 

sound of Japanese drumming to invite Amaterasu to come out.  Also, this drumming 

functions to transform the time and space of the stadium from ke (secular time and space) 

to matsuri, what is called liminal time and space (hare).  Next, just as in the myth, Ama 

no Uzume’s singing and dancing induces Amaterasu to come out in the ceremony, and 

Suzuki Hiromi, a woman marathon winner, carries the Olympic torch to her.  Also, like 

Ama no Uzume in the myth, the woman runner wears a headband and a traditional 

costume identical in color with another Ama no Uzume in the performance of “When 

Children Rule the World.”  Finally, just as Amaterasu comes out of the cave, Ito Midori 
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comes out of a cave from behind the fans.426  Then just as Amaterasu’s emergence from 

the cave restores light, Ito Midori’s lighting of the caldron heralds the opening of the 

Nagano Olympics.   

One can account for this mythological interpretation by interpreting the code of 

her clothes and her hair, as well as Ito’s comments in the newspaper.  First, she wears 

traditional white clothes, a symbol of the purity of Amaterasu, and she wears a headband 

with a lotus flower, which is associated with Kannon, a representation of Amaterasu in 

the medieval era (see Chapter 1).427  Ito had claimed that she would play the role of a 

ten’nyo (goddess), and of course Amaterasu is a goddess; even in the Meiji era, the 

famous painter Honda Kinshiro painted Amaterasu as a goddess.428  Thus, by having 

Amaterasu come out of the cave, the ceremony symbolically legitimizes emperor worship 

and holds an Olympic matsuri in which audience members become the emperor’s 

subjects and are expected to work for him.429 

 

“Communitas” and “Ode to Joy” 

After the Olympic oath is given and officials release balloons shaped like doves  

(symbols of peace), Asari ends with the singing of Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy” by the 

Global Grand Chorus, located on five continents.  According to the media guide, this was 

the first global symphony in history to unite multiple choruses around the world via 

                                                 
426 This scene also reminds me of the “cave of the palace” myth.  But strangely, he does not refer to her as 
Amaterasu.  See, Abe Yasunori, p. 89. 
427 Okanō, p. 176.   
428 Honda Kinshirō, “Hagoromo Ten’nyo [The Goddess Wearing a Robe of Feathers],” in Takashina, Kaiga 
no Meiji, p. 130. 
429 Gauntlett, p. 102, 127; Soeda, p. 280. 
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satellite.  This part of the ceremony does not carry an obvious indication of emperor 

worship and imperialism that previous parts had suggested, though when we put “Ode to 

Joy” in its context, the same imperial message is maintained.  Asari begins “Ode to Joy” 

with the stadium, then moves to Ozawa, who takes the baton in the Nagano Cultural Hall, 

then moves to the Japanese chorus at the stadium, with its giant TV screen that displays 

scenes of the various choruses in each location—Beijing, Cape Town, Sydney, Berlin, 

and New York.  Next, the director shows Ozawa again, who, with disheveled hair, waves 

his baton enthusiastically.  It again pans from him to the blue ocean in Sydney, to the 

traditional Chinese two-storied building, to members of the chorus wearing colorful 

native clothes in Cape Town, with a rising sun for a backdrop.  Finally, a viewer sees the 

Japanese chorus at the stadium, and Ozawa at the Nagano Cultural Hall again.  During 

the 18-minute chorus, this presentation is repeated, and the audience is encouraged to 

sing along with the Grand Global Chorus that is shown, on two giant screens at the 

stadium.  During the singing of “Ode to Joy,” ballet dancers dance at center stage 

surrounded by four burning kagaribi bonfires.  

The five continental choruses symbolize harmony by their simultaneous singing, 

but they also symbolize uniqueness by showing their own culture, nationalities, and 

identities.  This seems egalitarian and innocuous.  But this egalitarian ethos is slightly 

undermined in that the Grand Global Chorus is united by a single Japanese conductor, 

Ozawa Sheiji—Asari’s lifelong friend.  This chorus has a hierarchal element, with Japan 

at the center.  But the militarism that surrounds an ostensible demonstration of world 

peace and harmony is underlined as the song ends.  As the last notes of the “Ode to Joy” 
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sound, one hears the roar of fighter jets, and five Japanese military planes fly in 

formation over the stadium.  When we connect the peaceful representation of the global 

chorus with militarism, it becomes clear that the meaning of the global chorus is the 

wartime ideology hakkō ichiu, which justifies colonialism and world domination in the 

language of world unity and harmony.  Combining the images of the emperor as the ruler 

of the world, which the ceremony symbolically establishes, and the Grand Global 

Chorus, signifying unity, allows the Japanese audience to feel as if the world is united 

under the Japanese conductor.  This experience is very new for the Japanese because 

Japan is no longer a world power, and it is always under the influence of the U.S.  In a 

sense, Asari juxtaposes the Grand Global Chorus with Japan’s hierarchy to depict a new 

global role for Japan.  Thus, he unites both domestic and foreign audiences around 

Japan’s center.   

 

Gender Analysis of the Opening Ceremony in the Television Representation of the 

Nagano Olympic Winter Games  

 What was striking in the representation of gender was that women were allowed 

to participate in the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics.  This did not happen in 

the opening ceremonies of previous postwar national events such as the 1964 Tōkyō 

Olympics, Expo ‘70, or the 1972 Sapporo Olympics.  This representation was partly in 

response to the current aspirations of women for jobs and education.  But the ceremony 

did not give women main roles; instead, it gave them maternal, supportive, and 

metaphoric roles, in which women mediate between Eastern and Western cultures.  This 
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role is exemplified in the representation in which Ito Midori, playing the sun goddess 

Amaterasu, ignites the Olympic cauldron.   

As the myth of the sun has shown, Amaterasu is portrayed as a powerful and 

important figure who has the authority to control heaven and earth.  On the other hand, in 

the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics, Amaterasu is portrayed not only as a 

powerful figure but also as a sexual and cultural mediator for Eastern and Western 

cultures, and as a supporter of men.  The lighting of the Olympic cauldron ceremony 

gives Amaterasu an important role, heralding the Olympic matsuri, in which she gives 

the emperor legitimacy to govern the matsuri.  But afterwards, she quickly goes back into 

her cave and does not participate in the Olympic matsuri, thus suggesting that she is 

reduced to a state of dependence upon the emperor.    

Moreover, Amaterasu, in the Opening Ceremony, demonstrates a Western male 

fantasy for Japanese women by her exotic clothes modeled on Nō (a play from the  

medieval era), and by the lotus flower in her hair.  She smiles shyly as she ignites the 

flame.  Amaterasu, as part of an exotic fantasy in the ceremony, is further emphasized by 

playing the aria “One Fine Day” from Puccini’s Madame Butterfly.  Madame Butterfly is 

an Orientalism story in which an American man sexually appropriates a Japanese woman 

at a time when America used gunboat diplomacy to force Japan to open its borders to 

trade.  Asari explained why he used the aria “One Fine Day,” stating, “ ‘One Fine Day’ 

describes the moment when the East and West meet and have the most beautiful and 
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happiest time.”430  How is one to account for his words?  He might be saying that he (a 

Japanese man) accepts this Orientalism story, thus suggesting that he internalizes this 

Orientalism.  But who is happy in this story?  Only Japanese and Western men are happy, 

not the Japanese women.  As the story shows, the Japanese elites provide a Japanese 

woman to an American general and successfully make a good bargain, while the 

American general enjoys having a Japanese concubine.  The Japanese male elite used the 

Japanese woman as a gift, which can be explained by Claude Levi-Strauss’s theory of the 

gift exchange.  Levi-Strauss sees the exchange of women as a social contract through 

which men are bound together, thus making an alliance among men.  To put it differently, 

men use women to mediate and strengthen bonds between different groups, and also to 

enhance their masculinity.  Thus, the Japanese heroine is ontologically, psychologically, 

and sexually appropriated by both Japanese and American men.  She is used as a 

mediator to build bonds among Eastern and Western men.  Historically, this has been 

repeated when Japanese men have had a conflict with the West.  Japanese elites know 

that, for American men, Japanese women embody mysterious and exotic elements of 

Japanese culture as illustrated in the following comments by Lafcadio Hearn: “For it has 

well been said that the most wonderful aesthetic products of Japan are not its ivories, nor 

its bronzes, nor its porcelains, nor its swords, nor any of its marvels in metal or lacquer—

but its women.”431  

                                                 
430 Asari Keita, interviewed by the NHK announcer.  “Nagano Orinpikku kaikaishiki supesharu [The 
Special Program about the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics],” NHK, Feb. 7, 1998.     
431 Lafcadio Hearn,  Japan: An Attempt at Interpretation (New York: Macmillan, 1907), p. 373 
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Because this gift pattern has had enormous appeal to American men, Japanese 

elites have repeatedly used it.  For example, as Chapter 1 shows, before the Meiji nation-

state stabilized its economy, the government encouraged elite painters to portray Japanese 

women as Eastern spiritually, but Western physically, and such paintings were sold to 

Westerners.  After World War II, to retain the imperial system, the Japanese leaders 

attempted to set up “comfort facilities” to provide Japanese prostitutes for the SCAP 

occupation authorities on August, 13, 1945, a mere three days after Japan surrendered to 

the Allied Forces.  But because direct management of these facilities would be 

disgraceful, the government provided the financial and legal support to Japanese private 

businessmen to set up “comfort facilities” for the SCAP, later known as the Recreation 

and Amusement Association.  In this way, Japanese leaders attempted to psychologically 

placate the West, and they achieved their goals by exploiting the sexuality of Japanese 

woman.432   

 Asari connects an exotic figure of Amaterasu with the aria “One Fine Day,” and 

this connection articulates multiple political purposes.  On the one hand, as in previous 

ceremonies, this representation hides the desire to reverse Japan’s subordinate status to 

America.  On the other hand, it gives Japanese women an ideal model to follow in order 

to restore Japanese patriarchy in an age of globalization.  It is significant to the female 

audience and to TV viewers that Midori was allowed to play the role of Amaterasu.  At 

that time, Midori was 29 and single, and she had won a silver medal at the Albertville 

                                                 
432 Masayo Duus, Haisha no okurimono: Kokusaku ianfu o meguru senryō ka hishi [Gifts from Losers: The 
Secret History of National Policy on Japanese Comfort Women During the Occupation Era] (Tōkyō: 
Kōdansha, 1979).    
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Olympics.  Japanese women at this time had started to delay marriage as a resistance to 

Japanese patriarchy.  For Japanese women, marriage means carrying a double burden in 

the public and private arenas.  By portraying Midori merely as a supportive and exotic 

woman, the director transfers her ambition and power to other aspects of herself: 

sexuality and self-sacrifice.  In this way, he presents Midori as a woman who is not a 

threatening figure to men.  Rather, her exotic figure and the Orientalist music appear to 

play out a narrative of her incorporation into the values of Japanese patriarchy.  This 

representation of Midori creates myth, as in the Barthes’ description: the Japanese 

woman is an exotic mediator between Eastern and Western cultures, even though she is a 

world-class figure skater.  By emphasizing a “female uniqueness” that has been 

historically created, Midori’s figure becomes a model for Japanese women.   

 In the ceremony there are two variations of Amaterasu: the woman singer and a 

middle-aged woman judge who gives the Olympic Oath.  The first variation is Ama no 

Uzume, who is surrounded by the snow children.  She wears a long Western dress, thus 

suggesting that she embodies Eastern and Western cultures.  On the one hand, her 

Western clothes represents Western modernity.  On the other hand, her long dress 

reminds us of a kimono, which represents Japanese culture.  As I have analyzed “When 

Children Rule the World,” this song connotes Japan’s desire to rule the world.  And 

before Ama no Uzume sings, snow children kneel in front of her.  This posture allows us 

to understand women’s roles when the state seeks to rule the world.  The children—who 

represent the countries of the world—kneel before the singer, who represents Amaterasu, 

the “mother” of the emperors of Japan. 
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 The other variation is found in the Olympic Oath taken by a young male athlete 

and a middle-aged female judge.  This couple is a symbolic representation of the emperor 

and Amaterasu (the supporter of the emperor).  Like Amaterasu, the female judge 

supports the emperor’s achievement, while a male athlete like the emperor struggles to 

gain victory.  We see the male athlete dressed in red and white, Japan’s national colors, 

presenting him as the main actor.  The woman judge, on the other hand, wears a gray 

parka that shows her subservient status.    

 Responding to modern women’s aspirations, the Olympic Committee lets women 

play productive roles during the festivities of the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano 

Olympics.  However, they are projected as androgynous figures, which allows them to 

enter the sacred arena despite their perceived pollution.  In the Olympic matsuri and the  

“Kimigayo” performance, women wear the same clothes as men.  Further, in the 

“Kimigayo” performance, a woman player has the same hairstyle as a male player does, 

which minimizes her identity as a woman.   

 By contrast, male images and roles in the Nagano Olympics are typically 

constructed as public and militaristic.  These include the Olympic matsuri, the sumō 

ritual, and the dōsojin dance.  As discussed earlier, sumō wrestlers and dōsojin are the 

emperor’s soldiers.  By portraying Japanese men as the emperor’s soldiers, the ceremony 

attempts to restore the wartime myth: Japanese men were members of the imperial army 

and were given a role as the world’s leading race in the name of hakkō ichiu.  In the 

Olympic matsuri, men appropriate all important roles.  For example, only men sing the  
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song to invite gods into the stadium, and male leaders compete to be first to climb to the 

top of each pillar.   

 As my discussion has suggested, gender in the Nagano Olympics is somewhat 

similar to the wartime concept of gender.  By drawing on the myth altered during 

wartime, the ceremony portrays men as the emperor’s soldiers and community leaders.  

More importantly, women are allowed to participate in the Opening Ceremony.  Neo-

nationalists had to change women’s roles because they needed to use women to meet 

public needs, as part-time workers in the economy and as mothers of the next generation.  

On the one hand, the ceremony gives women productive roles to fulfill national goals.  In 

this representation, women are portrayed as androgynous to avoid undermining the 

Japanese gender system.  On the other hand, women are given metaphoric roles that 

mediate Eastern and Western cultures, support men, and produce children.  These roles 

are constructed on images of Amaterasu.  This representation encourages women to 

emphasize a female uniqueness that is alien to men, thus suggesting that as long as 

women demonstrate their “unique femininity,” they will be allowed to participate in 

public work.  Thus, the ceremony presents a new gender arrangement: men as public 

actors, and women as public supporters and private actors.    

 

Conclusion  

Asari employed the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympics to support a 

militaristic nationalism in Japan.  In the Opening Ceremony, he established the emperor 

as the divine leader of the world.  He adapted Japanese mythology: the “land ceding” 
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myth, the “heavenly cave” myth, and the “descent to earth of the descendants of the sun 

goddess” myth.  To replicate these, the director produced the symbol of the sun, the 

center stage, the Olympic Cauldron, and the matsuri fires at the four corners of the stage.  

This mythology symbolically established hakkō ichiu ideology, which had defined 

wartime domestic and international relationships.  The adaptation of mythology allows 

the director to establish neoimperial worship.  This adaptation also helped him construct 

Japanese gender as being eternal—women have been always subjugated to men.    

 Asari broke down the Opening Ceremony into two parts.  In the first part, he 

reestablished the core of the wartime domestic relationship between the emperor and the 

Japanese by using the pillar matsuri and sumō rituals, elements of Japanese culture 

related to the Great Suwa Shrine.  By erecting eight pillars, participants in the Olympic 

matsuri built a sacred Japan and differentiated the stadium from the world.  The director  

also showed how participants in each community erected pillars at the same time, thus 

suggesting how the Japanese were incorporated into the state, regardless of age, class, or 

gender.  Afterwards, he  replicated the scene in the “land ceding” myth, in which earthly 

gods, sumō wrestlers, and the yokozuna return Japan to the emperor.  In both rituals, the 

ceremony encouraged the audience to participate, thus creating a consensus.  Thus, in the 

first part of the ceremony, Asari had the audience and TV viewers reflect that Japan is 

based on myth history, and the ceremony built national sentiment around the imperial 

system to promote the idea of national unification.   

In the second part of the ceremony, the director created a liminal stage involving  

international unification around the emperor, modeled on a national liminal ritual.  First, 
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through the transformation of the rice children into snow children (future Japanese 

colonialists), he implied the legitimacy of the emperor’s rule over the world.  This was 

encapsulated in the song “When Children Rule the World,” sung by the snow children 

(the future of Japan) and a woman singer.  Second, by controlling foreigners’ actions with 

sumō wrestlers and snow children, in the parade of athletes the director symbolically 

established an international hierarchy under Japanese domination.  Then with the use of 

musicians using ancient Shintō instruments to play the “Kimigayo,” he transformed the 

ordinary time and space of the ceremony into a liminal time and space, and this change 

allowed him to focus on the climax, the Olympic Torch ceremony.  By having Amaterasu 

light the Olympic cauldron, Asari connected her and the emperor, thus making the 

emperor divine and shaman who rules the Olympic matsuri.  With this, the director began 

with the Olympic matsuri, and he had both foreign and Japanese audience members 

participate in this matsuri, thus symbolically suggesting that they became subjects of the 

emperor.  The Olympic matsuri gave them a role to sing “Ode to Joy.”  By moving from 

Japan to five distant locations, and then back to Japan, the director organized the global 

chorus around Japanese symbols, creating the concept in song that Japan unites the world 

under Japanese control.  By participation in the singing of “Ode to Joy,” the Japanese 

audience would develop the perception that they belong to an imperial Japan, which the 

emperor rules.  Thus, in the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Olympic represented on 

TV, Asari attempted to make Japan a leading actor in global power dynamics to promote 

neoimperial worship.      
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CONCLUSION 

 By examining the symbolic representation in the opening ceremonies of three 

official events—the 1940 ceremony of the 2600th Anniversary of the Accession of 

Emperor Jinmu, Expo ’70, and the 1998 Nagano Olympic Winter Games—this study has 

analyzed how Japanese fascists and neo-nationalists, over the last half-century, have used 

Japan’s colonial ideology of hakko ichiu to promote emperor worship.   

Through an examination of Nippon News No. 23, Part 1—the official film of the 

1940 ceremony of the 2600th Anniversary of the Accession of Emperor Jinmu—I have 

found that the wartime ideology of hakko ichiu was not merely about colonialism, but 

also about social domestic and transnational relationships in which the emperor unified 

both the Japanese people and the other countries, while at the same time placing them 

into subordinate roles.  Thus, hakko ichiu ideology epitomizes two contradictory 

elements: unity and dominance, and to include it in official events, both wartime and 

postwar planners structured opening ceremonies in the form of a national matsuri, thus 

establishing the divinity of the emperor and legitimizing him as the ruler of the world.  In 

this way, event planners were able to depict Japan’s dominance over the other countries 

of the world.  On the other hand, the national matsuri was able to effect this cultural 

power because it included a liminal stage, in which the reality of normal society is 

suspended and people, for a brief period, feel completely equal—no mater what their 

place in the hierarchy—a feeling of “communitas.”  By including a liminal stage, 

ceremony planners helped to unite the entire audience around the emperor and form a 

familial transnational community.    
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Both wartime and postwar planners had the same set of goals for their opening 

ceremonies, but the political circumstances each faced were very different.  Wartime 

planners had no problem structuring the 1940 opening ceremony in the form of a national 

matsuri because the government was structured around fascists.  So they could 

straightforwardly express their goals.  But postwar planners had to disguise the true 

objectives of the neo-nationalists because the SCAP had banned hakko ichiu ideology and 

the Peace Constitution banned the use of matsuri in official events.  So neo-nationalists 

were careful to appoint planners who could deliver their objectives stealthily.    

Both wartime and postwar planners were also careful in choosing ceremonial sites 

so that the space of the matsuri could be transformed from ordinary to liminal.  Wartime 

planners in the 2600th Anniversary Rite of Emperor Jinmu’s Accession faced no 

obstacles in building a Shintō shrine for this purpose.  But postwar planners were 

forbidden by law from building a Shintō shrine.  Instead, they built architectures that 

symbolized Shintō shrines: the Tower of the Sun for Expo ‘70 and the center stage of the 

Nagano Olympic Winter Games stadium.  The Tower of the Sun symbolized a Shintō 

matsuri because it included Amaterasu and Jinmu and symbolized the unbroken line of 

the imperial family.  The center stage of the Nagano Winter Games was modeled on a 

sumo ring, which was used as a shrine for the sumo matsuri.  These sites provided a 

national matsuri space, in which the audience celebrated the divinity of the emperor. 

Both wartime and postwar planners deployed both elements of hakko ichiu 

ideology: unity and dominance.  To unite the audience around the emperor, wartime and 

postwar planners included a stage in the performances of the opening ceremonies.  In the 
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liminal stage of the 2600th Anniversary Rite of Emperor Jinmu Accession, planners 

deployed a banzai salute to build up a moment of communitas.  Through the banzai 

salute by both domestic and foreign audiences, they showed universal solidarity (hakko 

ichiu) under the emperor.  And the director of Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 helped to 

clarify the liminal stage and to draw a consensus from film viewers to work for the total-

war system.     

But because the Peace Constitution did not allow the use of the banzai salute in 

official events, postwar neo-nationalist planners for Expo ‘70 and the 1998 Nagano 

Winter Games could not include it in their opening ceremonies.  Instead, they had to 

create performances that symbolized the banzai salute: participants’ cheers to the 

emperor in the last part of the Expo matsuri and the singing of “Ode to Joy” in the 1998 

Nagano Winter Games.   

Both wartime and postwar planners and film directors subtly showed the other 

element of hakko ichiu, dominance.  In the film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1, the director  

portrayed Japan’s supremacy over foreign countries by focusing on the display of 

imperial symbols and the Kogun (the Imperial Army and Navy of the emperor) and by 

controlling the display of foreign countries’ flags.  Neo-nationalists in Expo ‘70 

expressed Japan’s dominance over other countries through a parade of flag bearers in 

which representatives of participating countries were not permitted to carry their own 

flags; instead, they were carried by Japanese men in military uniforms.  Japanese flag 

bearers welcomed the emperor in the same way that soldiers and sailors in the Kogun had 

welcomed the emperor at wartime military reviews, thereby reviving the image of the 
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emperor in the Kōgun.  Through careful editing, the film director reinforced Japan’s 

authority over other countries in the world.    

In the Opening Ceremony of the Nagano Winter Games, Asari Keita subtly 

disguised Japan’s colonialism, first by featuring a chorus of children singing “When 

Children Rule the World.”  Second, he cleverly insinuated Japan’s dominance during   

the ceremony that featured the flags of participating countries.  Here sumo wrestlers and 

snow children led athletes from each set of participating countries into the sacred stadium, 

thereby representing Japanese control over the proceedings.  (Olympic protocol forbade 

the Japanese to bear the other countries’ flags, yet they symbolically did so anyway 

through the pattern of other countries’ flags on the snow children’s sweaters.)  Thus, the 

ceremony symbolically establishes a worldwide Japanese hierarchy and the triumph over 

the countries of the world.  

Neo-nationalists cleverly connected the themes of unity and dominance with a 

formation of hyū (fighter planes of the Self-Defense Forces) roaring across the sky at the 

end of the Opening Ceremony’s singing of “Ode to Joy,” allowing them to tip the 

emphasis toward militarism (dominance), rather than unity.  Thus by bringing back 

national matsuri and the imperial unbroken line, neo-nationalists helped restore the 

colonial ideology of hakko ichiu (unifying the world under the emperor).  

 Thus, both wartime and postwar planners included the two contradictory elements 

of hakko ichiu ideology—unity and dominance—in three official ceremonies and, 

depending on their objectives,   accentuated either one or the other.  For example, with 

the film Nippon News No. 23, Part 1, fascist planners were intent on mobilizing the 
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populace into the total-war system.  So, the film director focused on creating the image of 

the emperor as a peaceful divine warrior and unifier of Japanese and foreign guests.  

Therefore, the film omitted the firing of the artillery that took place in the ceremony after 

the banzai salute, thus clothing colonialism in the appearance of unity and harmony.433  

On the other hand, neo-nationalist planners for Expo ‘70 and the 1998 Nagano Winter 

Games were intent on promoting militarism and colonialism.  So, after the film director 

of Expo‘70 depicted the moment of unity through matsuri, he cleverly connected this 

unity to the dominance represented by the roar of fighter planes of the Self-Defense 

Forces (SDF) flying across the sky at the end of the Opening Ceremony.   Asari did the 

same after Ozawa had a global chorus from five contents sing “Ode to Joy.”  Thus, neo-

nationalists in the postwar era overshadowed unity and harmony with dominance and 

glorified militarism.   

The presentation of hakko ichiu ideology in official ceremonies also alters the 

meanings of gender.  By examining gender representations in the opening ceremonies of 

three official ceremonies, this study has analyzed how, for over a century since the rise of 

the Meiji nation-state, prewar nationalists, wartime fascists, and postwar neo-nationalists 

created gender-based images of Amaterasu.  I have found that they created particular 

images of Amaterasu to mobilize women and to work enthusiastically for the specific 

goals of nationalist movements.  As a national icon, Amaterasu functioned to shape 

women’s identities and roles in society.  

                                                 
433 Kunaicho, 5: 109. 
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 In Chapter 1, through an examination of coins, paintings, and a song, I have 

traced how Meiji nationalists weakened Amaterasu to create a Western-style gender 

system, changing her from the strong native figure of the pre-Meiji era to a weak, 

Western-type mother figure represented by Jingu and later by the empress.  Before the 

Meiji era, Amaterasu was revered as a powerful goddess who ensured a good harvest and 

protected both family and community.  At the end of the Meiji era, when Japan defeated 

Russia, one of the leading Western powers, Amaterasu was reduced to a maternal symbol 

of Japanese culture.   

In Chapter 2, through an examination of the Nippon News No. 23, Part 1, I have 

concluded that fascists elevated the image of Amaterasu, as represented by the empress 

and the royal princesses, in order to mobilize women for the war effort.  Because fascists 

established the image of Emperor Hirohito as a divine warrior, they needed to establish 

the divinity of the empress to complement the divinity of the emperor.  Before wartime, 

the media had customarily shown the emperor alone as a divine warrior, not as a member 

of a couple.  But Nippon News No. 23, Part 1 frequently showed the emperor and the 

empress as a couple, and this image empowered women as invaluable members of the 

nation state.  Yet the film narrowly restricted women to their traditional gender roles.   

In researching the opening ceremonies of two postwar official ceremonies, I 

discovered that neo-nationalists revived the image of Amaterasu in order to reestablish 

wartime masculinity and legitimize the emperor’s authority as the leader of a divine 

militarized country.  Both ceremonies presented men as warriors, depicting them as 

agents of Japanese history.  The image of the Meiji Amaterasu coincided with her image 
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in Expo’ 70—a subservient role as a biological producer for the state and non-participant 

in important ceremonies.  I also found that the fascist image of Amaterasu was repeated 

in the 1998 Nagano Winter Games.      

Due to Japan’s defeat in World War II and the New Constitution, Japanese neo-

nationalists struggled with the double feminization of Japanese patriarchy; the emperor, 

representing Japan’s virility, lost his divine power while his little emperors (men) lost 

their authority at home.  To regain their virility, they had to reconstitute Japan as a divine 

militarized country by reviving Amaterasu in official ceremonies that legitimized the 

divinity of the emperor and Japan as a leading race.  Yet because the Peace Constitution 

had improved the status of women, reviving the image of Amaterasu had the possibility 

of further weakening Japan’s patriarchy.  They resolved this dilemma in Expo ‘70 by 

producing the Tower of the Sun.  By connecting the Golden Sun Face and the body at the 

front of the Tower of the Sun, a symbol of Amaterasu, neo-nationalists manifested the 

unbroken line of the emperor system.  But they could not place her inside the Matsuri 

Plaza, using Amaterasu instead as an entrance; in this way, she played a role as mediator 

of Eastern and Western people.  In effect, the neo-nationalists were denying Amaterasu’s 

role in the priesthood.  Further, they created the Black Sun Face, a symbol of Emperor 

Jinmu, on the back of the Tower of the Sun statue and placed it inside the Matsuri Plaza.  

This arrangement allowed neo-nationalists to legitimize the emperor’s sovereignty over 

Japan.  On the basis of these images, the film Expo ‘70 remasculinizes men while it 

reduces women to mere biological producers, even if reproducers of important men.  
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Neo-nationalists fully extended the image of Amaterasu, from her representation 

as a giant statue in Expo’ 70 to her form in the flesh and blood in the 1998 Nagano 

Winter Games.  Moreover, by lighting the Olympic Cauldron, she played a key role in 

Nagano in legitimizing the emperor as the head priest of the matsuri.  But the ceremony 

did not allow her to govern a matsuri, portraying her instead as an exotic mediator 

between Western and Eastern cultures.  By showing images of Amaterasu which 

epitomized subordinate elements, the ceremony avoids the masculinization of Japanese 

women.  Many women participated in the Opening Ceremony, but their roles reflect 

Amaterasu’s subordinate role, a symbolic mediator of two cultures.  By having women 

participate in the ceremony, neo-nationalists respond to women’s aspirations while 

emphasizing their female uniqueness.      

Thus, I see that leading elites for over half a century have deployed hakko ichiu 

ideology in official ceremonies as the medium for changing Japan’s political situation. 

This was done to spark national consciousness and indeed promoted emperor worship.   
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